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President's Column
The Good Book
We arenow incelebration of the season
when we find time for home and family,
relatives by birth and marriage, old mends
and new, celebratingthe religious festivals
and traditions of diverse faiths. It is a time
to ponder wisdom from The Good Book.
All the great American trial advocates,
from Daniel Webster to Percy Foreman,
used Biblical references as part of their
very special skill of the art of communication, when arguing the innocence of the
poor defendant put to trial.
Likewise, all criminal defense lawyers
have known Judges who used the Bible as
justification for their decisions.
In Coy v. Iowa, decided this year, JusticeScalia addressed thelegality ofplacing
ascreenbetweenanallegedvictimofchild
abuse and the citizen accused. He traced
the right of a defendant to see his accusers
to the dispositionof heresy charges against
the Apostle Paul, who was protected from
summary execution by a right recognized
even before the birth of trial bv iuw.
Acts 25: 16:
It is not the mannerof theRomans to
deliver any man up to die before the
accused has met his accusers face to
face, and has been given a chance to
defend himself against the charges.

shall be brought before the priests
and judges on duty before the Lord
at the time. They must be closely
questioned, and if the witness is
lying,hispenalty shallbethepunishment he thought theother man would
get. In this way you will purge out
evil from among you. Then those
who hear about it will beafraid to tell
Iies on the witness stand.
A particularly handy source of wisdom
is the BookofProverbs, a collection of inshuctions for right living, handed down by
King Solomon. Obvious interpretations
lead tomles of good professional pactice.
For example, criminal defense lawyers are
loath to appear without a reasonable
prepayment and never co-sign bank loans
for legal fees.

on tightly to all the good sense you
can get.

Proverbs 6:l:
Son..if ,
vou endorse a note for someone you hardly know, guaranteeing
his debt, you are in serious trouble.
You may have trapped yourself by
your agreement. Quick! Get out of it
if you possibly can! Swallow your
pride; don't let embmssment stand
in the way. Go and beg to have your
name erased.

Tell witness@to be cautions, to answer
only the question asked and to reeaiu fmm
volunteering.
Proverbs 10:14:

A wise man holds his tongue. Only a
fool blurts out everythinghe knows;
that only leads to somow and txouble.

Other rules follow:
Even criminal defense lawyers can find
consolation in their personal interpretation
Remember that thorough fachlal invesof scripture.Why is the testimony of more
than one witness ordinarily required to tigation is essential in every case, and use
prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt? your common sense.
Why cross-examine? Why punish perjury?
Proverbs 223:
Because the Bible tells us so.
Consider thelaw of Moses, given to the
A prudent man foresees the difficulPeople of Israel, preparing them for entry
into the Land of Canaan.
ties ahead and prepares for them; the
simpleton goes blindly on and sufDeuteronomy 19: 15:
fers the consequences.
Never convict anyone on the testimony of one witness. There must
be at least two, and three is even better. If anyone gives false witness,
claiming he has seen someone do
wmng when he hasn't, both men

Don't hesitate toemploy experts and investigators, as needed.
Proverbs 23:23:

Ed MaUett

Put it to your client that the Fifth
Amendment is supported by good authority:
Proverbs 21:23:
Keep your mouth closed and you'll
stay out of trouble.
Pay careful attention to thedemeanor of
a witness; his body language will tell you
when heis lying.
Proverbs 6: 12:
Let me describe for you a worthless

Get the facts at any price, and hold
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Remembering Percy
By Dick DeGuerin
The first time I saw him I was one of a
dozen or so law students who had cut classes to watch the great Percy Foreman perfomi. He had come to Austin to defend a
slightly crazed but highly skilled thoracic
surgeon, whose disloyal wife and wicked
brother sought to have locked away in the
nut ward so they could divvy up his fortune. At least that's the way weand thejuly
saw it after Percy wove his magic. He
raised the spectre of a brilliant mind being
turned, to Jell-0 by shack treatments administeredat theAustinStateHospita1,and
even introduced a veterinarian's hypodermic syringe to honify thejurors and spectators alike at the prospect of the cruel
treatment instore for thepoor,beleaguered
surgeon, should the wife and brother
prevail. To be sure, the surgeon's relatives
saw that Austin's D.A. would be no match
for Percy, and they hired, as special
prosecutors, the best litigators Austin had
to offer, but to no avail. Percy turned what
was ordinarily a thirty-minute commitment hearinginto a two-week-long, fullblown dramatic trial. Once the word got
out what was going on, what had started as
adozenorsolawstudentsandotherregular
Percy followers turned into a standingroom-only crowd. Percy Foreman was in
town and attendance at U. T. Law School
was definitely down.
There were frequent recesses. The old
county judge was not a lawyer. He was a
World Warn hero withastiffneck, and he
needed lots of consultation on the finer
points oflaw. It finally got to the point that
he simply wouldn't rule on anything, and
Percy could have introduced the kitchen
sink, if it would have served.
Whenever the judge called a time out,
the Percy groupies would gather 'round.
There was an adequate number of freshly
coiffed ladies of indeterminable vintage,
caked with diamonds and overlaid with
furs. We speculated they were Percy's
divorce clients or that they had recently
murdered their husbands (or were considering doing so) and were seeking
Percy's services. Thoseofus with enough
gumption would approach Percy and be
greeted with wannth and grace, a few unexfited but pertinent questions about this

or that course in law school, and receive an
autographed copy of a Parade Magazine
anicle featuring Percy. I still have mine.
The students favored with Percy's attention were the envy of the law school, and
it was of little consequencethat we missed
important lectures. Hell, most of us would
have cut a final exam to watchhim.
Theladies, on the otherhand, were content to wait their turn forpercy's attention.
Years later, I was to realize that Percy's
time was so precious, he would always
have several clients waiting to see him at
any available free tinie, and that these
ladies were, most likely, just waiting their
turn.
With coun hack in session, Percy was
allbusiness.Hisovenvhelmingpresencein
the small, packed courtroom made it a certainty thateverythinghedidorsaid was exactly what the jury saw and remenibered.
In his giant hands that awful horse
hypodermic became the very inshunlent
with which the good doctor would be tortured unless the jurors saved him; Percy
convinced us all, the jurors included, that
medical science would lose its brightest
star if wicked wife had her way. Not since
Cain slew Abel had siblingrivalryreached
such evil dimensions.
Percy won, of course. In the end, the
jurors decided the surgeon was, indeed,
mentally ill, but that he did not require
hospitalization, so he walked out of the
courtroom with Percy, to the delight of
ninety-nine percent of the spectators. The
Austin papers reported on his departure
with his client, in the back ofa long, black
Cadillac, undoubtedly accompanied by
one or more of the ladies who were waiting their turn, and most likely working on
the next case. Percy was not one to wallow
invictory.
By that tinie he was already considered
tobe the best criniinal lawyer inTexas. His
national reputation was yet to be made, by
the marathon trial of Candace Mossler and
her nephew, Melvin Lane Powers. In fact,
hehadalreadybeenpracticinglawforover
thirty-five years. At a time when most
lawyers are ready toretire, Percy was still
in full stride.
Full stride forPercy meant being in trial
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or preparingfor the next one. There was no
afterniath, no celebration, no resting or
twisting off after his latest victory. There
simply wasn't enough time for that. He
often said that from the day he opened his
law office he had more business than he
could take care of. Soniehow, though, he
did takecareof it, and he did it by utilizing
every moment of his tinie. Like the ladiesin-waiting I had thought were merely
groupies, Percy usually had several clients
with upcoming problems waiting for him
wherever he was, so that in trial recesses,
over the noon hour, at breakfast, and most
of all in the evenings, Percy met with,
talked to, fussed at, collected from, cussed
out, prepared for, interviewed, dictated to,
and took in clients, cases, trials and
secretaries of every stripe. When Percy
was intown, the waitingrooniof his office
was lined with the most amazing mixture
of folk. The son of a poor black preacher
would sit next to a wealthy bank president
and his errant daughter, both patiently
waiting their turn; a movie star nervously
checked her nails while a swarthy Latin in
Gucci loafers (Reeboks in later years)
paced the hall, reeking of Brut. Percy saw
the clients in the order in which they came
to the office.
He was just as likely to take the pa'
man's case as he was that of the rich man,
although hedidn't want that fact to be wellknown. His reputation for high fees acted
asanaturalscreeningdevice. Haditgotout
that he was likely to accept challenging
cases regardless of the client's ability to
pay, he would have been deluged and unable to handle the cases he had.
Even as it was, he had no time to rest,
no tinie to play, and, anyway, he wouldn't
have known what to do with "free time" if
he had it.
His capacity for work was amazing. He
was physically strong, of course, and large
and imposing, even into his eighties. Isuppose that physical strength was at least
partly responsible for his amazing capacity
for work but, more than mere physical
strength, he had endurance. Lord knows
why. As far as I've ever been able to discover, henevertookany exerciseat all, and
was conternphous of those who do. True,

hewasonthewrestlingteamincollege, but
ever after he was disdainful of sweat for
sweat's sake.1onceheardhimgentlychide
his brother Keith for"fo1lowing a golf ball
around," and when1was late for workona
Saturdaymorningbecauseofmyparticipation ina "foot race," it wouldsend himinto
apoplexy. He believed that time not
devoted to a client's cause was time
wasted,and golf orrunning or tennis or any
othwpastime,for thatmatter, wasjust that:
a way to pass the time, and Percy had no
time to pass.
Most of us who watched Percy as law
students were like children who want to
grow up to be ftcemen. What we saw in the
cou~ttoum-the glamour, theexcitement,
the spellbinding thrill of controlliig the
emotions of thecourtmom-madeus say
to ourselvar, "That's the kind of lawyer1
want to be when I grow up." Percy would
say, "Most lawyers think a law license is a
meal ticket, apass to fame and fortune. It's
not, it's just a work permit, a license to
work." He was contemptuous of those who
seek the glamour and rewards that he,
paradoxically, had heaped upon himself,
and often said that he had not sought his
fame, it sought him.
Like many another young lawyer fksh
out of law school, I headed to Houston,
with Percy as a role model. Guided by his
advice, I somehow landed a job as an Assistant District Attorney, and I next saw
Percy from the opposite side of a counsel
table. Although it was merely an examining trial, I knew days in advance that my
opponent was Percy Foreman, and I
prepared forit, topsideand bottom.Percy'S
hapless client had been caught red-handed
with a hypodermic syringe with a cloudy
liquid in it. I was prepared toprove that the
narcotics officer knew the poor fellow
fromreputation and by sightasa heroinaddict and dealer. Like most prosecutors
would do with a narcotics officer as a witness, I had rehearsed the officer the day
before and was ready to beat the great
Percy Foreman.
Of course, Percy was ready, too. He
knew the officer well, and probably knew
of some skeletons in the closet that I didn't
know about, which,inhindsight, explained
for me the officer's earlier nervousness
when I interviewed him. After just a few
minutes of Percy's cross, the officer had
admitted that he and Percy's client had
s h a d the same girlfriend, that the officer

man, net cash." He was generally successful in deflating the inherent grandiosity of
a con artist by out-conning him. But he
could analyze more subtle foibles of
human nature, too, and in understanding
human nature he was able, with startling
accuracy, to predict how a person would
act or feel, given certain evidence.
The first and most obvious use of this
uncanny ability was, of course, jury selection. We allknowhow inadequate voirdii
can be in d v i n g a t ajuror's me feelings.
With the trend being to more restrictive
voirdire, it's getting worse rather thanbettw. But Percy didn't care so much what a
juror said; he got more out of the way a
question was answered. True, he had his
categories, like most of us do. In fact, he
probably established more categories than
most of us use. "German women make
wonderful wives but lousy jurors" was
only one of his criteria for jury selection;
but intheendhis instincts guidedhimmore
thananything else.Hescoffed at theuseof
jury specialists or juror profiles. He
believed that that's what you h i a lawyer
for, and if your lawyer doesn't know how
to do it you've got the wrong lawyer.
Even more important than jury selection, though, was his ability to expose an
adverse witness on cross-examination, and
he owed that to his knowledge of human
nature. I doubt ifPercy everread abookon
cross-examination, He refused to write a
book about it. But anyone who's seenhim
cross-examineknows there was none better. A cardimal rule of cross-examination is
don't ask the question if you don't already
know the answer. That usually means
you've interviewed the witness, or you
have a prior statement, or you've got a
deposition or some other way of knowing
what the answer's gonna be. When Percy
learned to cross-examine, I doubt if there
was such a thing as depositions. He didn't
need it. He knew what the witness was
going to say because he knew that witdid.ForPercy,knowinghumannaturewas ness's nature.
Percy wasn't a oynic, he was just hard.
as natural to him as his own bodily functions. No one could spot a fraud or phony His lifelongexperiencewith humannahue,
or con man quicker than Percy, and, in his repeated exposureto the baser instincts
Percy'seyes there was no one easierto con in our fellow man, his constant dealings
than a conman. Werepresented enough of withliars, thieves andcheats, both withand
them to become thoroughly familiar with without badges, mighthave turned a lesser
the procedure. Time and again Percy man bitter. It simply made Percy hard. He
would cut them down to size with "I don't couldn't beshocked. He couldn't bedisap
buy bullshit, Isell it," a'?couldsmell you pointed because if something bad was
coming beforelsaw you,"or"you'rea con going tohappen, he already knew it, heexhad a grudge against thepwr fellow, and
that the milky liquid in the syringe might
just as likely have been murky water from
Buffalo Bayou. When the judge found no
probablecanse,Percy waseversogracious
in his victory. Percy's reputation for arrogance was not accurate.
He's been quoted as saying, "I don't
claimtobethegreatest, butldon'tdenyit,
either," and in fact I've heard him say it
myself. But Percy always said it with a
twinkle in his eye and a sly little grin, as
though the ouaageous statement were a
privatejoketohimself.'Reirony is thatthe
title of greatest was deserved, while the
title of arrogancewas not.Hisgmciousness
to a crestfallen, defeated young Assistant
D. A. was natural and genuine. It was not
the act of anarrogant man.
Percy was a spellbinder. He was a
natural orator who honed his skills early
on. In the summers of his college years he
traveled the Chatauqua Circuit, entertaining small-town crowds with inspiring,
humorous, thought-provokiug,and largely
extemporaneous speeches. That was long
before my time, of course, but Pwcy often
drew upon that experience to illustrate
points about human nature. Por instance,
he was able to adjust his speeches to the
personalities and whims of the audience of
the moment. But what that is illustrativeof
is not Percy's inclination to change the
story to fit the audience, but his ability to
read the personalities of his listeners. And
though his unequalled skills as an orator
are often seen as the secret to his success,
the real secret, if it can be limited to any
one facet of this very complicated man,
was his uncanny ability tosize aperson up.
Of the many people who knew Percy well
thmugbout his life, none would deny that
M y ' s greatest ability was that he h e w
people so well. From analyzing the judge,
to selecting the jury, through mss-examination and final arguments, Percy
knew what they were thinking before they
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petted it. Percy was a teacher. He wasn't
pedantic, he didn't lecture, and he certainly didn't patiently explain. He taught by
example. He'd just carry you dong with
him, and after a while he'd nun you loose
with just a goal in mind; how you accomplished that goal was your own business, as long as you accomplished it, and
as long as you kept the goal in mind. You
see, Percy didn't think there should be any
distractions to a lawyerrepresenting aperson whose future was on the line. He saw
the lawyer's responsibility to his client not
as the most impoltant thing but as the only
thing. Hebelieved, and often said, that law
was a profession, not a business. If you
wanted to do something else, yon didn't
want to be a lawyer bad enough to be a
good one. When "friends" would offer me
a "business opportunity" or a "chance for
investment," Percy wisely counseled,
"You don'i want to be known as that
lawyer that owns a restaurant, you just
want to be known as that lawyer."
Another time he told me. "Youcanonlv
do one thing well at a the." He didn't
mean only one case, of course, for we were
constantly deluged with business and
Percy could handle three different clients
in his office at the same time while talking
on the phone to a fourth, and dictating
(simultaneously) pleadmgs on a fifth and
sixth, He was not impatient, he simply
didn't tolerate a waste of time, and explaininghimself,or answeringthequestion
"Why?" was a waste of time. If he asked a
question,he wantedananswer to that question, and not an explanation. If he wanted
an explanation, he would ask for it. If you
didn't answer his question directly, you
were in for unshirted hell. Once, during a
lull in a divorce trial, Percy started thinking about lunch and turned to his client and
asked, "Do you liie Mexican food?"
"Oh, Mr. Foreman," the poor lady
replied, "my mother made lasagna last
night and I've been so nervous that I
couldn't eat it and I didn't sleep at all last
night and -"
"Dammit," Percy thundered, "I didn't
ask you about your mother, or lasagna, or
whether you were nervous, or about your

sleeping habits. I asked you whether you
like Mexican food. That's nachos, tacos,
chdupas, enchiladas, rice, beans. Now do
you likeit or notl"
Percy won her case, but the look of
satisfactiononherhusband'sfaceafterthat
exchange seemed to soften the blow considerably for him.
Percy shied away h m social gatherings. That's not to say he wasn't a social
person, he was.Heenjoyedpeople, and enjoyed talking and telling tales, but he
couldn't stand phonies and felt that large
gatherings seemed to attract more phonies
than he could put up with. And then again,
he wasn't really good at idle chitchat; it
was a waste of time, too. Hedidn't liie bar
conventions, or other large meetings, even
though he often addmsed them. He tried
togo to theStateBar conventioneachyear,
hut that was primarily to see how many
members of his law school class (Texas
'27) were still around. And he supported
organizations,even though he was disdain-
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ful of the folks who seemed to do nothing
except go to seminars and barbecues and
conventionsand soon.Hewas president of
the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, although it was at that
time largely in honorary -psition, and he
was around when we formed TCDLA. and
gave a recruiting speech when we fo&ed
the Hamis County Criminal Lawyers Association. His idea of the r d worth of
these organizations was to give strength
and dignity to the profession. When he
thought they were becoming merely selfcongratulatory drinking organizations, he
quit. Their purpose had been lost, he
thought. He really believed that he was a
law enforcement officer, and that fighting
for the rights of his clients was an
honorable profession and should be seen
by the public as such, but he was a realist,
too, and knew that the public, and the rest
of the bar, generally looked down their

Announcements
Home Run Hitter's Seminar
Plan now! TCDLA's spring trip will be to CANCUN, Mexico. We will depart
Wednesday, April 5,1989, and return Sunday, April 9,1989.
The package price is $54Ydouble occupancy, with a $150 single supplement
charge. This price includes: 4 nights deluxe accommodations at the HOTEL INTERCONTINEWAL CAN-,
hotel tax and tips; surcharges; maid service;
baggage handling; round trip airfarefrornDFWorHoustonIntercontinental;round
trip transfers; and our meeting room.
The hotel has its own water purification system, beautiful pool, best beach in
Cancun, deep sea fishing, and sightseeing trips to the many beautiful spots of the
island.
If you would likejuni0raIIddeluxe suites, they are available at an extra charge.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT Martha Landmm
of Associated Travel, 1-800-346-5764.
FULL PAYMENT IS NEEDED BY FEBRUARY 6,1988.

Get Well Soon
Ann Meyer is homenow recuperating from surgery. Annis married to Richard
Alan Anderson of Dallas.
Also recuperating is Charles W. Tessmer of Dallas. Charles was hospitalized
recently, hut is home recuperating.
We wish you both a speedy recovery.

Address Changes
J. Gary Trichter and Robert B. Hirschhorn are pleased to anno.unce their
partnership. They may be reached at: Trichter &Hirschhom, 3500 Travis, Houston, Texas77002, (713) 524-1010.Mr. Hirschhorn also maintains anofficeat2215
Avenue L, Galveston, Texas 77550, (409) 763-0700.

Institutional and Post-release Behavior of the Texas
Furman~commutedInmates
By James W. Marquarl and Jonathan R. Sorensen
thenimposedconstitutedc~elandunusual
punishment in violation of the Eighth and
Fourteenth Amendments. This landmark
decision invalidated the death sentences of
more than 600 death row ~risonersscattered across 30 states and ihe District of
Co1umbia.l The former death row prisoners had their sentences commuted to life
imprisonment and, after subsequent processing, were released into the general
prisoner population.
Critics of the ruling feared that the
public would be endangeredby the former
death row prisoners if they were ever
released.
administrators and mental
health professionals warned that the Furman-commuted inmates posed a sigAbstract
nificant threat to the general prison
In 1972, the Umted States Supreme population, and if paroled, to the comCourt mled that the death penalty as ad- munity at large. Some reasoned that these
ministered constituted cruel and unusual inmates had "over time become progrespIJni~hIIIent.This d i n g also invalidated sively less suitable for reentry into a
the death sentences of over 600inmates in general prison population or the general
the United States. These inmates had their public" (see Gallemore and Panton,
death sentences commuted to life im- 1971:171). The underlying logic for their
prisonment. This paper examines the in- argument centered on the complex (and
stitutional and post-release behavior of the controversial) issue of "dangerousness"
47 Furman commutees in Texas from (e.g., Floud and Young, 1982). Advocates
1973-1986. Prior to therelease of these47 of capital punishment often cite long-term
inmates into the general prisoner popula- violence and "dangerousness" asjustification, prison officials and clinicians tion for the death penalty. Sellin sumpredicted that the commutees were marizes this position:
dangerous and constituted a substantial
threat to other inmates and security staff.
Supporters of the death penalty
claim this punishment is a superior
The institutional and release behavior of
these ex-capital offenders is compared to a
means of saving lives, because if a
cohort of like violent offenders. Subsecapital murderer were sentenced to
quent data analysis revealed that the comlife imprisonment, he may some day
kill a fellow prisoner or member of
mutees committed few serious prison rule
the prison staff, the assumption
violations. They did not kill other inmates
or staff. A minority of the commutees and
being that he is, more thana prisoner
sentenced for some other crime,
cohort members committed themajority of
prone to homicidal violence; and, if
prison rule violations. Of the thirty-one
at some future time he were parcommutees released on parole, one comdoned, paroled, or otherwise
mitted a new homicide. No cohort inmate
released from confinement, this
killed again. The paper concludes that expresumed compensity might lead
ecutionof these47 inmates would nothave
him to kill again. (1980: 103)
greatly protected society.
In 1972, the United States Supreme
Court decided in Furman v. Georgia, 408
The Furman decision represents an o p
US.238 (1972) that the death penalty as podunity, a natural experiment, to test this
The authors are greatly indebted to
George J. Beto for his encouragement in
undertaking this project; S.O. Woods of the
Texas Department of Corrections for
making the files available and room to
work; Melba Harris for advice; John Byrd
of the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
for granting access to the release data;
and to Sheldon Ekland-Olson, Michael
Radelet, Richard 0.Lempert, Brad Anderson and Carl Harris for their critical comments and suggestions on an earlier draft
This study was funded by a Faculty
Research Support Grant from Sam Houston State University.

on

latter position. However, social scientists
havealmost totally ignoredtheinstitutional and post-release behavior of the Furman
inmates (see Vito and Wilson, 1986). The
fateofthese inmates may tellus something
crucial about recidivism, predictions of
dangerousnessand future violence, and the
appropriateness of long-term confinement
(incapacitation) of violent offenders in
maximum security institutions. Most importantly, the natural experiment created
by Furman offers a unique chance to examine the validity of specific deterrence
arguments so oftenused by capitalpunishment advocates.
The present study examines the Texas
Furman-commuted population (h'- 47)
over the fowteen-year period, 1973-1986,
following their release from death row. We
are especially interested in whether or not
the Furman inmates presented a threat to
the lives of others, including the prison
staff, other inmates, and members of the
community.To test theissueof dangemusness, we compare the Furman gmup to a
control group (N- 156) of violent offenders who wereconvictedof murder, and
rape, and received lifesentences. The point
of the comparison group is to assess
whether the people we decide to execute
constitute a momviolent threat than those
sent to prison for life for convictions of
similar offenses.
Data on institutional and parole hehavior are examined to determine if the Fwman-releasees, as compared to the control
p u p , did in fact inflict injury upon others
afte~their reprieve. First, we review the
relevant literatureoncommutationstudies.
Then, we present and analyze the institutional and release data. Finally, we compare the release data reported in this paper
to the findings of otherrecidivismresearch
on murderers. The available literature is
used as a bench mark for comparativepurposes.

Theoretical Background
Many offenders who receive the death
penalty have their sentences commuted
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before being executed. Radelet and Pierce
(1985) found that only a fraction of convicted murderers are ever executed.
Studies have shown that commutations, or
"reductions in the severity of sentence(s)
imposed by court(s)" (Martin, 1983: 594),
occur in a substantial proportionof capital
cases. Johnson (1987). for example, found
that in North Carolina between 1909 and
1953 only 24% of fwst-degree burglars,
and 56 percent of both murderers and
rapists sentenced todeath were actually executed. In Texas between 1924 and 1952,
five of eight robbery cases were commuted, 21 percent of the murder cases, and
7 percent ofthe rape cases; of the total 350
persons sentencedtodeathduring this time
period, 19 percent were commuted (Giardini and Farrow, 1952). In updating this
Texas data, we found that between 19241964 (the pre-Furman execution era) 453
offenders were sentenced to death, of
which 366 were executed, and 87 (19%)
received commutations.

Commutation Siudies
Not all offenders sentenced to death are
actually executed. A minority receive, for
whatever reasons, commutations of their
death sentences to a less severe sentence usually life imprisonment. However, very
little empirical research has been conducted on commuted ex-capital offenders.
Of the few commutation studies completed, focus tends to be on the demographic differences between condemned
and commuted populations (Johnson,
1957; Wolfgang, Kelly, andNolde, 1962).
,Kesearch on the institutional behavior
of commuted capital offenders is nonexist~nt;however, some studies have been
conducted on the behavior of murderers in
prison. Hanagan (1980) found that murderers generally had lower disciplinary infraction rates; but, when committing rule
violations, these long-term inmates were
more likely to commit serious rule violations. Overall, these inmates, when compared to other prisoners, tended to be
"settled" and the most manageable of
prisoners (Wardlaw and Biles, 1980).
Though some studies have examined fmtdegree murderers and prison homicides
(Bedau, 1967; Sellin, 1980), these studies
did not differentiate between those who
were sentenced to death and later commuted and those who committed capital
crimes but were not sentenced to death.

Eichman's (1966) research on the consequences of the historic Gideon v.
Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) decision
which demonstrated that the release of
hundreds of prisoners in Florida did not
trigger, as predicted, a major crime wave.
The present study is also similar to an assessment of the effects of the court order
issuedinRuizv. Estelle, 503F. Supp. 1265
(S.D. Texas, 1980) on levels of violence
anddisorderinTexas prisons, which found
that the court order initially led to a breakdown in the traditional mechanisms of
social control and precipitated an nnprecedented wave of inmate violence (see,
Crouch and Marquart, 1989; EWandOlson, 1986).
Especially relevant to this research is
the work conducted by Terence Thomberry and Joseph Jacoby (1979), who examined the outcome of Dixon v. Attorney
General of the Cornmnornvealth of Pennsylvania, 325 F. Supp. 966 (M.D. PA. 1971),
which led to the release of 586 patients
from a maximum security hospital for the
criminally insane. They hypothesized that
these inmates would not be assaultive. In
testing such variables as pre-release
violence, postrelease recidivism and
rehospitalization, support was found for
their hypothesis. Though clinically
predicted to be dangerous to themselves
and others, these patients were not seriously assaultive during confinement and did
not pose a threat to the community upon
release. This study and its findings parallel
an earlier study by Steadman and Cocozza
(1974), which examined the effects of
&usfrom v. Herald, 328 US. 107(1966),
litigation that resulted in the transfer of
nearly 1,000 reputedly dangerous patients
from hospitals for the criminally insane to
civil mental hospitals.
The guiding hypothesis of the present
research, based on the previously mentioned literature on the institutional behaviorandrecidivismof murderers and the
findings of Thomberry and Jacoby, is that
Furman v. Georgia:
the Furman inmates did not present a disA Natural Experiment
proportionate serious threat to other inThe Furman v. Georgia decision mates and prison staff while incarcerated
presents an opportunity to observe the ef- and, if released, did not commit a disfects of a natural or after-the-fact experi- proportionate number of "dangerous" acts
ment - a court decision which resulted in while in the free society. For the purposes
the release of capital offenders to the of this paper, "dangerousness" is defined
general prison population and some, even- as "serious assaultive conduct, defined as
tually, to the free society. This study is in conduct which does, or is reasonably likethe tradition of suchlegal impact studies as ly to, causesignificant injuryto thevictim"
The critical question that remains unanswered is how commuted ex-capital offenders behave in prison and on parole.
This question was partially addressed by
two commutation studies that considered
whether or not commuted offenders had
recidivated. Stanton (1969) studied63convicted first-degree murderers between
1930 and 1961 in New York, 61 of which
had been sentenced to death and later had
their sentencescommuted. His major finding indicated that only three of the 63
returned to prison by the end of 1962, two
for technical violations of parole and one
for a new felony, burglary. Giardini and
Farrow (1952) gathereddata on commuted
and paroled capital offenders in 22 states
over periods ranging from 1 to 38 years. Of
the 197 ex-capital cases paroled, 129 were
still on parole, 34 had completed parole, 11
died, 5 absconded, 7 violated parole by
breach of mles, and 11 (6%) committed
new offenses. Giardini and Farrow warn of
the incompleteness of their data and of
drawing conclusions from it.
Only one study in recent years has
tracked Furman-commuted inmates (Vito
and Wilson, 1986). They addressed the
issue of whether or not 17 paroled Kentucky inmates, out of 23 commuted as a
result of Furman, recidivated. They found
that 5 of the 17 (29%)retumed to prison, 2
for technical violations, 1for burglary, and
2 for robbery. None committed another
homicide in prison or while on parole.
However, these researchers failed to examine institutional behavior. It is our
opinion that in-prison violence is the critical factor that most directly affects release
behavior. With limited exceptions and incomplete data, the question of how commuted offenders behave in prison and on
parolehas beenlefiunanswered. Considering the numerous issues that surround the
death penalty, this gap in the literature on
capital punishment seems startling.
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(Dix, 1980: 530-531).

Data Sources
The fmt task of this research was to
identify the Texas Furman inmates. The
Classification Office in the Texas Department of Corrections (TDC) maintains a
death row file which contains the personal
histories, classification workups, appeals
documents, photographs, commitment
papers, and death certificates (of those executed) of all inmates sentenced to death in
Texas. These files began in 1924 and continue to the present.' We reviewed these
records and identified the Furman inmates
by a special commutation document in
their files signed by the Governor.
Furman inmates received their commutations between June 1972 and January
1973. The NAACP-Legal Defense Fund
identified 52 Furman inmates in Texas.
However, this research deals with 47 Fnrman-commuted inmates, of which there
were 37 murderers, 7 rapists, and 3 amled
robbers? These inmates, verified by
TDC's records, werephysically present on
death row at the time of the ruling. We did
not consider those inmates with death sentences in county jails awaiting transfer to
death row. Once commuted, they were
processed, like all new inmates, through
the TDC's Diagnostic Unit, and the
majority sent to the Ellis, Eastham, Darrington, Retrieve, and Ramsey I Units.
These units were similar in that they
housed older multiple recidivists with long
histories of violence. According to Classification personnel present in 1973, TDC
regarded the Furman inmates as highly
dangerous due to their previous death sentence and in need of tight disciplinary control. It was this "prediction" of and
"propensity" for violence that determined
unit of assignment.
The comparison group consists of all
156 male inmates convicted of murder
(n=128) andrape (n=28)sentenced to TDC
for life imprisonment (based on 60 plus
years) in 1973. These were the same offenses for which the Furman inmates were
sentenced to death.' All 156 entered the
general prisoner population in 1973 and
were housed in the same penitentiaries as
the Furman commutees. The researchers
believe that the life sentence cohort represents the best possible comparison group
for the following reasons: (1) both groups

records on parolees, much of which is computerized. From theBPP, weobtaineddata
on whether or not the inmate had violated
his conditions ofparole. These records also
delineated the type of violation - a new
felony and subsequent conviction,orsimply a technical violation and when.

were convicted of murder and rape; (2)
both were sentenced to life imprisonment;
(3) they entered the general prisoner
population in 1973; and (4) both had a percentage released to the free society between 1973-1986:
Data on institutional behavior were
gathered from theinmates' prisonrecords.
We were specifically interested in the
inmates' institutional disciplinary histories. TDC has three types of rule violations: Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. Level
1 offenses are such serious violations as
fomenting riots or work strikes, escape,
possession of a weapon, fighting with a
weapon, attacking a guard, and aggressive
sexual attacks. Level 2 offenses consist of
such offenses as fighting,refusing to work,
and possession of drugs or contraband,
while Level 3 violations are very minor infractions (e.g., gambling, tattooing). A
code sheet was developed to obtain each
inmate's disciplinary history which noted
the year of the offense and subsequent official punishment (e.g., loss of good time,
solitary confinement, demotion in timeeaming class). This research, however,
focuses onLevel 1offensivity.
Post-institutional (recidivism) data for
those inmates paroled were obtained from
the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
(BPP). The BPP maintains exhaustive

Results
In the following sections, results of the
analysis are presented: (1) current status;
(2) demographic characteristics; (3) institutional behavior; (4) conduct on parole,
includingthoseretumed to prisonand why;
and (5) a comparative analysis of
recidivism data.

Current Status
Over the course of 14 years, thirty-one
Furman commutees were eventually
released to the community, 28 being
paroled, one discharged, one pardoned,
andone case dismissed. Of thosereleased,
six were eventually revoked, three died,
and 23 are stillliving in the community (includes one of the revoked offenders who
has sincebeenre-paroled). Sixteeninmates
have never been released from prison;
three died, and 13 are still incarcerated. As
for the life sentence cohort, 109 have been
released (47 have never been released) of
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carcerated in TDC. These data, besides
SeriousRule Woiations
Level 1offenses are themost seriousin- contravening predictions of future
stitutional rule violations and represent dangerousness in the prison setting, certhe best determinants of the extent of tainly suggest a nonviolent and nonDemographic Characteristics
dangerousness to other inmates in the predatory (physical and sexual) type of
Table 1 presents a frequency distribu- prison setting, as opposed to other infmc- prisoner. Who then were the serious rule
tion of the general demographic charac- tions (e.g., gambling, disobeying orders, violators? Several studies have found that
teristics of the Furman and life sentence possessing of contraband, tattooing) con- within a penitentiary (as in the outside
cohort.
sidered by the staff to be merely annoying community), asmall group ~fprisonersacIn many respects, the two groups are problems. Table 2 lists the eleven Level 1 counts for adisproportionate amount of ofcomparable in terms of these general offenses committed by the Furman group fenses (Fox, 1958; Ramirez, 1983; Wolf,
characteristics. For both groups, the mean and cohort, and the frequency of their oc- Freinek, and Schaffer, 1966). This theory
age in 1973 was similar; however, cohort currencefrom 1973 through 1986.
was tested to seeif it held true for theTexas
offenders appear to be slightly younger
Overall we found that 73% of the Fur- Furman and cohort inmates. '
than the commutees. In terms of racefeth- man and 70% of the cohort inmates comnicity, over half of the life sentence and mitted no Level 1 infractions during their
High-Rate Ofienders
OftheFurman-commutedprisoners, 12
Furman inmates were black and Hispanic. confinement. This is remarkable considerThe majority in hoth groups did not have a ing the average time spent in prison for (9 murderers and 3 rapists) were responviolent offense in their prior criminal his- hoth groups was roughly a decade. In ad- sible for the21 Level 1 offenses. In fact, 1
tory. Most important, none of the Furman dition, 93% of the commutees and 90% of inmate, a murderer, committed 6 of these
inmates committed a previous homicide - the comparison group committed no as- serious infractions. Among the cohort, 47
this includes second- and third-degree saultive weapons (aggravated assault and committed the 116 offenses, with 1 commurder. They did, however, commit4 prior fighting with a weapon) offenses while in- mitting 14, and another 17. Over the 14robberies, 2 rapes, and 6 aggravated assaults. Though not statisticallysignificant,
the life sentence cohort did commit more
violent previous offenses than the Furman
Table 1. Description ofthe Groups
commutees. These prisoners committed 7
priormurders, 7rapes, 23 mbberies,and25
Life Sentence
aggravated assaults. The prior rates of
Test of
Furman
Cohort
adult incarceration for both groups were
Slgnillcance
Characteristics
(N=44)
(N-156)
similar.
The only significant finding was time
x2=.01
Offense
spent in prison. The former capital ofMurder
fenders spent nearly 10 years in the general
Raw
population while the life sentence group
averaged over 11 years. This difference
x2= .22
Race/Ethnicity
was statisticallysignificant. The reason for
'Black
this findine centers on the amount of time
While
Furman inmates spent on death mw, an
Hispanic
average of 4.5 years. One spent almost 11
years in thedeath house. Once they entered
Mean Age in 1973
the general prisoner population, the Furman inmates were given credit for their
Mean Years in Prison
time spent on the "row" as well as good
time, which formost hastened theirrelease.
Prior UCR Violent Offenses
0
institutional Behavior
1-2
The TDC regarded the Furman inmates
3 or more
as a dangcrclus and potenlially distuptivc
erouo. The rate of discio1in;uv infnctions
Prior Adult Incarcerations
among these prisoners offers an insight
0
into how "dangerous" they were in reality
1-2
over the past fourteen years, and are today.
3 or more
The following section exanlines Level 1
rule-breaking activity during the course of
confinement.
'Significance levels were determined as appropriate by chi-squaresor T4esIs and 'p < .05.
which 18rehuned to prison, 9 died, and 94
of these inmates are still in the free community.

-

- .
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year period, the 12 Furman Level I rule
violatorscommittedanaverage of 14.3disciplinary infractions (Levels 2 and 3) per
inmate compared to the non-Level 1
violators who committed anaverageofjust
4.1 disciplinaryinfractions perinmate. The
offendingrateofLevel 1 offenders was 3.5
times that of the other Furman inmates.
Similarly, the 47 life sentence Level 1
violators committed an average of 14.3infractionsper offendercomparedto thenonLevel 1 offenders, who committed an

average of 4.3 offenses. These data show
how alike the two groups were in terms of
serious rule-breaking activity in prison.
Furthermore, the contentionof previousresearchers that the group of inmates who
violate the most serious institutional rules
are also overrepresented in lesser misconduct categories held true in this research as
well. (see, Flanagan, 1980)
The high-rate offenders in both groups
were slightly younger (25 for the Furman
and 28 for the cohort) than the other in-

Table 2. Number of Serious Institutional Rule Infractions
Offense

Furman
(n=47)

Life Sentence
Cohort
(n=156)

Inmate-Inmate Offenses
Fighting with weapon
Aggravated assault on an inmate wilh a weapon
Aggravated assault on an inmate
Sex by force
Inmate-GuardOffenses
Striking a guard
Attempting to strike a guard
Threatening a guard
Offenses Against Prison Order
EscapelAttempls to escape
Muliny
Possession of weapon
Sex misconduct
Total offenses
Number of Inmates involved
-

-

Table 3. TotalRecidivismby Group
Release Outcome

Furman

Life Sentence
Cohort

4.1 yrs.

3.0 yrs.

Total Released
Mean Time in Community
Recidivated'
Technical Violations
New Felony Offenses
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Burglary
'Recidivism is based on return to prison.

mates. They also consisted overwhelmingly of minorities. Among the 12 Furman
high-rate offenders, nine were black, two
were Hispanic, and only one was white,
compared to theirrepresentationwithin the
group-. 43 percent white, 46 percent black,
and 11 percent Hispanic. Among the life
sentence cohort, the47 high-rate offenders
were primarily minority inmates (68%
black, 11% Hispanic, 21% white). The
majority of high-rate offenders in both
groups (compared to the non-Level 1
violators) had not been incarcerated in
TDC or other prisons prior to this term.
Thus, it seems that this small group of inmates, accounting for the bulk of serious
disciplinary inf?actions, had difficulty adjusting to the general prison environment.
In summary, the data indicate that a small
percentage of inmates were involved in
Level 1 offenses over the 14-year period.
Perhaps most significant is the fact that no
inmates from either group committed or
were implicated in a prison homicide. The
Furman inmates, as compared to the life
sentence cohort, were not unusually disruptive or rebellious, nor did they pose a
disproportionate threat to other inmates
and staff, as had been previously predicted
by clinicians and administrators. These
findings on the institutional behavior are
consistent with the research of Thornbeny
and Jacoby (1979).

Conduct in the Free Community
In an earlier section it was noted that at
some point prisoners fromboth groups had
been released from prison. Table 3 reports
thefrequencydistributionofthosereleased
and returned to prison.
Considering the small number of inmates who recidivated, the groups appear
to be somewhat similar. Though the Furman inmates had a higher return rate than
thecohort, this can be attributed to alonger
release or risk period. Excluding the technical violations, the data indicate that 94%
of the life sentence cohort and 86% of the
Furman releasees did not commit a new
felony while in the free community? As
found in most recidivism studies, the
period immediately following release is
the most critical time for committing new
offenses or violating parolerules. Seventyfive percent of the Furman recidivists
recidivated within the first two years of
their initial release. Sixty-one percent of
the cohort recidivists returned to prison
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within two years.
Since Furman, states have only executed offenders convicted of capital murder. The current Texas capital sentencing
scheme includes a "fuhuedangerousness"
provision. That is, jurors must unanimously conclude that the offender will
commit future acts of violence (specifically homicide) to hand down a sentence of
death. Table 4 is a more restricted comparison which lists recidivism data for
murderers o~dyfrom both groups.
Although recidivismrates for the murderers were low, one inmate in the Furman
group committed another homicide while
on parole. This act, committed in 1985, occurrad within twelve months of his release
from prison.' He murdered his girlfriend
and thencommittedsuicide. Aninteresting
finding of this researchwas that noneofthe
released life sentence murderers committed an additional homicide. In short, of
a total of 109 released murderers @oth
groups combined), one committed another
homicide in the course of 14 years -both
inside prison and in the free community.

true positive (predicted to be dangerous of 239 male British lifers, that 2, less than
and was dangerous) and 20 falsepositives. I%,committed a second homicide while
The predictions by administrators and on "license" in the free society (see Coker
clinicians that these individuals would and Martin, 1985).
wreak havoc if released to the community
did not occur. Only a very small percentConclusions
age of those predicted to be dangerous actually carried out additional serious
This aticle analyzed the institutional
felonies. It is worth noting that in a sample and post-release conduct of a group of

Comparisonto Other Studies
In the following analysis, we compare
our recidivism results for the murderers
only to four other fustdegree murdererrecidivism studies. These studies serve as
a baseline for comparison to illustrate that
the Furman inmates did not have an extraordinarily high recidivism rate. The
small sample of Texas inmates makes
statistical comparison difficult; however,
some broad generalizations can be made
about the Furman inmates when compared
to existing research. It is apparent that the
rates of recidivism we observed among
these inmates are quite similar to the research conducted by Donnelly and Bala
(1984), Wallerstedt (1984), Bedau (1982),
and Vito and Wilson (1986).
Based on these prim research findings
and compared to the cohort data, the Purman-commuted murderers did not prestnt
apropoaionately greater threat to thecommunity; only four of the 21 inmates
released (19%) were returned, or in one
case would have been returned, to prison
in fouteen years. Of these four, only 1
committed a second homicide. If speaking
of recidivismin the sense of recommission
of the crime for which the person was initially imprisoned, only 1 of the 21 released
Fman murderers recidivated; that is one
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Table 4. Recidivism of Murderers
Release Outcome
Total Released
Mean Time in Community
'Recidivated
Technical Violation
New Offense
Burglary
Rape
Murder
Robbery

Furman

Life Sentence
Cohort

(n=37)

(n=128)

21
4.3 yrs.
4 (19%)
2
2
1
0
1
0

88
2.9 yrs.
14 (16%)
10
4
3
0
0
1

'Recidivism is based on return to orison.
Table 5. Recidivism Rates of the Texas Furman-Commuted Murderers

Compared with Previous Research
Study
Texas Furman
Texas 1973 Cohort
Vilo and Wilson

(I986)
Wallerstedt

(1984)
Donnelly and Bala
(1 984)

Bedau

(1982)

Outcome
Definitions
Reincarcerated:
New Offense
Violation
Reincarcerated:
New Offense
Violation
Reincarceraled:
New Offense
Violation
Reincarcerated
for new offense
or violation
Reincarcerated
for new offense
or violation
Reincarcerated:
New Offense
Violation

Fallure
Rate

29.0

27.3
6.3
1.2
5.1

capital offenders "freed" by a historic
Supreme Court decision in 1972.These inmates were labeled as "dangerous" and
predicted to he a continuing threat to
society. The evidence reviewed in this article found that whether in prison or in the
free society, the vast majority of these excapital offenders (as compared to a like
group of violent criminals) did not engage in numerous serious assaultive or
predatory acts over a prolonged period.
Those commuted proved to he no more
dangerous in the prison setting than thelife
sentence prisoners. Few prisoners in both
groups committed assaultive weapons offenses against other prisoners. The
majority rarely sought toescape, fomented
rebellion, or attacked correctional personnel. They did not commit a prison
homicide. The predictions of future dangerousness among theex-capital offenders
in the prisonenvironment did not materialize. Most were model inmates during their
confinement.These findings closely parallel those of Thornberry and Jacohy's
(1979) research on ex-criminally insane
mental patients eventually released to the
free society.
ThiRy-oneofthecommutees (including
the 3 armed robbers) were eventually
released into the freecommunity. The data
indicate that the majority of released commutees did not recidivate. Four releasees
committed new felonies - 1 murder, 1
rape, and 2 burglaries. To some, this
second killing may be "too many" and
beyond any "acceptable" level or rate of
violence. However, twenty-three Texas
Furman inmates are, as of this writing, still
on parole. Several have been on parole for
more than a decade, without incident. Further, there was little difference in the institutional and release behavior between
thoseoffenders weoncedecided toexecute
versus a group of like offenders sentenced
to prison for life. These so-called "successes" or false positives demonstrate the
futility in trying to predict future
dangerousness. Current capital sentencing
schemes that include a future dangerousness or continuing threat provision are
especially suspect (see Dix, 1977).
In summary, the findings from this research have strong implications for those
who advocate specific deterrence to justify
capital punishment. Our data suggest that
executing theoffender to protect society is
not a valid response to violent crime or a

legitimatesentencing policy. Indeed, near- techniaues or multivariate analvsis because the
ly d l the released Furman inmates proved
to be g o d "risks" in the free community.
Furthermore, life without parole statutes,
specifically designed toprotect society, are data. That is, ow findings on recidivism pertain only
toknownoroficialenmunters wilhlawoficers. We
also seriously called into question. All ex- donotlolowlheextentto
which IheFurman-releasees
capital offenders, or violent offenders in an1 mhon nrmbm conmilled offenscs or violated
general, certainly do notmakegwdrelease pmlecondilionc and ucrc not dusted. It ir p~rsiblc
risks. Yet, executing 47 inmates to prevent Ihtw ex-prisnnm mmmitled 'hiddcn" felonicc.
1 additional homicide seems to be an exReferences
traordinary measure, and one based on
overpredictions of secondary violence.
Theex-capital offenders inTexas werenot, Bedau, Hugo A.
1982 Recidivism, Parole, and Deterrence. In
as a group, asignificant ordisproportionate
Hugo Bedau's (ed.), The Death Penalty in
threat to society when compared to similar
America. New York: Oxford University
offenders. To continue to treat them as
Prw.
such will only preserve the myth that they
are a distinct and unique menaceto the free
community. Execution in this instance
Doubleday.
would not have greatly protected society. Coker..T.B. and.1.P. Martin
1985iicensed fo ~ i v eNY:
. Basil Blackwell.
We are left with one conclusion: execution
would have sewed only one goal -retri- Crouch, Ben M. and James W. Marquart
In&s An A
d To Justice: ~ i t i ~ a t Refom
ed
bution. Research on capital punishment is
ofTexas s ~ ~ n s Austin:
.
~ n i v e & iofTexas
t~
voluminous hut certainly not exhaustive.
Press.
More systematic research on the Furman Dix, George
and those commutees under current capital
1980 Clinical evaluation of the "Dangerousness
of NomL" criminal defendants. Virginia
sentencingschemes is sorely needed. rn
I. Theexact numkrofinmtes
~-thst wereon death
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3. In footnote 1, different estimates of thenumber
of death row inmates commuted by the Fum~vl
decision nationwide were mentioned. In individual
states. thenumberofinmatesrelcasedby thedecision
hqve alsodiffered from Lyons' list. WhileLyons' list
contains LO2 inmates suppasediy on Florida's death
row at Ihe time of the Furman decision, Radelet, in a
preliminaryanalysis found%. Similarly, inTexas.47
inmateswereverified by inslihtlionalremrdsas being
present on death row at the time of the ruling. The
overeslimate by Lyons m y have been caused by including son= penom who were still awaiting transfer to death row incounty jails.
4. The results in the following sections are based
only on murderers and rapists. We collected data on
80 armed robbers in the life sentence cohort. However, we have excluded the armed robbers from this
analysis. To inhuduce the armed robbers into the
analysis (bath Furman and those sentenced to life)
would have confounded the muits due to the sheer
sue of the cohort robben. Moreover, Ihe armed robbers in the cohort represent a different type of
criminal-. a career criminal who m t likely would
not have been sentenced to death under the pre-Furman Texas death statute. In addition, all 3 Furmanrobben havebeenreleased,havenotretumed,anddid
not commit any Lovel 1 lute violations.
5. W e did not engage in sophisticated matching
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District 6:
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Gerald Gddsleln
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District 8:

Remernberina Percv
noses at criminal lawyers.
Hedidn't like the term criminal lawyer.
He wanted to be known as a trial lawyer
andoften said that agood triallawyercould
try any kind of case, criminal, civil,
divorce, tax or otherwise. But again, his
realism made him recognize that dnsational criminal trials bad made his reputation.
He was, above all, a lawyer who believed in his own ability. He never, as far
as Icandiscover, had any sort of insurance,
not car insurance, house insurance, fire insurance, life insurance, and certainly not
malpractice insurance. He believed it encouraged mistakes, like a tightrope walker
whouses ane1.Hedidn.t need anet, hewas
Percy Foreman.
Thelast timeIsaw himhewas tired, he
had lost some weight, and he was wearing
acane, but his mind, oh his mind, was clear
and sharp. He had just opened an address
to a group of Harris County criminal
lawyers with the salute Caesar's Legionnaires gave before going ,into battle:
"Morituri salutamos." He knew he was about to die. Heknew it like heknew everything else. He wasn't sad about it; it was a
fact like everything else that he knew and
acceptd. And, like so much else, he was
right. Soon after, the Florida Criminal Bar
Association invited him to speak, but he
declined, telling my partner, Lewis Dickson, "I won't leave Houston again." He
asked for no memorial. His life's work is
his monument.
I remember Percy.

Warrantless Searches and Seizures
by Jade Meeker

Part II
Detective Mader of the Bloomingdale
Police Department pursued the tip and
located the Gates' address. Mader also
determined that "L. Gates" had made a
reservation on Eastern Airlines to fly to
West Palm Beach, Florida, and was
scheduled to depart from Chicago. Mader
had surveillance of the Eastern flight set
up, and later learned that Gates had
boarded the flight and arrivedin WestPalm
Beach.
Based upon these facts, Mader signed
an affidavit and submitted it, with a copy
of theanonymous letter to a county judge,
who thereupon issued a search wanant for
Gates' residence and automobile. When
Gates and his wife returned to their home
in Bloomingdale, the police were waiting
for them. They searched the car hunk and
fonnd350pounds of marijuana. Thesearch
of Gates' home disclosed more drugs,
weapons and other contraband.
Holding below: The Illinois state trial
court suppressed the evidence because the
affidavit failed to snpportafindingofprobablecause. TheIllinois Appellate Court affmed.The Illinois Supreme Court also
found that the letter and affidavit were insufficient to sustain a finding of probable
cause under the two-prong test derived
fromAguilurv. Texas,378U.S. 108(1964)
and Spinelli v. United States, 292 US. 410
(1969), and affirmed the suppression.
Supreme Court holding: The decision
of theIllinois SupremeCourt was reversed.
The traditional approach to probable cause
set out in the Aguilar and Spinelli cases
focusing on the credibility and specificity
prongs was abandoned and a "totality of
the circumstances" test was adopted. Part
ill of the majority opinion sets forth the
bases for the fmding:
1. The "totality of the circumstances"
approach is consistent with the Supreme
Court's prior treatment of probable cause
since determination of whether probable
cause exists should be made in a practical,
nontechnic.al way. Determination of probable cause is not subject to a neat set of

undue attention is placed on isolated issues
that cannot sensibly be divorced kom the
other facts presented to the magistrate.
3. Since warrants areusually drafted by
persons who are notjudges orlawyers, and
who do not keep abreast of the law, in the
midst and hasteof acriminalinvestigation,
technical warrant requirements are out of
place. Rigid rules have no place when
laymen are, in actuality, matng common
sense judgments applying a standard less
demanding than those used in morefomal
proceedings.
4. Similarly,after the fact scrutiny of affidavit sufficiency should not be reviewed
in de novo form. Such review is inconsistent with the Fourth Amendment's strong
preference for searches conducted pursuant to a warrant. If affidavits are subjected to strict scrutiny, police officers
-fight well resort to w&a&ess searches.
Jade Meeker presently serves as a staff Requiring magistrates to have only a "subattorneyfor the Cou1-rof Cri~ninulAppeals. stantial basis" for probable cause deterShe obtained her B.A. Degreefiom Trill- minations will encourage recourse to the
ity University in ~nathemoticsandpolitical warrant procedure and is more consistent
science, and her J.D. Degree from the with the deference due to their determinaUniversityof Texas School of Law in 1982. tions than rigid adherence to the twoShe has been a research nttorney for pronged test.
Judge Chuck Miller, on associate with
5.Last, thestrictures thatinvariably folHoynes and Fulle~nveiderof Houston, and low application of the two-pronged test
an Assisfant City Attorney for fhe City of seriously impede the task of law enforceAustin. She also serves on the faculty of ment, since application of that test would
the Municipal Court Training Center, lec- seriously diminish the valueofanonymous
tures on cri~nintullaw subjectsfor different tips in police work.
groups including the Texos Criminal DeThe Supreme Court concluded:
fense Lawyers Association and the State
~ u r and
, .teaches at Austin Cornnutnity
The task of the issuing magistrate is
College.
simply to make a practical, common
sensedecision whether, given all the
circumstances set forth in the afrules.
fidavit before him, including the
"veracity" and "basis of knowledge"
2. The informer's veracity and basis of
of persons supplying hearsay inforknowledge are better understood as relevantconsiderationsinthetotality oftbecirmation, there is a fair probability that
contraband or evidence of a crime
cumstances analysis: a deficiency in one
will be found in a particular place.
factor may be compensated for by a strong
showing in theother factor. Useof the twoAnd the duty of a reviewing court is
prong test has encouraged an excessive
simply to ensure that the magistrate
technical dissection of informers' tips, and
had a "substantial basis for... con-
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clud[ing]" that probable cause existed.
Gates, 462 U. S. at 238-9.
The Supreme Court reiterated the role
of appellate courts in Massachrrsens v.
Upton, 466 US. 727, 104 S.Ct. 2085, 80
L.Ed.2d 721 (1984). In that case, the districtcourtdeniedthedefendant'smotionto
suppress. The Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court reversed because it found
that the facts did not support a finding of
probable cause. The Supreme Court
reversed the lower court's reversal, and
held that the state appellate court had improperly conducted a de novo probable
cause determination when it should have
determined whether there was substantial
evidence in the record supporting the
magistrate's decision to issue the warrant.
Such a procedure is appropriate to further
the Fourth Amendment's preference for
searches with a warrant. .Thus, reviewing
courts are encouraged to simply consider
theevidencesupportingtheprobablecause
finding and should not make independent
determinations regarding the existencevel
non of probable cause.

8. Application of the
Federal Standard.
As stated earlier, the same standard applies to probable cause determinations for
searches or seizures with or without a warrant. In at least two cases, federal courts
have reversed probable cause determinations in search cases where a warrant was
obtained.Eventhough thisarticleconcerns
warrantless searches or seizures, the
andysis used in warrant cases is helpful in
understanding and applying the Gates
stkndard.

1. Insufficient facts to establish probable
cause: Unitedstates v. Algie, 721 F.2d
1039 (6th Cir. 1983).
Facts: The defendant was indicted for
operating an illegal gambling business in
violation of federallaw. The F.B.I. had investigated a network of gambling operations in the area, and had learned that
bookniaking operations were headquartered in a Cincinnati apartment. Agents
received an order authorizing the use of a
pen register to record the numbers called
on the apartment's two phones. During the
time the pen register was operating, May

19 to May 30, 1979, fifteen calls were
made to a phone number registered to
Highland Security Corporation (HSC).
Agent Hamson filed an affidavit for a
search warrant of HSC whichincluded the
previously filed application for the pen
register, numerous paragraphs detailing
the illegal operation in Cincinnati, and the
information concerning the fifteen calls
made to HSC. Harrison also stated that he
believed that "lay-off' bets were being
made from the Cincinnati apartment
phones.Thesearch warrant was issuedand
HSC was searched. A variety oEgambling
paraphernalia was seized leading to the
defendant'sconviction.
Holding: Reversed. The Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals found that the affidavit
contained insufficient information to merit
a finding of probable cause. Gates requires
only that the facts and circumstances
described in the affidavit indicate a "fair
probability" that evidence of a crime will
be located on the premises sought to be
searched. Although theaffidavit contained
a great deal of information concerning the
operations conducted in the Cincinnati
apartment, the only reference to HSC concerned the fifieencalls. Thus, there was no
evidence beyond placing HSC in "mere
propinquity" to the other businesses
suspected of criminal activity, and only a
mere suspicion could be inferred that HSC
was involved in illegal activities.
Significance: This was one of the first
cases to reverse a trial court's denial of a
motion to suppress based upon the Gates
rationale. The majority rejected the
dissent's see+ngly acceptable contention
that the facts and reasonable references
from those facts justified the trial court's
decision not to suppress the evidence.
2. Affidavit description overbroad:In re
GrandJury Proceedings, 716 F.2d 493

(8th Cir. 1983).
Facts: The defendant operated a bonding company, which was being investigated by the F.B.I. A number of the
defendant's clients were interviewed
during the course of the investigation, and
agents were led to believe that the defendant was collecting premiums for bonds
that he wrongfully appropriated for his
ownuse.
Agents obtaineda search warrant for the
premises of the bonding business, which
authorized them to seize all records per-
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taining to the business for the period of
"January 1, 1976 to the present." The warrant did not indicate that the documents
sought related to any specific transactions,
did not identify the offenses for which the
evidence was sought and did not confine
the search to any particular documents or
files.
In district court, the defendant moved
for the return of the documents subsequent
to their seizurearguing that the search warrant authorized a general exploratory
search of his bonding records. The motion
was denied.
Holding: Reversed. General exploratory searches are prohibited by theFourth
Amendment. Since the warrant was general and failed to specify documents or
types of documents, it created the very risk
of excessiveintrusionsby law enforcement
officers that the Fourth Amendment was
intended to guard against. The list was
nothing more than a broad statement of the
kinds of documents which could be found
in a bonding company.
Sigrli@cance: The Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals seems to apply the old
Agrtilar/Spinelli test even though it refers
to the Gates decision. Certainly if a warrant passes the old test, it will be sufficient
under the new Gates analysis.
Thus, although the Supreme Court did
not provide guidance with regard to the
"totality of thecircumstances" test, clearly
conclusory or "bare bones" affidavits, or
affidavits with insufficient descriptions
will not pass the new test. Of course, such
affidavitswerenot sufficient under the old
test. Themoredifficultissuesreeardineacceptable balances between the source of
the information and the information
provided must necessarily await further
consideration and explication by the
courts.

-

C. The Texas Standard for Probable
CauseDeterrninatlons.
In Eisenharrer v. State, S . W . 2 d (Tex.Cr.App.No. 149-85,deliveredMarch
23, 1988), the Court of Criminal Appeals
adopted the Gates "totality of the circumstances" test for state probable cause
determinations. Again, this standard applies to both warrant and warrantless searches and seizures. SeeAng~tlov. State, 727
S W.2d 276 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987).
Facts: Officer Furstenfeld received an

anonymous phone call from a person who
advised him that the defendant would
depart from the Houston airport, fly to
Miami, and return the same day with
cocaine. The informer described the
defendant's physical appearance and his
attire. The officer went to the airport and
determined that an individual named Lee
Eisenhauer was booked on a flight to
Miami, and would be returning the same
day. At 8:00 p.m., the officer saw the
defendant deplane and deternuned that he
matched the given description.The defendant was canying a piece of luggage and
looked overhis shoulder twice while walking down the concourse. The defendant
went to the baggage area and was stopped
by the officers, who identified themselves
and asked to speak with the defendant. The
defendant gave Furstenfeld his ticket and
was then advised that the officers believed
he was in possession of cocaine. The
defendant's hands began to shake and he
appeared nervous. Furstenfeld asked the
defendant for permission to search himand
his luggage.Officer Castillo told thedefendant that they knew he had gone to Miami
to buy cocaine and they believed he had
cocaine in his bag. No cocaine was found
in the luggage but the defendant had a
package wrapped in a napkin which was
found in his pocket and which contained
cocaine.
Holding Below: The Court of Appeals
found that under federal constitutional
grounds, the arrest was not supported by
probablecause under the two-prong test set
forth in Aguilar v. State, 378 U S . 108
(1964). This Court revert;& the Court of
Appeals' decision because federal probable cause issues had to be decided based,
on the Gates rule. The case was then remanded for consideration of the defendant's grounds of review based on State
law. After remand, the Court of Appeals
held that the arrest was illegal under State
law according to the Aguilar v. Texas decision. From that ruling, the State sought a
petition for discretionary review. The
Court of Criminal Appeals granted the petition to decide whether the search issues
were properly preserved under State law
and whether the Agrrilar v. T e ~ a rule
s applied to probable cause detem~inations
under State law.
Holding: The defendant's objection
that the arrest was made without probable
causeunderthefederalconstitutionand"in

violation of the laws and Constitution of
the State of Texas" was sufficient to
preserve the issue for review because the
ground of the objection was obvious.
Moreover, the Court of Criminal A p
peals noted that the two-pronged test in
Agrrilar 11, Texas was never affirmatively
adopted for assessing probablecauseunder
State law. Because the United States and
Texas constitutional provisions were virtually identical, and since federal law was
traditionally followed insearchand seizure
cases in Texas, Gates should be adopted
for probable cause determinations under
State law. The "totality of the circumstances" approach was applicable to searches
or seizures with or without a warrant under
both federal arid Texas law.

D. Application of the New Standard in
Texas Cases.

ficient under the Gales test before that test
had been adopted by the Court as applicable to Texas probable cause determinalions.
Again, conclusory information will not
support a finding of probable cause. See
also Runlsey v. State, 675 S.W.2d 517
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984)(0fficermerely alleged
that apersonnamed Rubac unlawfully possessed L.S.D.); Visor v. State, 660 S.W.2d
816 (Tex.Cr.App. 1983)(The defendant
was arrested pursuant to an affidavit which
alleged merely that an unknown black
femaleand unknown blackmale possessed
heroin.); and Green v. State, 615 S.W.2d
700(Tex.Cr.App. 1980)(Theaffidavitcontained allegations that the defendant shot
the victim with a gun.).

3. Insufficient Information generally.

In Grrsias v. State, 719 S.W.2d 585

(Tex.Cr.App. 1986), officers acted upon a
The Court of Criminal Appeals hascon- search warrant which contained allegasidered and applied the Gates standard in tions that the defendant possessed maripast decisions which were render* before juana and cocaine. The basis for the
the Gates standard was adopted for Texas allegations set out in the affidavit,
probable cause determinations. Even however, did not connect the defendant
though some of the cases involve searches with the contraband and the premises
or seizures with a warrant, the holdings are sought to be searched. Thus, insufficient
relevant since the samestandard applies to facts were presented to establish a finding
searches or seizures conducted with or of probable cause. The Gates and Upton
without a warrant.
decisions werementioned.
In Adkins v. State, 717 S. W. 2d 363
(Tex. Cr. App. 1986), an officerreceived a
1. Anonymous tips.
In Glass s State, 681 S.W.2d 599 tip from a confidential source that the
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984),the Court held that an defendantbought drugs f?oma mannamed
anonymous telephone call, like an "Pollock." The affidavit issued in support
anonymous letter, standing alone, will of a search warrant lacked allegations
never provide sufficient facts which would regarding thesource of theinformant's inauthorize a warrantless arrest or search. forn~ation,the basis for his reliability, the
There must beadditional facts beforeprob- relevant time h m e , and any explanation
able cause is established. The Court cited for the initial tip received one week earlier
both the Coolidge v. New Hainpsltire, 403 and the corroborative details observed by
US. 443, 91 S.Ct. 2022, 29 L.Ed.2d 564 the officer. On the State's petition for
review, the Cou? held that the affidavit
(1971) and Gates decisions.
was inadequate.
2. Conclusory information.
In Tolenlino v. State, 638 S.W.2d 499
In Ware v. State, 724 S.W.2d 38 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982), an affidavit was held
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986), the Court considered insufficient because it lacked recitations
an affidavit which contained an allegation regarding the underlying circumstances or
that the witness had personal knowledge facts showing probable cause, and did not
that the defendant threatened to kill a wit- connect the bag in which the contraband
ness in a criminal case against the was found and the premises sought to be
defendant. The Court held that the af- searched.
Again, even though these cases confidavit failed to pass either the Gates or
Aguilar/Spinelli test since no underlying cerned warrants, the insufficiencies and
information was given. Thus, in this case analyses would extend to warrantless
the Court ruled that the affidavit was insuf- situations.
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a. The federal ~ i e .
In Chime1 v. California, 395 US. 752,

footlockerweretaken. At the federal building, an hour and one half after appellant
89 S.Ct.2034; 23 L.Ed.2d 685 (1969). the was arrested, and while the locked footSupreme Court held that when an arrest locker was in the exclusive control of the
was made, an officer could reasonably agents, the footlocker was opened h d
search the arrestee in order to remove any searched.
The Supreme Court held that the search
weapons which could be used to resist arrest or escape. Also, the officer could was improper. Once the government
search for and seize any evidence on the agents reduced the property to their exarrestee's person in order to present its clusivepossession,and there was nolonger
desttuction or concealment. The permis- any danger that the defendant could gain
sible scope of such asearchextended to the access to the property to seize a weapon or
area into which the arrestee might reach in destroy evidence, a search sf that property
order to grab a weapon or destroy incident to arrest was not authorized.
The Supreme Court distinguished the
evidence. This exception is usually termed
the "search incident to a lawful arrest" ex- Edwards holding in a footnote by stating
that searches of the person differed from
ception.
In United States v. Robir~so~~,
414 US. searches of possessions within the im218,94 S.Ct. 467,38 L.Ed.2d427 (1973), mediate control of the arrestee. An
IIi.Exceptionsto the Warrant
thedefendant was stopped for driving a car mestee's privacy interest in the contents
Requirement for Searches and
after his operator's permit was revoked. of acontainer were not eliminated because
Seizures.
After arrest, the defendant was searched he or she was under arrest. .
The rules were changed in New York v.
Both the Fourth Amendment to the and the officer discovered acigarette packUnited States Constitution and Art. I, Sec. age which did not contain cigarettes, hut Belton, 453 U.S. 454, 101 S.Ct. 2860, 69
9 of the'Texas Constitution prohibit un- held 14 gelatin capsules of heroin. The L.Ed.2d 768 (1981). In this case, the
reasonable searches or seizures, and re- Supreme Court held that the custodial ar- Supreme Court acknowledged that there
quire probable cause for issuance of a restgives theofficers theright tosearch the was no workable definition of "the area
warrant. A search or seizure conducted arrestee. Once the person is arrested, he or within the immediate control of the arreswithout a warrant is generally presumed to she may besearched regardless of whether tee" relative to the interior of an auto
be unreasonable per se unless authorized the officers had or did not have a subjec- mobile. The Chime1 rule was broadened
under one or more of the well-delineated tive fear that the arrestee was anned. Once with regard to automobiles so that when an
exceptions to the warrantrequirement. See the suspicious cigarette package was legal-. officer made a lawful custodial me%, he
generally Kelly v. State, 669 S.W.2d 720 ly discovered, the officer was authorized to or she could, as a contemporaneous incident of that arrest, search the passenger
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984). cert. denied, 105 inspect and seize it.
In United States v. Edxurds, 415 US. compartment ofthe automobile. Also, conS.Ct. 362 (1984).
The "well-delineated" exceptionsto the 800,94 S.Ct. 1234,39L.Ed.Zd771(1974), tainers found within the passenger comwarrant requirement have generally the Supreme Court held that a search inci- partment were also subject to search.
developed in response to the varied situa- dent to a lawful arrest mavbedeferred until Again, the Court noted that emphasis on
tions which arise during criminal inves- thedefendant is taken toihejail. Effects in the existence of a weapon (one of the initigations and the need for a common-sense the defendant's possession, such as cloth- tial justifications for search set forth in
approach to modem search and seizure is- ing, which were subject to search at the Cltirnel) was misplaced; if the intrusion
sues. In this section, nine generally ac- time of arrest could be searched when the was lawful given a custodial arrest, no furcepted exceptions will be discussed. Also, defendant was jailed, even though a sub- ther justification was necessary.
Thus, under federal law, once a person
two additional "exceptions" will be dis- stantial period of timeelapsed between the
cussed which are considered permissible arrest and subsequent administrative is apsted,officers may search himand the
area within his immediate control for
intrusions less severe than full scale processing.
Searchesof the person incident to arrest weapons or evidence. If the arrestee was
searches orseizures whereno warrant is required (Terry stops and roadblock deten- are, however, different from searches of stopped while driving a car, then the oftions). Last, the "plain view doctrine" will items within the arrestee's immediate con- ficers may search the passenger compartbe discussed, which may not readily be trol. In United States v. Chad~vick,433 ment of the car and any containers found
considered an exception to the warrant re- US. 1, 97 S.Ct. 2476, 53 L.Ed.2d 538 inside it. A realistic chance that the arresquirement, but dispenses with the warrant (1977), policesuspected that thedefendant teemay get to theevidence or weaponneed
was suspected of transporting drugs in a not be established; rather, once the lawful
requirement nonetheless.
footlocker.After thedefendant andanother arrest is made (or decidedly considered),
A. General Exceptionsto the Warrant put the 200-lb footlocker in the trunk of a the arrestee, the passenger compartment of
car, and while the trunk was still open, of- thecar, and any containers found in thecar,
Requirement.
ficers arrested thedefendant. A search dis- lacked or not, may be searched. Moreover,
closed no weapons, but the keys to the the search may be conducted even when
1. Searches incident to a lawful arrest.

4. The time of 0bSe~ation.
An affidavit must contain facts which
would justify the.conclusion that the
property that is the object of the search is
probably on the premises to be searched at
the time the warrant issues. Schmidt v.
State, 659 S.W.2d 420 (Tex.Cr.App.
1983). Even though this requirement is
based upon State precedent, see Peltier v.
State, 626 S.W.2d 30 ('Iex.Cr.App. 1981),
G i s h v. State, 606 S.W.2d 883
(Tex.Cr.App. 1980) and Heredia v. State,
468 S.W.2d 833 (Tex.Cr.App. 1971); it is
likely that the Court will continue to consider it as a factor in the overall totality of
the circumstances supporting probable
cause.
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the container has been reduced to the
officers' exclusive control.

arrest took place quickly after the search,
the search was acceptable.
Cases such as Liiznetf v. State, 647
b. The Texas rule.
S.W.2d 672 vex.Cr.App. 1983),Christialt
As stated earlier, Texas law generally v. State, 592 S.W.2d 625 (Tex.Cr.App.
follows federal law with regard to search 1980),cert. denied 446U.S. 984,100 S.Ct.
and seizure matters, and thelaw governing 2966,64 L.Ed.2d 841 (1980), and T71omas
searches incident to lawful arrest is no dif- v. State, 572 S.W.2d 507 (Tex.Cr.App.
ferent.
1976), were distinguished. In those cases,
In Cnrrasco v. State, 712 S.W.2d 120 theofficers had merely detained the defen(Tex.Cr.App. 1986), officers seized and dants or had not made a custodial arrest.
searched the defendant's shoulder bag Thus, searches incident to thosedetentions
after she was arrested for public intoxica- were not proper.
Last, in Osbalr v. State, 726 S.W.2d 107
tion. The search tookplace after theofficer
took the bag away from the defendant. (Tex.Cr.App. 1986), the Court of Criminal
Rejecting the Chadwick interpretation Appeals reiterated the rule that a search of
which would have determined that the the passenger compartment o f an
search was improper because the bag was automobile is permissible when the driver
in the officers' exclusivecontrol, the Court was legally arrested. The Court's prior
held that the issue of exclusive control had decision in Gill 1r State, 625 S.W.2d 307
to be determined according to the facts of (7ex.Cr.A~~.
1981), was overmled.
each case. In this case, the defendant was
Thus, searches incident to arrest in
within a few feet of the bag when it was Texas are permissible if there is probable
searched andclearly could have had access cause to arrest, and if the defendant is
to it. Since the search occurred in a public placed under formal custodial arrest before
place at the scene of the arrest, the bag was or shortly after the search. The entire pasnot so within the officers' "exclusive con- senger compartment may be searched, as
trol" that a search incident to arrest was not may any containers, opened or closed,
authorized.
found within that area.
Indissent, JudgeClintonargued that the
majority created an unacceptable fiction.
2. Inventory searches.
In Arkarrsas v. Sanders, 442 US. 753,99
S.Ct. 2586, 61 L.Ed.2d 235 (1979), the
a. The federal mle.
Supreme Court extended the Clmdwick raInSorrth Dakola v. Opperiiran, 428 US.
tionale and held that Fourth Amendment 364, 96 S.Ct.3092, 49 L.Ed.2d 1000
protections extend to "personal luggage" (1976), the Supreme Court held that the
regardless of location. Thus, so long as a Fourth Amendment did not apply to invenperson has a legitimate expectation of tory searches. The Court noted that the
privacy in the contents of a "repository for standard probablecanse analysis related to
personal items one wishes to transport," criminal investigations but was not a p
the contents of that repository should not propriate when routine administrative
be exposed on demand of police officers. police functions were involved. Inventory
Under the facts presented in Carrasco, the procedures were desirable because they
officers had reduced the shoulder bag to sewed to protect owners' property while in
theirexclusivepossession, andany fmding police custody, and guard the police from
otherwise was "an absurd conclusion, at danger and unwarranted claims of lost or
odds with any version of the facts. . . ."Id. stolen property. These interests were found
at 126.
to outweigh an individual's Fourth
In the decisions in Sattenvhite v. State, Amendment interests.
726 S.W.2d 81 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986)
In Colorado v. Bertirte, -U S - , 107
reversed on other grounds 108 S.Ct. 1792, S.Ct. 738, 93 L.Ed.2d 739 (1987), the
May 31, 1988, and Wlliarns v. State, 726 defendant was arrested and his van was inS.W.2d 99 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986), the Court ventoried before the tow buck arrived. Inof Criminal Appeals held that a search in- side the van, officers found a backpack
cident to lawful arrest was permissible which held severalmetal canisters containeven if the arrest took place after the ing drugs. The defendant argued that the
search. As long as the arrest was supported inventory search was unreasonable beby probahlecause,andtheformalcustodial cause the police could have offered the

defendant an opportunity to make other arrangements for the safekeeping of his
property. TheSupremeCourtreiterated the
value and acceptability of inventory searches. The Court added that the existenceof
alternative means of protection of the
property did not negate the police's
authoritytoinventoryproperty in theirpossession subsequent to an arrest. The
reasonableness of the search did not
depend on the existence vel notr of less intrusive means to accomplish the police's
interests. Thus, even though there were
other acceptablemethods of protecting the
defendant's property, the inventory search
was acceptable. The Court also noted that
as long as the vehicle was not impounded
as a pretext in order to investigate suspected criminal activity, the inventory
search was allowable. See also Cndy v.
Dombrowski, 413 US. 433,93 S.Ct.2523,
37 L.Ed.2d 706 (1973), and Illinois v.
Lafarette,462 U.S. 640,103 S.Ct.2605,77
L.Ed.2d 65 (1983).

b. The Texas rule.
In Texas, inventory searches are permissible, and are not held to the same requirements applicable to other searches.
SeeEacker v. State, 656 S.W.2d 463 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1983). An inventory search is acceptable if four requirements are met:
1. No force is used to enter the area
searched, i.e., locked areas may be opened
with keys but not crowbars. See Guillett v.
State, 677 S.W.2d 46 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984);
Stephen v. State, 677 S.W.2d 42 flex.
Cr.App. 1984); and Kelley v. State, 677
S.W.2d 34 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984).
2. The impoundment is not used as a
pretext to investigate suspected criminal
activity. See generally Cady and Bertine.
3. Thearrest and theimpoundmentmust
belawful. See Delgado v. Stare, 718 S. W.
2d 718 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986); Gaeldir~v.
State, 683 S.W.2d 4121 (Tex.Cr.App.
1984); and Rarrdall v. State, 656 S.W.2d
487 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983).
4. There is no reasonable alternative to
impoundment available to police at the
time of seizure. See Delgado, and cases
cited therein at 721.
The Court of Criminal Appeals has not
yet determined whether the Supreme
Court's decision in Beriirre will dispense
with the fourth requirement of no other
reasonable alternatives. Given the Court's
past history, however, it is likely that the
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Court will follow Bertirle when a decision igent circumstances search. Thus, the
is made, and impoundment alternatives evidence discovered by the search should
will be irrelevant.
have been suppressed.
When a proper inventory search is conBolderr v. State, 634 S.W.2d 710
ducted, police may search any containers (Tex.Cr.App. 1982): Police believed a
found in the vehicle as a result of the woman and child had beeninjured by gunsearch. Lnfayette, Stepl~erl,and Gary v. fire, so entry into defendant's apartment
State, 647 S.W.2d 646 (Tex.Cr.App. 1983) was justified.
(opinion on rehearing).
Janicek v. Stare, 634 S.W.2d 687
(Tex.Cr.App. 1982): The sheriff was jus3. Medical emeraencv situations.
tified in enterine a house to look for the
In Jol~ruonv. ~rzitedStates, 333 US. defendant when; gunshot had been heard.
10,68 S.Ct. 367,92 L.Ed.2d 436 (1947),
B r a y v. State, 597 S.W.2d 763
the Supreme Court noted that when there (Tex.Cr.App. 1980): An officer received a
areexceptionalcircumstances,theneedfor call over the radio that a possible drug
effective law enforcement may justify a overdose had occurred. He was directed to
warrantless entry into premises and a go with the ambulance and investigate.
search. This notion was clarified in Mc- When he arrived at the scene, the amDonald v. United States, 335 US. 451,69 bulance attendants were leaving. They inS.Ct. 191, 93 L.Ed.2d 153 (1948), where formed him that although the suspect had
the Coult held that the warrant requirement taken some typeof narcotic, he was not undid not apply when an officer hears a cry conscious or in serious distress, so they
for help and demands entrance. In Mirlc),v. were not obligated to "load him." They left,
Arizorra, 437 U S . 385,98 SCt. 2408,57 and the officer discovered that there were
L.Ed.2d 290 (1978), the Coult stated that other people who could assist the suspect.
the need to protect or preserve lifejustified He went in the house, however, to invesa warrantless search, and the police were tigate. The Coua held that the entry was
authorized to seize any evidence dm- not justified under theemergency doctrine
covered in plain view when responding to because there was insufficient proof to essuch an emergency. See also Michigar1 v. tablish that the officer had an objectively
Tyler, 436 US. 499, 98 S.Ct. 1942, 56 reasonable belief that an emergency reL.Ed.2d 486 (1978).
quired the entry.
In Texas, the emergency doctrine has
Thus, if the situation requires imbeen applied whereofficers enter premises mediate action, and if the officers' belief
to render emergency aid or assistance to that emergency action is necessary is reapersons whom they reasonably believe are sonable, then they may enter the premises
in need of aid orassistance. The following without a warrant, and seize whatever
cases are examples.
evidence ihey find in plain view in a
Bass v. State, 732 S.W.2d 632 reasonable response to the emergency.
(Tex.Cr.App. 1987): The defendant's Evidence discovered beyond the scope of
sister asked a detective to meet her at the the searchpennitted, however, will not be
defendant's house to see if he had been admissible.
"dragged" from the house or killed. After
thesister and other relatives broke into the
4. Destructionof evidence emergencies.
defendant's house, the detective arrived
and was invited into the house to establish
a. The federal rule.
whether the defendant's body was in the
A warrantlesssearchnlay bejustified if
house or whether he had been the victimof there is an emergency creating a risk that
foul play. The detective knew that the evidence of a crime will be lost or
defendant was suspected in a murder, hut destroyed. For instance, in Scl~rrrerberv.
the sister did not. While in the house, the California,384U.S.757,86S.Ct.
1826,16
detective looked into a chest of drawers L.Ed.2d 908 (1966), the Supreme Coua
and found a box of .25 caliber bullets, and upheld a warrantless taking of a blood
areceipt for a gun. The Court held that al- sample to determine alcohol content bethough the detective could properly enter cause the delay attendant to obtaining a
the house to look for the defendant or his warrant could have resulted in the loss of
body, the search of the chest of drawers evidence.
was beyond the scope of a permissible exIt is much more difficult to justify the
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search of a house under this dochine. In
several cases, the Supreme Court has considered an emergency destruction of
evidence exception to the warrant requirement, but the facts of the cases did not fit
within the requirements for such a search.
See Johrlson v. U~ritedStafes,
333 US. 10,
68 & 367, 92 436 (1948); McDo~mldv.
UrritedStates, 335U. S. 451,69 S.Ct. 191,
93 L.Ed.2d 153 (1948); and United States
v. Jeffers. 342 US. 48.
72 S.Ct.
96
~,
~~-~~ 93.
~- ~.Edi2d59 (1951).
In Vale v. Lnuisiarm, 399 US. 30, 90
S . a . 1969, 26 L.Ed.2d 409 (1970), the
Supreme Court considered a situation
where officers had set up surveillanceof a
defendant's house because they had two
warrants for his arrest. The officers observed the defendant go outside the house
and conduct what they believed was a drug
transaction. The defendant was arrested on
his front steps. The police took him inside
and conducted a cursory search of the
house. Thedefendant's mother and brother
entered the house minutes later, whereupon the police searched the house and
founddrugs. The SupremeCourt noted that
the search could not be condoned as incident to arrest since the defendant was not
arrested in the house, citing Sl~fpleyv.
Califorrria,395U.S. 818,89S.Ct.2053,23
L.Ed.2d 7 3 2 (1969) and James v.
Louisinrra, 382 US. 36, 86 S.Ct. 151, 15
~

~

~

.

L.Ed.2d30(1965).Also,sincethefactsdid
not establish that theofficers could not obtain a search warrant, the search was declared invalid.
L e a v e suggests that the Vale decision
l i t s the emergency destruction of evidence exception to situations where the
evidence is in the process of destruction.
Probable cause to believe that there is evidence in the premises and apossibility that
the evidence will he destroyed will not he
sufficient to support a warrantless search
under this exception. See 2 W. LaFave,
Search and Seizure Sec. 6.5(a), at 655
(1987).

b. The Texas rule.
This exception has not been the subject
ofa great deal of litigation in Texas. In VilIarreal ,r State, 685 S.W.2d 449 (Tex.App.
San Antonio 1985), affirmed April 23,
1986; in anunpublished opinion, however,
the appellate court recognized that warrantless searches of houses are permitted
under federal law if there is a risk that

evidence will be lost. Inaddition to federal
cases, the Court of Criminal Appeals'
decision in Hunter v. State, 496 S.W.2d44
(Tex.Cr.App. 1973) was cited for
authority. The Hunter decision concerned
themedical emergency exception: the p6ssibility that a person was injured justified
the police's warrantless entry into the
house. Thus, Hunter does not apply to the
emergency destruction of evidence exception. Also, the facts of Villarreal implicated the medical emergency exception.
Even though theemergency destruction
of evidence exception did not apply to the
facts presented in Villarreal, the dicta in
that case probably reflects the law in
Texas. Given Texas courts' penchant for
following federal search law, the destruction of evidence exception to the warrant
requirement will apply to state situations
under the same requirements as set forth in
the federal cases.
5. The automobile exception.

a. The federdruk?.
In Cl~antbersv. Mnroney, 399 U.S. 42,
90 S.Ct. 1975,26 L.Ed.2d419 (1970), the
Supreme Court held that if there is probablecause to search an automobile, and the
automobile is subject to being moved, officers may search the automobile without
a warrant. This exception has been developed based in part on the reduced expectation of privacy people enjoy in their
vehicles and in the inherent mobility of
vehicles. See California v. Carney, 471
U S . 386,105 S.Ct. 2066,85 L.Ed.2d 406
(1985), and cases cited therein 105 S.Q. at.
2069.
In Carney, the Supreme Court considered the applicability of the automobile
exception to a motor home. In that case,
agents searched a motor home which was
parked in a parking lot in San Diego. The
Court noted that the motor home which
was searched was closer in characteristics
to a car than to a home. The Court refused
to consider the situation where a motor
home was in a place which objectively indicated its use as a residence, such as
whether it was on blocks, was licensed,
was connected to utilities or had access to
a public road. Under the facts, the agents'
search of the motor home was reasonable
under the automobile exception given the
facts relating to the suspected crime notwithstanding the vehicle's possible use as

searches and seizures may be conducted
a home.
In United States v. Ross, 456 US. 798, without probable cause, and are justified
102S.Ct.2157,72L.Ed.2d572 (1982), the by what is termed the "border search" exSupreme Court presented an ample review ception.
The border exception applies to boats
of the development of the automobile exception to the warrant requirement, and ex- on inland waters with ready access to the
panded the scope of such a search. The seas. Such vessels may be stopped and
Court held that if officers have probable boarded with no suspicion whatsoever.
462
cause to search a vehicle, the scope of that United States v. Villan~onte-~ar~uez,
search will he determined by the nature of U.S. 579, 103 S.Ct. 2573,77 L.Ed.2d 22
the contraband believed to be concealed. (1983).
~,
In cases such as United States v. RamThe scope will be defined by the object of
the search and the places in which there is sey, 431 US. 606, 97 S.Ct. 1972, 52
probable cause to believe that it may be L.Ed.2d 617 (1977) andAlmeida-Sanchez
found. Thus, if officers have probable v. United States, 413 US. 266, 93 S.Q.
cause to believe that drugs will be found in 2535,37 L.Ed.2d 596 (1973), the Supreme
a car, they may search all parts of that car, Court held that routine border searches of
including containers within the car, which the persons and effects of people entering
the United States are not subject to any
may conceal drugs.
reasonable suspicion or probable cause reb. The Texas rule.
quirement.
Moreover, persons may be stopped at
In Christopl~erv.State, 639 S.W.2d 932
(Tex.Cr.App. 1982),the Court of Criminal fixed checkpoints near an international
Appeals discussed the automobile excep- border without individualized suspicion,
tion, and held that if an officerhas probable even where thestop is based largely on ethDe Hercause to believe that a motor vehicle cou- nicity. United States v. Mo~~toya
tains contraband or the instrumentalities of rundez, 105 S.Q 3304 (1985) at 3309, and
a crime, theofficer may search the areas of cases cited therein.
The United States Court of Appeals for
the vehicle where the contraband or instrumentalities may he concealed. The theFifth Circuitrecently issuedaninterestsearch must be based on probable cause: ing opinion regarding "functional
whether a person of reasonable caution equivalents" of the b0rder.h Unitedstates
would be warranted in the belief that con- v. Jackson, 825 E2d 853 (5th Cir. 1987),
traband or evidence may be located within the Court noted that the Supreme Court
the car. If there is no probablecause, a war- fist coined the phrase "functional equivrantlesssearch willnot beauthorized under alent" inAlnteida-Sanchez, supra, and that
searches at fixed checkpoints functionally
this exception.
The scope of the warrantless search equivalent to the border were permitted
conducted under this exception will be under the same rules as border searches: no
limited under State law according to the probable cause or reasonable suspicion
federal rules. In Osbnn v. State, 726 was required. There was, however, no clear
S.W.2d 107(Tex.Cr.App. 1986), thecourt definition available of the phrase "funcof Criminal Appeals adopted the Ross tionally equivalent." The Court considered
scope analysis, and held that if officers dis- the development of the border search excover even a small amount of contraband ception and concluded that whether a parin a car, all parts of the car may be searched ticular checkpoint merits consideration as
in which additional contraband may he a functional equivalent of the border, and
concealed. The Court's priorholding to the hence, stops may be made without probcontrary in Gill v. State, 625 S.W.2d 307 able cause or reasonable suspicion, the
government must show with reasonable
(Tex.Cr.App. 81), was overruled.
certainty that the tmffic passing through
thecheckpoint is internationalincharacter.
6. Border searches.
Theunited States Congresshas granted Specifically, no more than a negligible
the Executive the authority to conduct number of domestic travellers must interroutine searches and seizures at national cept the checkpoint. If left untouched by
borders in order to collect duties, and the Supreme Court, this case could be sigprevent contraband or illegal aliens from nificant with regard to checkpoint border
entering the country. These warrantless searches in the future.
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With regard to roving patrols, officers
may stop vehicles'and question the occupants only if they have specific articulable facts, together with rational
inferences which arise from the facts, that
reasonably wanant a suspicion that the
vehicles contain illegal aliens. United
States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 US. 873,95
S.Ct. 2574,45 L.Ed.2d 607 (1975). Factors
which may be considered by the officers
include the characteristics of the area in
which the vehicle was found, its proximity
to the border, the usual patterns of traffic
in the area, and the officers' previous experience with alien traffic. Id., 95 S.Ct. at
2582. Also, the facts must be viewed from
theexperienceof the border officer. United
States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 101 S.Ct.
690,66 L.Pd.2d 621 (1980).

on rehearing); Ar~mtrongv. State, 550
S.W.2d 25 flex.Cr.App. 1976); Paprskar
v. State, 484 S. W. 2d 731 flex. Cr. App.
1972); and Brown v. State,443 S.W.2d261
(Tex.Cr.App. 1969).
2. Ashowing of mere acquiescence to a
claim of lawful authority is not, however,
sufficient.Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491,
103 S.Ct. 1319, 75 L.Ed.2d 229 (1983),
Bumper, supra; and Amos v. United States,
255 US. 313, 41 S.Ct. 266, 65 L.Ed.2d
654 (1921). See also Dickey, Meeks, and
Doescher v. State, 578 S.W.2d 385
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979).
3. Physical or psychological coercion
will invalidateconsent.Luera v. State, 561
S.W.2d 497 vex.Cr.App. 1978).
4. Although the policedo nothave toinform the defendant that consent need not
be given, failure to warn will constitute an
7. Consent searches.
impoaant factor in considering whether
Another exception to the wmant re- valid consent was given. SeeMeeks,supra,
quirement concerns consent. Apersonmay and cases cited therein 692 S.W.2d 510.
waive his or her Fourth and Fourteenth
5. Consent to searchmay be oral. MonAmendment rights against a warrantless toya v. State, 744 S.W.2d 15 (Tex.Cr.App.
search by intelligently and knowingly con- 1987).
senting to the search. See Schneckloth v.
As stated previously, a thud party may
Bustamonte, 412 US. 218,93 S.Ct. 2041, consent to a search of a defendant's pre36 L.Ed.2d 854 (1973). A third party may mises or articles if that person has equal
also consent to the search of a person's authority over and control of the premises
premises if that third party possesses com- or effects. See Becknell v. Sfate, 720
mon authority over the premises or effects. S.W.2d 526 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986), cert
Unired States v. Matlock, 415 US. 164,94 denied 107 S. Ct. 2455,95 L. Ed. 2d 865,
S.Ct. 988,39 L.Ed.2d 242 (1974).
and Sharp v. State,707 S.W.2d 611
Before consent to a search is held to be (Tex.Cr.App. 1986). The relative degrees
effective, the state must prove that the con- of control must be based on the facts of
sent was freely and voluntarily given by each case.
clear and convincing evidence. See
Buntper v. Nonh Carolina, 391 U S . 543,
8. Searches of minor students at school.
88 S.Ct. 1788,20L.Ed.2d797 (1968); and
I6 some instances minors at schools
Slzneckloth, supra. This standard has been may be subjected to warrantless searches.
adopted in Texas for establishing effective This exception to the warrant requirement
consent. See Dickey v. State, 716 S.W.2d may be termed the "school search excep499 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986), and cases cited tion." Before January 15, 1985, police oftherein at 504-505. See alsoMeeks v. State, ficers had to follow all of the laws
692 S.W.2d 504 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985), and applicable to adults when searching
cases cited therein at 509.
minors. A different rule, however, was apWhether consent is voluntarily or plied to persons such as teachers and
knowinglygivenis aquestionoffact which school principals, who were given the
must he determined by considering the same authority as parents. Thus, if a minor
totality of the circumstances. Schneckloth, was searched by a teacher, any evidence
supra.
discovered on the minor was admissible at
The following factors are relevant to trial if a parent could have conducted the
many consent issues:
search. This dochineofin locoparentis al1. Simply because a person is under ar- lowed parents to delegate authority to
rest does not inherently preclude free and school officials.
voluntary consent.Meeks; Paulus v. State,
The Supreme Court changed the law
633 S.W.2d 827 flex.Cr.App. 1982) (op. and rejected the use of the in locoparentis
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doctine to permit warrantless searches of
students in New Jerseyv. TRO.,-U.S.
-, 105 S.Ct. 733,83 L.Ed.2d 720 (1985).
In this case, the Court held that minors
were entitled to be free fmm unreasonable
searches, as were adults. The Court
weighed the privacy interests of schoolchildren against the "substantial need of
teachers and adminishators for freedom to
maintain order,"Zd., 105 S.Ct. at 742, and
held that strict adherence to traditional
probable causerequirementswas unnecessary. Rather, thelegality ofthe searchmust
be based on whether the search was
reasonable under all the circupstances.
The concept of "reasonable" was to be
based on two considerations. First, the action had to be justified at its inception.
Specifically, there had to be reasonable
grounds forbelievingthat thesearch would
disclose evidence of a law or school rule
violation. Robablecause wasnot required.
Second, the search actually conducted
had to be reasonably related inscope to the
circumstances which justified the search.
The interests of the students should be invaded only so far as is required to achieve
legitimate school interests.
It should benoted that TRO.by its very
language applies only to searches conductedhyschoolauthorities withouttheinducement or involvement of police. Id.,
105 S.Ct. at 743, footnote 7. The decision
also gives school officials the authority to
search when violations of school rules or
regulations are possible.

9. Administrative searches.
a. The federal rule.
In Camara v. Municipal Court of Sun
Francisco, 387U.S. 523,87 S.Ct. 1727,18
L.Ed.2d 930 (1967), the Supreme Court
held that administrative searches to enforce housing, fue or sanitation standards
are covered by the Fourth Amendment.
The need for the inspection, however, had
to be weighed against the invasion effected
by the search. The Court added that probable cause to issue a warrant to inspect
must exist if the reasonable legislative or
administrative standards are satisfied with
regard to specificpremises. The Court concluded that the defendant had a constitutional right to insist that the inspectors
obtain a warrant. See also See v. City of
Seattle, 387 US. 541, 87 S.Ct. 1737, 18
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Judge Clinton; Judge Onion dissents; Judge Tegue dissents to
remand; Odober 19,1988.

AETERMATH OF ROSE V. STATE
On November 9,1988, TCA remanded 43 petitionsfor discretionary review for harmless error analysis pursuant to Rose v.
State, 752 S.W.2d 529 Tex.Crim.App. 1988)(onCourt's Motion for
Rehearing and Tex.R.App.Pm. 81@)(2)).
PRACTICE GUIDE: There is a potential problem for the
defense practitioner on remand. Many of these remanded
cases were tried prior to theamendment to Article 44.29(b)
V.A.C.C.P.. Assuming that defense is able to show harm to
the C/A, issue then becomes how much relief is appropriate. With the effectivedate of Article 44.29(b) (effective August 31,1987) error which occurs in the punishment
phase of trial entitles the D to only a new punishment hearing, regardless of whether the first case was tried by judge
or jury. However, if the original trial was held before the effective dateof the statute, defense counsel should argue that
his client is entitled to a new trial on euilt-innocenceas well.
'I'he basis for that argument is that application of Article
44.26 would violate prohibitions against ex post facto laws.
If you have a case involvine this issue. TCDLA has
amicus curie brie?s and titions for discretionary
review. Contacl David Botsford, ( g 2 ) 476-9121.
On September 21,1988, TCA granted State's PDR inTroy
LeeGRlMES (No. 769-88). C/A in that case held application
of Article 44.29@)was retroactive and improper.

Despite the wholesale remands, TCA is still delivering
opinions to be published concerning Rose. The most frequently encountered areas deal with trial level objections:
1.IS IT IMPORTANT IFTHETRIAL OBJECTIONDOES
NOT COMPORT WITH THE POINT OF ERROR ON APPEAL? No.
Virginia Ann SHORTEN, No. 68488 -on Ws PDR: Per
Curiam Opinion; Judge Onion dissents to remand;Oaober 12,
1988.

2. DOES THERE NEED TO BE A TRIAL LEVEL OBJECTION
AT ALL IN ORDER TO RAISE A ROSE CLAIM? No.
Carlos RODRIGUEZ, No. 1588- on D's PDR: Opinion by
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DENIALS OF PETITIONS FOR
DISCRETIONARY REVIEW
TCA has revisited the issue of theprecedential value to be
given when PDR is denied. On October 5,1988, it dismissed four
PDR's as improvidently granted. In so doing, the Court cautioned
that although C/A reached correct result, refusal of PDR by TCA
did not constitute adoption or endorsement of C/A's reasoning.
Gerry WOODS, No. 904-87- On D's PDR: Per Curiam Opinion;
October 5,1988.
The Court appears to have gone even further the following
month. In Kamiro Carm UAKKEDA, No. 12-78-87 -on State's
PDK: Per Curiam Opinion; November 16,1988, TCA stated,

...This Court's decision that such a petition was improvidently granted should not beconstrued as approval by this
Court of the language or reasoning used by thecourt of Appeals in reaching this decision or even its ho/ding on a given
contention.
Thus, there is no greater significance to be attached to a dismissal of PDR as "improvidently granted" than there is to an initial refusal to grant PDR.
Sometimes when PDRis refused,TCA will deliver published
opinion which exvresslv disclaims laneuaee from opinion of
</A. See, Trudy ~ o w & LeBLANC,
d
Go. 7224-87 -1On Ws PDR:
Per Curiam Opinon; October 19,1988.
Also be aware that even when PDR is denied, there may be
published opinions by those judges dissenting to the refusal to
grant PDR. There have been two recent examples:
1. Angel Maria HERNANDEZ, No. 885-86;On refusal of Ws
PDR; Opinion by JudgeClinton, joined by JudgeTeague; October
19,1988. In this case the State did not attack Ws standing to contest search and seizure until avoellant's brief was filed. Dissentine
Opinion contained lengthy dib&sion of whether D should bc
on notice by thestate at the pretrial hearing.
2. Wille Charles WHITE. No. 1284-85:On refusalof Ws PDR:
Dissenting Opinion by ~ u d g elinto on, joined by Judge Teaguc;
November 2.19W. Here the dissenters focused on fact that C/A's
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decisions concerning involvuntaly manslaughter and Budden passion predated opinion of TCA clarifying that area of law.

Harry Lincoln BENDER, No. 596-85 -On

State's PDR;
Opinion b y Judge Onion; Dissenting Opinion b y Judge
Clinton, joined by Judge Duncan; Judge Teague Dissents;
September 27,1988.

-

GUILTY PLEA SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE -ATTACK O N ADEQUACY OF STIPULATED EVIDENCE:

D challenged sufficiency of evidence to support plea of no contest to offense of aggravated sexual assault. Theonly evidence offered on plea was stipulaledevidence accepted by t/j under Article
1.15, V.A.C.C.IJ. Stiuplated evidence appeared on Harris Counly
form used for stipulations when then! isa felony plea of guilty or
nocontest. By interlineation, the form was modified and part of
the printed form wis struck through, "...I confess that they lallegationsl are true." As a result, the stipulation wasnot a iudicialconfession when it was swornto by 6,
The "doctored up" part of the waiver form formed basis of D's
attackon appeal that evidence was insufficient. C/A reversed and
entered judgment of aquittal.
HELD:TCA concluded that interlineation and resulting
modification were aooarentlv not observed bv State. which offered stipulation as i;idencL AS is discussed below; proper
remedy is not aquittal even though evidence insufficient.
DOUBLEJEOPARDY- 'TRIAL ERROR" ON GUILTY PLEA:
AlthoughTCA agreed stipulation here would not support plea of
no contest, it held that there was no double jeopardy bar to retrial:
"Surely a defendant who enters a nolo contendere plea freely and
voluntarily and persists in such plea despite the admonishments
of the consequences is not entitled to go freebecause of theinterlineation used!'
TCA noted there is no federalconstitutional requirement that
evidence of guilt must be offered to corroboratea guilty or nocontest plea in statecriminal prosecutions. As held in ExParteMa~in,
747 S.W.2d 789 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988), Burks I437 U.S. 1 (1978)l
and Greene 1437U.S. 19 (1978)l do not apply in federal Constitutional sense to federal or state cases where D has intelliaentlv
, and
voluntarily entered a plcaof guilty or nocontest. Failure to comply with Article 1.15 does not constitute federal constitutional violation or render Burks and Greeneapplicable.If t/c accepted faulty
stipulated evidence as basis for judgment of conviction, that there
was trial error in light of Article 1.15. Proper remedy is remand to
t/c.

.,

CASESOVERRULED:To theextent of conflict, the followingcases are overruled: Wlore, 595 S.W.7.d 682
tTex.Crim.App. 1980); Thornton, M)1 S.W.2d 340
Uex.Crim.App. 1980).

Raul J. JUAREZ, No. 732-85 -on D's PRD; Opinion by
Judge Onion; Dissenting Opinion b y Judge Clinton;
Judge Teague Dissents; September 27,1988.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE

-CONSENT -VALIDITY

O F CONSENT FOLLOWING ILLEGAL ARREST;
FACTS: Local police in El Paw received information from confidential informant about two suspects, a marijuana transxiion,
and thecar. Two officers set up su~eillance.Suwellance corroborat& tip from informant; however, no illegal activity was obsewed. Offimrsattempted to get replacement for surveillance
team while they secured warrant, but were told by captain that no
one was available. Officers were afraid that car would be moved if
they left hotel to secure warrant. Shortly thereafter, two mengot
into car and drove to within a mile of city limits beforeofficers
stopped them. D was car's driver. Both D and passenger were
told rcawn for stop and rcad Miranda warnings. D was asked if he
would consent to car search. After D talked with passenger, D
said he would sign. In car's truck officers found small amount of
marijuana.
HELD: Fact that person is-under arrest does noiin and of itself, prevent free and volunary consent from being given whether
D is in custody is merely one factor to be considered in weighing
consent.
TCA relied heavily on decisions from other States and Federal
Courts of Appeals.

.,

Procedural Note: Consent was not a contested trial issue. D
offered no evidenceon this issue, arguingonly that even if
there was consent, any evidence found in subsequent search
was tainted by initial stop.
WhenState attempts to prove voluntary consent followingillegal stop, it hasa much heavier burden than when proving consent followings legitimate initial stop or arrest. In addition to
proving voluntary consent to search, State must also establish existance of intervening factors to prove consent was "sufficiently attenuated" from the illegal stop or arrest. A finding by t/c that
consent to search was voluntarily given is only one step indetermining propriety of search. Even if consent were voluntary, it
mav still have been obtained bv exoloitation of illeeal arrest. Issue
to 6c resolv~db~wnlcs:whetier t6e consent to seakh was OMtained bv exoloitation of an illeeal arrest or detention. TCA
rejectedZp& rule limiting useEf evidence obtained as result of
consent given following an illegal arrest, stop or detention.
CASE OVERRULED: To the extent it can be interpreted as
establishing a per se rule in Texas, Daniels, 718 S.W. 2d 702
Uex.Crim.App. 1986)is expmsly overruled.
TCA used factors outlined inBrown v. Illinois, 722 US. 590
(1975). Although Brown was a confession issuecase,TCA has a p
plied it as test in determining if consent to search was attenuated
from illegal stop. Miller 736 S.W.2d 643 Uex.Crim.App. 1987).
CAUTION: InMiller, TCAputported to list Brown factors
but listed six factors rather than four. some of which expressly pertained only to consent. TCA notes that that list
aooears "to be a misorint or mistatment." Use care when
c k g to the six~il&factossince TCA notes here that
derivation of some of those factors is unclear.
SSt. has not applied Brown factors to consent to search case.
rCA notes that while it does not consider such factors "absolutely
:ontrollingUthey do provideguidelines. The four relevant Brown
:actors are: 1) whether Miranda warnings weregivcn;2) ten~wral
xoximity of arrest and confession; 3) presenceof intervening cir:umstances; 4) purpose and flagrancy of official misconduct.
TCA notes that Brown does not require that each factor be
esolved in favor of state. Majority also notes that S.Ct. has never
;aid the factors wereexclusiveor were to be assigned equal
,might. When Brown factors applied here: Miranda warnings were
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The critical auestionis whether as amatter of State Constitugiven; Ws consent was executed shortly after stop and he was intional law, the hght to counsel can attach at a stage in the proceedformed of his right to refuse consent to search; there were no
ine beforc filina of formal charecs. i.c. vreindictment or
threats or promises; no guns weredisplayed; no course of action
was taken other that inherent in any arrest or detention; finally ar- inibrmatlon. TEA finds that it can; andrejccts approach of US.
rest or detention mavnot be flainantlvimorooer where "the oues- S.Ct.. In Kirbu v. Illinois. 406 US. 682 (1972) S.Ct. reiccted idea that
tion of pobabie causeis a clos~one."kAcdncludedfrom
Sixth ~mendmentright to counsel attached at prehdictment line
totalitvof circumstances that Ws consent was voluntaw and suffi- up.TCA notes that it is difficult to reconcile the basis and rationale of Kirby with S.Ct!s earlier decision in U.S. v. Wnde,3388 US.
cicntli product of his free will toattenuatetaint of stop: assuming
stov was illeaal. O~inionis sienificant in itsdiscussion of ourDose 219 (1967) which held that the right to counsel attached at any
of &ice miGond&t. TCA c o h ~ d e stop
d had no "qualit~o~pur- "critical stage" [there, a postindictment line up]. TCA joined growing number of states who have rejected the "fiction" of Kirby.
vosefuiness." TCA adopted lanauaee
from Third Circuit and
.,
k v e to theaffect tha<sup ression is lesslikely when illegality
TCA refused to articfically create a timedesignation for definof arrest is "slightly short o probable cause."
ing one's right to counsel. Each case must be judged on "whether
the oretrial confrontation vresented, necessitates counsel's
pre;ence so as to protect a'known right or safeguard." It is not the
"mint ofarrest" which triggers theTexas constitutional right to
cbunsel, but whether a per& is confronted "with the em&sed
power of the State in such a manner that it is deemed necessary
Edward Earl FORTE, No. 118-87- On D's PDR: Opinion
that counsel's presence is required."

f

.,

by Judge Duncan; Judge Onion concurs in result; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by Judge Teague;
September 27,1988.
Prior Opinions:
I. original C/A opinion at 686 S.W.2d 744;

2. original TCA opinion on discrestionary review at 707
S.W.2d 89;

J

3. C/A opinion on remand at 722 S.W.2d 219.

RIGHT TO COUNSEL -UNDER TEXAS CONSTITUTION DOES RIGHT OCCUR BEFORE INITIATION OF
ADVERSARIAL PROCEEDINGS? -DOES PERSON
ARRESTED FOR D.W.I. HAVE CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT TO COUNSEL BEFORE DECIDING WHETHER
TO SUBMIT TO CHEIMICAL SOBRIETY TEST?
Although D was denied relief, this case is important for its
recognition of expanded right to counsel as matter of State constitutional law.
D was arrested for D.W.I.. He claimed that before deciding
whether to submit to breathalyzer, he had right to counsel under
Article 1, Section 10 of theTexas Constitution.
NOTE: Submission to breath test is rcquircd underTexas
Implied Consent Statute. Article6701L-5, k.1, V.A.C.S.
BACKGROUNDINFORMATION:Both US. S.Ct. and TCA
have already determined that Fifth Amendment compulsory self incrimination principles do not govern admissibility of evidence attained from breathalyzer.
TCA had never determined when right to counsel attached exclusivelvundcr theTcxasConstitutional Rieht to Counsel
CASES OVERRULED: TCA notes that many courts of appeals in Texas have erronwuslvassumed that the holdines
bf TCA regarding right to coukel as matter of Texas law'ls
no more expansive than rieht to counsel afforded bv Sixth
and ~ o u r t c h t h~mcndm<ntsto U.S.Constitution. EXamvles: Ynles, 679 S.W.M 534 (Tvler 1984): Martinez. 712
S . W Z 242
~ (sin Antonio 1986).fhese opin.ions would appear to be overruled sub silencio.
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NOTE: Determination of when right to counselattaches will
be made on case by case basis. TCA specificallyrejected argument that right io counsel attaches'at mmm~n&n~ent
of a
"criminal action" as set out in theTexas Speedy Trial Act,
which has subsequently been declared uiconsiitutional in
Meschell739 S.W.2d 246 (1986).
Here, because D owrated motor vehicle on public highway,
consentis legally im$ied. M u s e suspect has'no legal zhoice
whether to take breathalyzer, counsel would not be proteding
any known ri ht or safeguard by advising suspect to refuse test.
TCA reason that because accused has no legal right to
withdraw his imolicit consent to take breath test. theabsenceof
counsel did not derogate from accused's right tdfair trial. Thus,
decisionof whether to submit to breath test is not a "critical
stage!'
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT: There is a move afoot in this
session of the Leeislature
to limit TCA's vower to intemret
c,
the scope ofTexas Constitution. Proposed legislation is
oendine which would restrict TCA's intervrctation of Texas
konstitkon to one consistent with US. s.kt.'s interpretationof Federal Constitution.

Sam Edward CUMBO, No. 69,6542 -Captial Murder
Conviction Reversed and Remanded: Opinion by Judge
Onion; Judge McCormick concurrs in results; Dissenting
Opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by Judge Campbell;
JudgeWhite Dissents; September 27,1987.
VOIR DIRE -CAPITAL MURDER -PREJUDICE
AGAINST LIFE SENTENCE -WHEN PROSPECTIVE
JURORIS SHOWN TO BE BIASED AS MATTER OF
LAW, HE MUST BE EXCUSED IF CHALLENGED FOR
CAUSE EVEN IF JUROR STATES HE CAN SET BIAS
ASIDE:
FACTS: D pled guilty to capital murder. Facts showed this to
be robbery-murder of lounge owner. During voir dire, prospective juror said his close friend was murdered in attempted robbery of convenience store, that D in that case got "life" and that
prospective juror wished he had gotten the death penalty. Juror
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said he could not consider life imprisonment as proper punishment after person found guilty of capital murder and that he
could not visualize situation where he could answer "no" to special issues one and three. Juror answered "yes" when asked if in
every case his feelings were so strong that as a juror that he would
feel that everyone found auiltv of capital murder oucrht to recieve
death
juror thenkdiiated to prosecutor th; instead of
neutral position. iumr leaned toward "ves"answcrs to svocial issues, b i t that he kould say "no, if it wasnot proven." ~ G o r a d mitted to defense counsel that he had bias or prejudice against
defense when applying the law to theevidence onquestionone.
Juror told Ws attorney that he could not visualize situation where
hecould answer "no" to question three. D challenged for cause.
Chal!enge was overruled. T/C then "lectured" prospective juror.
Juror told t/j hecould put aside his personal feelings and perform
his duty and follow his oath. However, on further questioning by
D's attornev, iwor aeain said it would be imoossible to answer
first questi&'"no" irsamc evidenm from t h i guilt stagc was
before him, kwpina in mind that he did not think life imvrisonment was prop& p h h m e n t . D renewed challenge for :awe and
it was again overruled.
D also challenaed for causeother vroswctive iurors who exhibited an inabilih to fairly considerihe f k i ranieof punishment
and who had a prediswsition toanswer the 'punishment is5ues affirmatively. In &ch c & e , ~was overruled.
HELD: Where prospective juror states he can set aside any influences and personal bias he may have, and t/c overrules challenge for cause, that decision is reviewed in light of all the
answers aiven. When ~rosvectiveiumr is shown to be biased as a
matterof Gw, he must, bce~cusedwhenchalienged.~hisis true
even if prospective iuror statcs hecan set aside hls bias and
pmvid; faGtrial. ~ k r t/c
e erred in overruling the challenges because juror were biased as matter of law.
NOTE:TCA found juror could not be rehabilitated by
"ritually" reciting that juror would follow the evidence.

FROM OUR READERS
Geny Goldstein of San Antonio sent in a decision from the
United States District Court, Western District of Texas in a letter,
December 1,1988. The decision, as yet unreported, is significant
on the issues of standing and probable cause.

UNITED STATES V. MARGARITO FLORES, No. SA31,1988; Opinon by
CR-193; W.D. Tex; August
. Judge
. Prado.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -STANDING -ARRESTED
PASSENGERS STANDING TO COMPLAIN OF
SEARCH OF CAR IN WHICH THEY WERE RIDING:
FACTS: DEA received informant's tip that mariiuana was to be
transported from Kio Grand Vallcy to s i n ~ntonio'area
warehousc (for temporaw distribution) in whitedrums bv wavof
unrefridgerated box t~ail&~ulled
by Peterbilt tractor. gent set
up surveillance on San Antonio warehouse. For one week agents
cbnducted periodic surveillanccof warehouseand noticed &affic
around warehouseand four box trailers and a Mac tractor. On
July 24, officersstopped two vchiclcs for identification purposcs
and found nothing unusual. Later that day, two agents followed

Hertz Rental van as it left warehouse. Aaents noticed van had
white drums inside. Van went to motel ~ h ~ r e a n o t h e r ~ c rwas
son
picked up before van headed north on intcrstate highway. As van
was lc.wingcity, it was stopped, itsoccupants arrested, and the
van searched incident to arrest. Largequantity of marijuana was
found. Ds challen~edintroduction of evidence sei;.rd from rental
van. ~overnment~laimed
Ds had no reasonable expectation of
privacy in van or its contents.
HELD: Passenger in vehicle has standing to complain of search
of vehicle in which he was ridingon basis that where passenger
has been "arrested!' he is entitled to comolain of his arrest and
consequently of thk search of thevehicle :ncident to that arrest:

...this case is not about standing in the traditional sense,
however. The Court need not determine whether either
defendant had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the passenger compartment of thevan or in the whitedrums.
Under such a traditional analysis, both defendants might
not havestanding ....
This Court is of the opinon that both defendants have standing to object to their arrest and the searchincident to that arrest, despite traditional notions that privacy interests in a
rented vehicle might be limited. In Rnhs 1439 U.S. 129
(1978)l the S.Ct. concluded that the question of standing
should beexamined in terms of aperson's legitimate expectationof privacy. There, the issue before the Court was narrower than the one here because defendants theredid not
challenge theconstitutionality of the vehicle stop. Seealso,
United Stales us. William. 589 F.2d 210.214 (5th Cir. 1979).
Morcovcr, none of thedefendants in &her&hsor
M'illia~nswere amsled before the challenge scxch.
Here, on the other hand. the defendants were arrested
bcfoithc search and they do challenge the legality of theat.rest and claim that their rights under thc Fourth Amendment wereviolated.
Here, the Ds standing as passengers was upheld because t/j
iimplv refocused theinauirv from issue of whether a oasseneer
~ a s ' kasonable
a
expecttho; of privacy in the vehiclein whiFh he
s travelling to whether the search of the vehicle and its occupants
following the illegal arrest violated) came from Ws reasonable exx t a t i o n to be free from illegal arrest.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -PROBABLE CAUSE -COURT
DOKSTO STOPS OF OTHER VEHICLES ON SAME DAY BY
iAME INVESTIGATOR: T/J concluded government lacked prob~blecause to stop and arrest. This conclusion was supported by
he "fishing expeditions" of othn vehicles stopped on the same
lay during the same investigation:
In addtion, theDEA agent testified that other vehicles were
topped at same day, pre&mably with the hope that something
vould turn up. Such random stops, however, must be supported
by probable cause, or a reasonable articulable suspicion that the
notorist is unlicensed or the vehicle linregisted. Delawareu.
'rouse, 440 US. 648,663 (1979). That was simply not the case with
hose vehicles or with thestop of the van. Such fishing expediions only support this Court's finding that the DEA agents had
lo probablecause to arrest the Ds.
Thus, using a totality of circumstances analysis, t/c concluded
here was no probable cause to arrest Ds.

-

PROCEDURALNOTE: This case is also significant to for
government's efforts to conduct suppressron hearing on the
issue of probable cause out of the presence of the Ds or their
atlorneyi When defense counsel questioned one of govern-
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ment agents concernin~veracityand basis of knowledge of
informants ti^. eovemhent re&ested that hearine be idjourned and 6&nce of eviden& be developed in &mera,
outside oresence of either Ds or their attornevs. Government assc?rted as grounds for this produreihat further
evidence reaardine informant's tio would imuardize safctv
of informa$ and Ggoing governinent investigation.
Defenselawyers strongly objected and offered that balance
of hearing bc conducted outside presence of Ds, but that
counsel bc allowed to be present fo cross-examine. Counsel
indicated that they would not reveal specific details about
informant's tip or theidentity of theinformantto their
client under any circumstances. Government rejected this accomodation.T/C determined that attorneys, and not their
clients. should be allowed to be oresent atsnvfurther
proreehings under thedictates df Uniled S&S v. De Los Sontos.819 F.2d 94 (5th Cir. 1987).T/C ruled that anvfurther
proceedings on Motion to supp& could only bdconducted
in uresence of Ds' attornevs. Because eovernment reiected
thk amommodation, t/c kecided ~ o z o nto
s suppr&
without anv further evidence renardinrr veracitv or basis of
knowledgLof informant.

- .,

*****

being provided all the relief requested -an opportunity to perfect his record.

Ex Parte Eduardo HERNANDEZ, No. 70,263 -Writ relief
granted: Opinion by Judge Onion; October 12,1988,
TIME CREDIT -INCARCERATION I N ANOTHER
STATE UNDER TEXAS DETAINER:
D soueht and received back time credit for time soent in New
Mexico &rmtions Department on anotherconvicti& from the
timeTexas d a d dctainer on him. Durina that time frame D was
brought baik t o ~ e x aand
s convicted.

.,

PROCEDURAL NOTE:T/C apparently attempted to give
D some credit at the time he was sentenced. T/C backdated
Ws sentencedate when sentence was imposed. TCA notes
this procedure is improper. The proper procedure is to give
D credit from the time of confinement to the dateof sentence, or for actual iail tlmeif applicable. However, the date
of sentence imposiiion always ;mains thesame. TCA suggests that uu? of "timecredited" on judgment isoil that is
needed. TCA further suggests doing away with form on
iudnment statina "date tocommence" unless actual senienFe is date is used.

-

David Wayne SPENCE, No. 69,341 -Capital Murder
Conviction Abated: Opinon by Judge White; Judge
Onion Dissents; Judge Teague Dissents to Remand;
Judge McCormick not participating; October 12,1988.
APPELLATE PROCEDURE-BILLS OF EXCEPTION D HAS ABSOLUTE RIGHT T O MAKE OFFER OF
PROOF O R PERFECT BILL O F EXCEPTIONS:

FACTS: D i i l d Motion to Dismiss Indictment based on preindictment delay. At pretrial hearing on Motion, D was precluded
from asking numerous questions from various witnesses. T/C sustaincd approximately 100 of State's relevancy objections to Ws
questioig then unif&mly denied each of D'srequests to make
offer of proof or perfect bill of exceptions under Article 40.09,
V.A.C.CB..TCA noted "analmost rhythmicallypatterncolloquf'
which took place followingvirtualIyevery question proffered by
D -D would ask question, prosecutor would object on
materiality or relevancegrounds, t/c would susain, Ws attornev
would object, t/c wouldaeny ~ u e stot perfect bill of exceptiok.
T/C responded to Ws continual request to makeoffer of proof
with staiementssuch as, "ya'll arc&ing to perf& everyihingthat
I think ismateriaYand "youcan make your record if vou'vegot
anything material to do with trial!'
HELD: Right to make offer of proof or offer bill of exceptionis
absolute. Appeal was abated and case remanded to t/c.

-

PRACTICE GUIDE:~u&tionsof materialitv and relevancv
have no affect on what can be prmrved f~;~urposesof a i pellate record. Itis common vradice for vrosecutors to object to proffered questionso;testimony & relevancy
grounds. However, relevancy analysis is only applicable to
what Is to be admitted into evidence. Therefore, defense
counsel should not bedissuaded from makin~offerof
proof. if it appears that t/c is being c o n v i n d b y D.A!soblectlons, counsel should stress that he smks only
, to preserve
appellate record.

.

NOTE:The appropriate remedy hereis merely remand to t/c
so that Dcan perfect bill of exceptions. By getting remand, Dis
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William BURNS, No. 69,641 -Capital Murder Conviction Reversed and Remanded: Opinion by Judge Clinton;
rudge Teaque Concurs In Result; Judges Onion, Davis,
McCormick and White Dissent; October 19,1988.
CAPITAL MURDER -SUFFICIENCY
O N "FUTURE DANGEROUSNESS":

O F EVIDENCE

In two related grounds, D challenged sufficiencyof the
cvidence to support j u v s affirmativeanswer to special issue two
and t/c's exciusion of mitigation evidence. In order to understand
the second point, a review of the sufficiencyground is necessary.
FACTS:This was a murder-robbery prosecution. D, 22 years
dd, went with his brother and afriend to a wood presewing company with the intent to rob whoever they found workin thelate
shift. D had once worked at the plant and "would have own"
that an employee would have been working late to stoke the fire
in the boiler, also he could have anticipated that this person
would have been carwinean auureciable amount ofmonev since
it was payday.There bacalsoii indication that D was under the
influence of some unnamcd "dope." At the plant D was urged to
shoot c/w with a riflc. Instead, he handcd it to his friend. D shot
:worounds from his pistol. His companion fired the riflc ten or
!leven times. C/W died of multiplegunshot wounds of neck,
:hest and head. $110.00 was taken from c/w's wallet, and wallet
was given to D who "didn't have a billfold and ...wanted one." D
nad wallet in his possession when he was arrested several weeks
atcr;inside wallet, police found brief newspaper articiechroni:ling early stagesof investigationof c / d s killing. At punishment
itage, Slate i n t r o d u d evidence of another unadjudicated murder
md kidnapping in which D was involved. Statealso introduced
estimony from two police officers that D had bad reputation in

L

communitvfor beine ~eaceful
and lawabidina. There was no
psycholo~calor psyYchiatric testimony presenibd. Other than the
unadjudicatcd murder and kidnapping. State presented no
criminal rccord or past criminal history. D prluccd testimorry
from fivecitizens and threc familvmembers that his reputation
for peaceableness was good. No &her mitigating evidince was admitted.
HELD: Evidence was sufficient to s u ~ ~ oi rdt s affirmative
answer.TCArepeated rule that circumd&nc& oioffenseitself
mav alone sustainan affirmativeanswer to swcial issue two if
G v e r e enough" while every murder commkted in course of robbery is "senseless" neither the facts of the instant offense or Ws
participation in it appeared so heinous or shocking as to evincea
partiularly "dangerous aberration of character!' However, when
combined with other punishement evidence, evidencewas sufficient.
WHATISTHESTANDARD ONKEViEW FOK WEIClb
INC SUFFICIENCYOF PUNISHMENT EVIDENCE?
M a i ~ i l yopinion tra-3 development of standard for appellaterevieuj of sufficiencv to s u b o i t affirmative answeiio
special issue two. In eariy casbs'court held that the evidence
must be such that "the iuw was iustified in finding that the
aggravating factors ouiw&hcdihc mitigating facbs."
This sueeestcd a "moresubstantive view" of the
evideng~owever,recent cases have abandoned any inquiry whether evidence would justify a jury finding that aggravating factors outweighed mitigating. Instead,TCA has
narrowed is focus on appeal to "whether a rational trier of
fact could have found theelements of Article 37.071@)(2)
beyond a reasonable doubt." Thus it seemsTCA is using
only aJackson v. Virginia I443 US. 307 (1979)l standard.
CAPITAL MURDER -MlTIGATING EVIDENCE EXCLUDED AT PUNISHMENT:
TCA reversed and remanded conviction for failure of t/c to
admit testimony offered at punishment phase of trial from D's
mother relative to Ws family background and employment history. Excluded testimony pertained to stability of Ws parents'
marriage during his upbringing -tending to show a troubled
childhood. Also excluded was testimony that he had worked in
laces like hos~italsand churches -which would have ~ m v e d
informative to; jury engaged "in the necessarily spcculahve
enterprise ofassessing his ability to coexist in society."
TCArccogni7rd thatalthough it was true that themitigating
impact of the excluded testimony would not appear tobe particdarly compelling in the abstract, neither wi;the State's'
evidence particularly compelling even though it was legally sufficent. On balance, TCA could not say that jury would not have
found Ws proffered evidence of some, perhaps even critical significance.
NOTE: This a ~ o e adid
l not Dresent a auestion of whether an
instruction to'thc jury was &ccssary to explain the use to
which thciuw
evidence.TCA
, ,could out mitieatine
"
presumes jury will uiderstand sigEificanceofevidenceoffered in mitigation and will giveit mitigating weight at
jury's discrestion.
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINE: D preserved evidence through
a bill ofexception. Although he did not specificallyrequest
to reopen to present this evidence to jury, he made it clear
he was prepared to further develop the subject matter
which had been excluded.

Ex Parte Carl Rubin WILLIAMS, No. 70,264 -Writ

Relief Denied; Opinon by Judge McCormick, Judge
reague Dissents; October 19,1988.

PLEA BARGAIN -AGREEMENT SILENT C O N C E W LNG DEADLY WEAPON FINDING:
FACTS: D was indicted for murder under indictment alleging
iecommitted offense "by shooting...with a handgun, a deadly
~eapon."Pursuant to plea bargain, D pled guilty as charged in iniictment and was sentenced to 25years. Included in judgment of
/C wasentry of affirmative finding regarding use of-deaiily
Neapon. Article 42.12, Sec. 3f(a)(2)V.A.C.C.P. [now Scclion
3g(ak2)1.
Ina post conviction writ, D alleged t/c violated plea bargain
agreement by enteringaffirmative finding that deadly weapon
lad been used. Ws argument was that where agreement is silent
1s to whether there would be an affirmative finding, entry of such
I finding violates agreement.

HELD: Writ relief denied. Thoueh olea aereement was
silent as to possible entry of affikitive &ding, indictment
gavesufficientnoticeof deadly weapon allegationand finding was r w r d c d contemporaneouslywithacceptanceof
olea bareain. D rmivcd exactlv what he bargained for. D
hid not k e g e or prove that exchionof affirkative finding
was Dart of olea agreement or that State was ever under
obliiation kncerzng that finding. A party to plea agrccmcnt has no contractual rieht to demand s p ~ i f i pcrforc
m a n e of terms that do norappear in the @reem&t or
record.

Ex Parte Nicolas PALOMO, No. 70,490 -On D's Motion
[or Rehearing,Fui-ther Writ Relief Denied: Opinion b y
ludge Teague; Judge Onion Concurs; Judge McCormick
l o t participating i n result; October 26,1988.
ZOOD TIME CREDIT-PRISION MANAGEMENT
4CT -"FRISONER CLASSIFICATION":
D pled guilty to murder; punishment was assessed at 15years;
)ffense was committed September 10,1985. D was eligible for con;iderationof g o d timecrdits under original prison management
la [Article61840,V.A.T.S. In unpublished per curium opinion
Iclivercd 9/14/88. TCA erantcd D habeas relief to extent that
rDC had tdcoisider ~ f grant
& of additional g o d time credits
inder prison management act.
On rehearing, Dargued he was entitlep to move relief than
hat franted in 9/14/Morder - an additional 18.5 days adninistrativegood timecredit.
In E x Parle Rutledge, 741 S.W.2d 460 (1987) TCA held that list of
neligibleoffenses contained in 19R7amendmentsto prison
nanagemcnt act could not beapplicd retroactively to someone
,ommittinehisoffense before the clfcctive date of thoscamcndnents. It was under this rulingthat D was awarded his original
;rant of relief.
HELD: Elieibilitv
,,
, for erant of administrative good time undel
~riginnlprison management act depended not only on natureof
~ffense
and sence of affirmative findinr. but also on immates clas.
ification by TDC. TCA had never befGe addressed the subject of
~

~
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eligibility on basis of immates particular classificationby TDC.
TCA declined to do so here.
Good time conduct credit is not mandatory, but 1s a privilege
which may be forfeited - either by violating TDC rules whilein
custody or theguidlines of a conditional release program. In matters involving refusals toaward good timecredit based on immateclassifi6ation ordis~i~linarj;~roceedin~s,~~~
willassume
that whatever determinationTDC director makes, he will act in accordance with his authority under civil statutes and under due
process and due course of law.
To extent D sought additional habeas corpus relief in the form
of 185 days adminstrative good conduct time, relief denied.
Decision to grant additional time credits based on inmate classification withinTDC must be made within the frameworkof the
prison management act and theexercise of thedirectof s discrestion. Thus, D's only recourseis to useTDC procedures by which
immates may seek formal review of complaints relating to terms
and conditions of inprisonment, including matters involving inmate classification, disciplinary proceedings and award of good
time credit.

one to wrformcontract murder) co-D indicated at threedifferent
points ihat murdcr was part of hbbev; D ratified co-D's remarks
when hesurmised that c/w began to stab him because he'kot the
hint" that he was about to be gbbed. Lastly, duringcross-e;aminationof D at trial, there was suggestion that D and co-D possessed money for which D could not account. From all these
factors,TCA concluded that rational trier of fact could have found
robberyelement.
PKESERVATIONOFEKKOR - VOlK DIRE - GRANTING
OF CHALLENGE FORCAUSE: D chailengcd tlc's grnntingof
four challenges for cause to venireman opposed to dmth penalty.
TCA found waiver in all four cases. If D does not obied when
venireman is excused for cause, he may not challenge that ruling
3n appeal.
~~~~~

PRACTICE GUIDE: Although ruieof waiver is clear, TCA
acknowledges it has not set out what would be proper objection.
Applying Zillender 1557 S.W.2d 515 (177)) TCA suggests the
following:
I. objection must inform t/j of basis of objection and give
himopportunity to rule on it;

John T. SATTERWHITE, No. 67,220 -Capital Murder
Conviction Opinion on Remand from Supreme Court;
Opinion by Judge Duncan; Judge White not pai-ticipating; November 2,1988.

-

CAPITAL MURDER -ERROR IN PUNISHMENT
PHASE ENTITLES D T O NEW TRIAL:
D's original conviction was affirmed at 726 S.W.2d 81 (1986).
United States Supremecourt reversed at 108 S.Ct. 1792 after finding that Estelle v. Smith [451 US. 454 (1981)l error was not harmless. Under Article 44.29(c) V.A.C.C.P.no separate punishment
hearing is authorized for error occurring at punishment stage of
capital murdei trial. Proper remedy is reversal and remand to t/c
for new trial.

2. objection must afford opposing counsel opportunity to
removeobjectionor supply other testimony.
Applying that test here, statement by trial attorney, "Okay.
Your Honor, we will pass the witness back. We think that
shestated sufficientlythat shecan follow the law as given
to herby the court at the punishment stageof trial" would
have been sufficient.Howevcr, hereafter that exchaneu. t h u
State further examined venireman and D cross-exami%i.
At end of State's redirect, D.A. reurged Motion to Dismiss.
At end of recross, D did not restate his position that
venireman could fulfilljuror oath. Instead, after D elicited
unfavorable and unequivocal answer to final question he
told judge he had nothing further.This statement created
distinct impression D was abandoning his opposition to M o
tion to Dismiss for cause. At that point, t/j did not know he
was to rule on a contested point. Ws previous "objection"
[his statement he thought venireman said shecould follow
law1 did not convey to t/j that D continued to oppose
State's motion; therefore, it was ineffectiveto perfed issue
for appeal.

Robert Michael PURTELL, No. 69,498 -Capital Murder
Conviction Affirmed: Opinion by Judge Campbell;
Judges Clinton, Miller and Duncan concur inresults;
Judge Teague Dissents; November 2,1988.

SUGGESTION: To avoid this waiver problem. consider adding phrase"D rcurgcs his positmn that venireperson is
quaiif:ed" when asked by t / j if there is "anything further."

CAPITAL MURDER -SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE T O
S H O W MUKDEK I N COURSE OF KORRERY:

Remember, if State challenges for cause, D must object in
same manner which tells t/j that D is opposed to State's Motion.

D argued evidence was insufficient to support the "in the
courw, of robbery element of capital murder."TCA rejwted claim
and found the following evidence sufficient: evidence at scene
su~fiestcdmurdcr wasc~~mmitted
during courseof robbcrv because in camper where c / d s body was Lund, his pockcts;vcre
turncd out and there was a trail of materials taken from his wallet.
leading away from camper. That trail suggested that c / d s wallei
was taken and that its contents were searched as someone walked
along the mad. The path taken by whoever searched wallet was
the same route that D and co-D admitted taking as they left
camper. Additionally, inconversations between D, co-D and undercover Arizona police officers (claiming to be looking for someDecember 1988

PRESERVATION OF ERROR -FAILURE TO SUFFICIENTLY
lBJECT TOEXTRANEiOUS OFFENSE: D tried to exclude
vidence of extraneous offenses committed by D and co-D. Before
peningargument, D moved to exclude all mention of extranwus
ffenses. T/J partially granted Motion, allowing mention only of
rose extraneous offenses occurring in connection with prior statelents and taped conversations of D. T/J specifically noted that D
rould not be given "running objection" but that subsequent objecons which referred to this pretrial motion would be considered
j having set out the grounds stated in that motion. At trial, three
lstances occurred in which ,iurv's
, attention was called to exrancous offenses.First instanceoccurrcd at opening statements,
vhen Dobjjted and t/jruled as hc had prior to trial.Sccond in-
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stance occurred during Arizona detective's testimony; D objected,
t/j made consistent ruling. Third instance occurred at intmduction of Ws taped statement to undercover officer. At this point D
objected to admission of tape only on ground that portion of tape
was inaudible; D did not makeextraneous offenseobjection to
this evidence.
HELD: Error in admission of evidence is cured where same
evidence comes in elsewhere without objection. D must object
every time allegedly inadmissible evidence is offered.
CHARACTER/REPUTATION EVIDENCE -PRIOR ACTS
OF HOMOSEXUALITY BY C/W: D complained of exclusion of
testimony pertaining to prior acts of homosexuality by c/w, arguing evidence was relevant to Ws testimony he was sexually assaulted by c/w and that this incident precipitated brawl in which
deceased was left unconscious in backof camper.
FACTS:During case in chief, State called c / d s wife who tesiified that she and c/w had "normal" sex life. D testified that
prior to fatal brawl, he had been sleeping in rear of camper and
awokebecause he felt c/w fondling his genitals. Outside jury's
presenceKS testified that she had affair with c/w during which
he told her he had had a homosexual experience with a high
school team mate and another "anonvmous encounter" ina
public restroom. C/W did not say whether these were theonly
two homosexual experiences he had had, and KS believed he continued toseek homosexual experiences. Stateobjected to testimony on mounds that it was "irrelevant, immaterial, hunay."
D ass&d&idence was exception to hearsay rule because statement against interest; relevant to D's testimony concerning sexual
assault under Tex.R.Civ.Evid. 405 (specific act to show character
conduct or condition of mind); and admissible under Section 19.06
PC. to show relationship between accused and deceased. T/J sustained State's objection but allowed KS to testify sheand c/w had
affair.
HEARSAY: TCA ruled statement not excludable as hearsay.
Confessionof homosexualconduct, especially of anonymous encounter in public restroom, would tend to bring ridiculcand disgrace on small town minister such as c / ~Therefore,
.
statement
was "statement against interest" under Civil Kdc of Evidence
803. IProcdure Note: At timeof Ws trial, former Article38.02
V.A.C.C.P. stated rules of Civil Evidence wen? to govern in
criminal cases to e,xtent that did not conflict with k . p . 1
PROOF OF CHARACTER BY SPECIFIC ACTS: Civil Rule of
Evidence 405 permitted prwf of character either by reputation
and opinion or by specific instanmsof conduct. However, Kule
405 d i w s distinction between permissible uses of character and essential uses. Only in cases where use of character isessentialmay
character be proven with specific acts. TCA held that here D
could, and did, make his claim without reference to U s character.
Therefore, under Civil Rule of Evidence 405 t/j ruled properly.
SECTION 19.06:This provision of Penal Code specifically allowsall relevant testimonv concerning the killing and Ws stateof
mind at the time of killingto b e a d m i k . ~ o w & e r ,this Section
has been interpreted by TCA to have no affect on the scopeof admissible evidence. Accordingly, it does not vitiate general rule
that specific acts are inadmissible to prove character. Under these
facrs,'%ion 19.06 did not serve to expand the permissible forms
of available proof. Becausec/dscharacter was not an essential
element of theoffense of capital murder or anessential element of
a defense to capital murder t/j ruled properly.
D did not seek to introduceopinion or reputation evidenceconcerning c/w. For this reason, TCA did not need to address
whether character evidence, per se, would havebeen relevant.
CAPITAL MURDER -PUNISHMENT PHASE PSYCHIATRIC TESTIMONYON FUTURE DANGEROUSNESS

WITHOUT FULLMRANDA WARNINGS: D argued that t/c
xred in failing to exclude testimony of Dr. Griffithconcerning
ikeliiood of Ws future acts of violence because Dr. Griffith failed
.o provide D with warnings required by Estelle a. Smith 1451 US.
154 (1981)l.
FACTS: At punishment, State called Griffith as witness. He tes:ified to substanceof interview with D and that hediagnosed D as
In "ascending sociopath" whoconstituted a continuing threat to
rociety. Griffith also related the "warnings" he gave D prior to in~~~

Showed him the court order, he read it out loud so we knew
he could read and that he did understand what thecourt
order said. I told him that the purpose of the interview
which the court order set out was to determine what his condition was for standing trial at that time and what his condition may have been at the time of the alleged offense, that I
would have to report my conclusion back, in this case, the
judge that issued the request. And that madeit not confidential, that he should have thoroughly discussed this with his
attorneys, and understand theconsequences of this. That it
was possible that it could be used against him in court, and
further told him that the Supreme Court has said that he
didn't have to talk to meand that he could stop theinterview at any time he wanted to.
TCA analyzed requirements in context of Mirandn [3&1 U.S. 436
(1966)l.
N0TE:This casedid not involve Sixth Amendment overtones. D did not object on Sixth Amendment grounds and
did not raise Sixth Amendment claims on appeal. Additionally, because D's attorney made the motion to have D examined, there wasnot Sixth Amendment violation.
Buchanan, 101 S.Ct. 2906 (1987).
Comparing Miranda warnings w ~ t hwarnings given by Griffith,
there wen. two which were not given: the right to have counsel apduring interview:
pointed, and the right to have a&rney
However,Miranda warnings are not absolute. If some sort of
omcedural
safeeuard
exists~ insuring
Miranda
rights
are~ made
~
"~
~
~
~
~
known to D, the spec~ficwarnings set out in Miramfa an? not nccessaw. Here. Dalreadv had appointed counsel at timeof interview.
Th; proc&lure of adpointin'g'att~rne~
was adequate "procedural
safeguard, effectiveto secure the privilege against self-incrimination."Thus, no error in failure to inform of right to have counsel
aooointed.
Similarlv.
'r
,. second omission (failure to warn D he had
right to have counsel present) is not error within context. Griffith
wasaooointcd todetcrmine D'scom~tencvto stand trial. In such
a setti'& D had no right to have counsel
D also argued Griffith's warning was misleading because
Griffith's statement that he would have to report his findings to
"whoever called" could have mislead D into believing the report
would only go to Ws lawyer. TCA held there was no.merit in
light of Griffith's total testimony -revealing D was told meeting
was not confidential and that results of intetview could be used
against him. TCA held that these two statements were adequate to
put D on notice that this was not a situation in which he was
speaking to an agent of his attorney.
TCA also repcted argument that D should have been told interview could be used during punishment phase of trial. Miranda
does not m u i r e interrogatina officer, or anyone else, to inform D
of possible Aanner in ihich gtatcment can be used against him.
TCA held that defense counsel is "the party best qualified and
'lest situated to carrying out this f u n a h . "
r
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L.Ed.2d 943 (1967). Thus, administrative
searches are covered by the Fourth
Amendment.
Later, however, the Court held that
legislative schemes authorizing warrantless administrative searchesof commercial
property were reasonable under the Fourth
Amendment in some situations. See
Donoinn v. Dewey, 452 US. 594, 101
S.Ct. 2534, 69 L.Ed.2d 262 (1981), and
cases cited therein 101 S.Ct. 2538. A warrantless administrativesearch could be unreasonable if the regulations for
conducting the search were not satisfied
with respect to the particular property.
Recently, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the validity of warrantless administrative searches and reiterated the
requirement that such searches be
reasonable. In New York v. Burger, 482
US.-, 107 S. Ct. 2636,96L.Ed.2d 601
(1987), the Court considered an administrative search of ajunkyard. Officers
asked to see Burger's "police book," the
record of thevehicles and p a s in Burger's
possession. Burger stated hedid not havea
police book. The officers copied several
vehicle numbers, and later determined that
the vehicles were stolen. Burger was arrested and charged with possession of
stolen property.
The Court acknowledged that commercial premises are covered by the Fourth
Amendment as well as private homes, but
the expectation of privacy in the former is
less than that applicable to thelatter. If the
business is considered closely or pervasively regulated, such as fireami or liquor
establishments, then the expectation of
privacy is further attenuated. See Coiloilnade Corp. v. United States, 397 US. 72,
90 S.Ct. 774 (1970) and United Srates v.
Biswell, 406 U S . 311, 92 S.Ct. 1593
(1972).
Given that there is some expectation of
privacy, however, a warrantless administrativesearch will be reasonable only
if three criteria are met:
1. There must he a "substantial" govemment interest that gives rise to the
regulatory scheme under which the search
is made.
2. The warrantless search must be n e e
essary to further the regulatory scheme.
3. The certainty and regularity ofthe ap-

plication of the regulatory scheme must
provide an adequate substitute for a warrant.
The Court held that thejunkyard search
was acceptable. The Court also noted that
it made no difference that the administrative search was conducted by police officers instead of administrative agents.

b. The Texas mle.
I n Crosby v. State, S . W . 2 d (Tex.Cr.App. No. 11289-85, delivered
November 12,1987),theCourtofCriminal
Appeals considered the warrantless search
of singer David Crosby's dressing room at
a night club in Dallas. Officers entered the
club to conduct amntineinspection for liquor violations pursuant to T.A.B.C. Sec.
101.04, which permits peace officers to
enter and inspect licensed liquor establishments.
TheCourt reviewed the federallaw with
regard to wvarrantless administrative searches and applied the Burger three-part test
to the facts of Crosby's case. The Court
concluded summarily that a substantial
government interest was advanced by the
relevant T.A.B.C. regulations and that the
inspections were necessary for regulation
of the liquor industry.

The thii requirement -certainty and
regularity of application as a substitute for
a warrant -was not so easily shown. The
Court held that in order for a regulatory
statute to be an adequate substitute for a
warrant, two requirements must be shown,
as set forth in the Burger decision:
1. The statute bas to sufficiently notify
the owner of theregulated business that the
search is authorized by law.
2. The statute must limit the officers'
discretion according to time, place, and
scope.
Based upon the preceding considerations, the Court found theTexasregulatory
scheme acceptable. Thecase was reversed,
however, because the search of Crosby's
dressing room was not conducted to detect
possible liquor violations and thus
Crosby's expectation of privacy was not
reduced to the extent that a warrantless
search was acceptable.
Crosby contested the search under both
federal and State law. Given the Court's
discussion and analysis, it appears that
state warrantless administrative searches
will be judged according to the same
guidelines applicable under federal
analysis.

President's Column
let them die.

and a wicked man; first, he is a constant liar; he signals his true intentions to his friends witheyes and feet
and fingers.
Prepare yourjury arguments carefully.

And, so important to us all, never forget
that the defense of those accused, in
criminal cases, against all the powers and
force of the state, is the highest calling offered by the law.

Proverbs 132:
Proverbs 126:
The good man wins his case by careful argument; the evil minded only
wants to fight.

The wicked accuse; the godly
defend.

Accept the opportunity to help deathrow inmates.

The wicked shall perish; the godly
shall stand.

Proverbs 24: 11:
Rescue those who are unjustly sentenced to death; don't stand back and

Best wishes from our family to yours,
for a healthy, happy holiday season and a
prosperous New Year.
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Discovery of In estigator's Reports In Courts-Martial
by John M. Ewnomidy
One of the delights in defending a
military person at a court-martial is the
liberal discovery rules.
Liberal discovery is authorized in
courts-martial by Article 46, Uniform
Code of Military Justice,' and Rule for
Courts-Martial701.'
Liberal discovery rules in the military,
however, are best used by knowing what
items are available for discovery. This article addresses the docun~entsand procedures used by the Air Force Office of
Special Idvestigations (AFOSI), the
primary agency that investigates serious
crime in the Air Force. The Army's
Criminal Investigations Division and the
Naval Investigative Service use similar
documents and procedures.
Typically, the trial counsel (the military's term for a prosecutor) provides
defense counsel only AFOSI's report of investigation and statements of witnesses.
This report is merely the tip of the discovery iceberg.
The typical OSI investigation starts
with an operations plan. The operations
plan is updated fron~time to time with addendum~.Defense counsel should always
obtain the 0-plan and its addendums.
Early in an investigation, the local base
AFOSI detachment generates an AFOSI
Form 1 "Complaint Form" by computer
and transfers it by modem to its district
headquarters. Thus, a copy of the fonn is
usually obtained from only the district
.headquarters.
Thecomplaint form has avariety of usefulinfonnation. First. theformsummarizes
the initial allegati&s. Significantly, it
gives information on the source, the OSI
term for an informer. The form rates the
credibility of the source by a letter and
numberdesignation.Thelettenrange from
A to F, with A being the most credible.
Numbers range from 1 to 5, with 1 being
the most credible. Thus, A-l is the most
credible source while F-5 is the least
credible source. In a court-martial, defense
counsel commonly attacks the credibility
of a source. An OSI special agent then invariably testifies to bolster the credibility
and veracity of the source. Defense counselcanusethis sourceratingto impeachthe

John M. Economidy is a solo prucfitioner in Sari Antonio. He received his BJ
and BA Degrees from 771e Utriversify of
Texas a f Austin, ~vherehe nns editor-inchief of The Daily Texan He received his
JD Degree from Texas Tech University
School of Law irr 1974.
He served 14years bl the Air Force and
~ w as rnarmgenrent and cost analyis officer, a public affairs oficer, and a judge
advocate. He lef? the service in 1984 as a
lierrtenant colonel and has since devoted
nrost of his practice to representing milifarypersonnel.
The Texas Board of Legal Specialiurtion has certified Econornidy in criminal
Ionr He is a member of the Texas Crinrinal
Defense Lanver's Associafion.

bolstering testimony of the special agent.
The bottom of the complaint f o m indi~
cates the results of acheck with thedefense
criminal investigative index (DCII). This
index discloses results of any prior
criminal investigations of the suspect.
Usually, only the service's own criminal
index will be consulted; however, in
selected cases, information is requested
from other services and from the Defense
Investigative Service. Defense counsel
should always be alerted to a DCII check
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to beawareof past uncharged misconduct.
The complaint form, like all other OSI
documents, has a case file number. The
fmt two digits reflect the year. The next
two digits and the letter D reflect the district number. For example, all OSIdetachments in Texas report to Headquarters
District 10 at Randolph Air Force Base in
San Antonio. The next two digits reflect a
code for the type of case. For example,
drug abuse cases arecoded 17, and sex offenses are coded 7. The remaining digits
reflect the case number in numerical sequence on the OSI's logs.
Thecontinuationsheet of thecomplaint
form reflects coordination in the case with
civilian police, the AFOSI regional forensic consultant (RFC),the regional computer consultant investigator (RCCI), and
technical representatives.
These particular individuals, if consulted, usually provide their own comments on the continuation sheet and often
generate their own reports. By checking
the form for consultation with the technical consultant, a defense counsel can learn
if technical means such as hidden cameras
and nlicrophones wereused. Occasionally,
defense counsel learns of potentially exonerating evidence in this way. The forensic consultant is often brought in where
scientific evidence is conside~d?Each
OSI district has a regional computer consulting investigator. This person can retrieve computer informationthat may have
been deleted but is still retrievable from a
computer system through back-door techniques.
OSI cases that involve an undercover
agent or source usually require an assessment interview. Defense counsel should
seek all notes and memos from the assessment interview. Often approval of sources
and undercover agents is required at the
district office and even at HQ AFOSI at
Bolling AFB in Washington, D.C. In the
former case, defense counsel should seek
all coordination documents between the
district commander and the district source
manager. In the latter case, defense counsel should seekall coordination documents
of the HQ AFOSI undercover review
board. Prior to conducting an undercover

mission, AFOSI conducts a preoperational
meeting, orPROM. OSI bureaucrats usually memorialize the PROM with a memo.
Before, during, and after an OSI operation, special agents often communicate at
various levels from the detachment to the
district to HQ AFOSI. Defense counsel
should request all messages (or TWIXs)
and documents used to communicate between the various levels of OSI in the case.
When time permits, special agents use
AFOSI Form 158 "AEOSI Communication."
HQ AFOSI reports to the Inspector
General ofthe AirForce. Occasionally HQ
AFOSI will report the status of a caseor an
inquiry to the inspector general or the IG
staff. Defense counsel should ask for any
staff summary sheets or memorandums
that are sent to the IG and its staff to keep
AFOSI's superior appraised of a pmiculat
situation or operation. When AFOSI agent
misconduct is involved or alleged, the applicable internal affairs office is HQ
USAF/IGQ, and significant documents
can be sought from this office.
In cases involving national security
(espionage, counterintelligence. etc.),
defense counsel should always seek the Il
R report. The I1 R furnishes raw intelligence data and is not a fiuished product.
It is the basic vehicle for reporting intelligence information within theDepartment
of Defense. AFOSI transmits this raw data
by electrical message to theDefenseInte1ligence Agency ..'
Fundsoften are spent in OSIundercover
operations. These funds are called confidential funds, C-Funds, or surveillance
funds. Expenditure of these funds 1s docd
nlented on A F Form 387 "Subvoucher for
Disbursement from Confidential Funds."
These forms may aid defensecounsel. Purchases of liquor for informersarecommon,
and thedocumentationmay raisequestions
about the informer's sobriety during an
operation. Defense counsel should always
request the 387s and the supporting documents and notes that support the entries.
Once an OSI operation is completed,
the special agent in charge prepares a
"ReportofInvestigation." This is thedocument that trial counsel usually provides
defense counsel. However, a case file often
has more documents thanjust thereport of
investigation. Special agents commonly
prepare an internal data page (IDP). On the
D P , the agent offers his or her personal

views of the case. The agent may relate
both good and bad experiences, and agents
have even been known to write comments
about the lack of credibility of their own
informer. Defense counsel should always
obtain the IDP.
Once an undercover mission is completed, the district headquarters prepares
and sends to HQ AEOSI in Washington a
"Post-Operational Tradecraft Assessment
Report." Defense counsel should always
seek this informative document.
Many searches and seizures by AFOSI
special agents are of doubtful legality.
Defense counsel should be prepared to
meet assertions from trial counsel that the
special agent acted in good faith in
reasonably relying on a search authorization issued by a neutral and detached commander. The good faith exception to the
exclusionary rule was created in United
States v. Leo~r.~
It should be remembered
that the Court in Leo11 twice emphasized
the need for police officers to know search
and seizure requirements: "The objective
standard we adopt, moreover, requires officers to have a reasonable knowledge of
what thelaw prohibits.. .Accordingly,our
good-faithinquiryis confined to theobjectively ascertainable question whether a
reasonably well-trained officerwould have
known that the search was illegal despite
themagishate's authorization."
Defense counsel shoulddiscover documents to show that the special agent was
not reasonably well-trained.
Typically, the sheet level investigative
work is performed by probationary special
agents with less than a year in AEOSI.
Defense connsel should always seek the
on-the-job training (OJT) records of each
special agent involvedina searchsituation.
It is not unconmlon to find OJT records
reflecting that the special agent had never
been hained in search and seizure. At a
minimum, defense counsel should request
AF Form 623 "On-the-Job Training
Record," all training test score results, the
AF Form 1096CDC (Career Development
Course) Status Record, and especially the
agent's specialty training standard forms
for the 821 career field. Defense counsel
should always inquire if the special agent
had his or her credentials revoked, or if the
agent had ever been a subject or suspect in
an internal affairs investigation.
Defense counsel also should seek production of AFOSI regulations that may be

applicable to a case:

-

AFOSIR 124-29, Apprehension Policy
AFOSIR 124-68, Undercover Operations
AFOSIR 124-81, Interviews and Interrogations
AFOSIR 124-82, Search and Seizure
AFOSIR 30.11, Ethical Standards of
AFOSI Persomel

AFOSI alsohas pamphlets that arebasically checklists that are used by agents in
the field to investigate different categories
of crimes. For example, AFOSIP 124-46
covers crimes against persons and AFOSIP
124-64 covers drug abuse cases.
When polygraphs are involved in a
case, defense counsel should seek production of the AEOSI Form 76 "Polygraph
Examiner's Report" and Air ForceRegulation 124-15, the directive on polygraphs.
Most military con~municationsare
drafted and stored on computer discs. As
the Iran-Contra scandal revealed, when an
operator deletes anitem from the computer
or a word processor, the information is not
always lost. In anappropriatecase, defense
counsel may seek a court order from the
military judge to compel the AFOSI
regional computer consultant investigator
to retrieve the deleted but still stored data
through back-door techniques. Indeed, in
an appropriate case, defensecounsel might
wish production of the computer disc to
have his own computer specialist retrieve
the information.
The Manual for Cou~ts-Martialimposes an affirmative duty on trial counsel
to disclose certain matters to defense counsel. For example, Military Rule of
Evidence 304(d)(l) requires the trial counsel to disclose to the defense prior to arraignment the contents of all statements,
oral or written, made by the accused that
are relevant to the case, known to the trial
counsel, and within the control of the
armed forces. Additionally, Rule of CourtMartial 701 requires the trial counsel to
pmvidedefense counsel the names and addresses of witnesses trialcounsel intends to
call in the prosecution case-in-chief to
rebut the defense of alibi or lack of mental
responsibility when the trial counsel has
received notice of such defenses from the
defense. Defense counsel should always
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Anatomy of a Criminal Lawyer
by Emmett Colvin

The Frank M. Wilson Memorial Lecture
December 1, 1982
It is an honor to stand in the long shadow
of Judge Wilson. Such great men give us
the fiber to advance in the law wifh dedication devoid of fear. I believe he can understand that as he looks over my shoulder as
I dissect for you this creature called a
criminal lawyer.
It is difficult to perceive him physically
for he is fat, thin, short, tall, handsome,
ugly, bald and not so bald. All of this illustrates that his physical appearance is not
that important. Let us take "ugly." One
of the most beautiful persons I ever met
was Eleanor Roosevelt. I met her at a
White House reception, and as she moved
gracefully around the room, there was a
warmth, an obviaus caring for everyone
them-not a superficial thing-and you
were enveloped with one thought: she
cared. ~hil'this may seem at o2ds with
the criminal lawyer, we will find this attitude a common ingredient in the make-up
of our subject.
He is by and large, an artist. For every
artist, there must be a canvas. Our canvas
is exceedingly broad but we must not only
appreciate its expanse, we must thoroughly
understand its texture. The texture of our
canvas, the Bill of Rights, is tension-a
tension between the majority and the
minority. To engage in our art, one must
thoroughly recognize this tension.
We commonly hear expressions relating
to the "rights" of themajority without any
real appreciation that a majority has no
rights, nor was it contemplated by our
forefathers that it should. Those in power
need no rights. This was one of the expressed fears of Alexander Hamilton when
the Bill of Rights was being considered.
Hamilton's posture was that the Bill of
Rights was not only unnecessary, but dangerous, for it would contain various exceptions to powers which were not granted in
the first instance. Why, he stated, should
it he said that the hberty of the press shall
not be restrained when no power (in the
proposed Constitution) is given by which
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rest&tions may be imposed. The danger,
he said, is this: "It should furnish to men
disposed to usurp, a plausible pretense for
claiming that power." Perba s an understanding of Mr. Justice Blac 's "shocking" absolute theory can he grasped by a
reading of the 84th Federalist Paper, written in approximately 1788. These concepts
are reflected in the agonizing judging
process of those dedicated to achieve this
matter of justice. Some, unfortunately, because of timidity, ineptness, or other
reasons avoid this arduous process, applying fictional rules upon rules, like the
Sanhedrin of old, until the sense ofjustice
is lost in the rule.
This canvas sets the stage for our performance as an advocate in the arena. All
are touched by this described tension, one
way or the other. When the prodcutor
suggests the effect of a guilty verdict on
the crime problem, he preys upon this tension -he, in fact, knows regardless of the
verdict that is returned he will have more
cases to try next year. The criminal lawyer
has an acute awareness of this tension. He
knows that it has caused the judge to run
for reelection on a "fight the crime problem" theme, even though it is not his fight
at all since be is supposedly a referee. He
may, in fact, turn out to he a good referee,
but at election time he most scrub with lye
soap and give the outward appearance of
an Eagle Scout.
While in law schwl we learn of the opinions of the higher courts and even cherish
some of them; OUP warrior knows the number of reversals are insignificant and he
learns to distrust the expounders of the
law. His trust lies in the jury box.
Time and time again, beginning the jury
selection, lawyers, generally prosecutors,
emphasize that actual jury trials hear no
resemblance to television trials; that there
is no Perry Mason. Jurors will mechanically respond that they can put aside preconceived notions about trials acquired
through television. In fact, they generally

%
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always answer the question affirmatively. solute belief about his client's guilt or inIt is naive to assume that a nation red-eyed nocence; in fact, very often a lawyer's
from watching television and that merely strivings are directed not at the issue of
scans the printed word can shuck T.V.- guilt or innocence, but toward's winning
formed impressions for the duration of a a reasonable punishment. Lawyers repretrial. While lawyers should recognize that sent human beings and must recognize that
we are not the prime factor in a win or loss, the sorriest person in the world has some
it is time that we do realize jurors are en- good qualities, or at least understand how
titled to better than what they receive. he came to be the person he is. Without
While we know success in a trial is this understanding, a case will lack that
grounded largely upon lengthy preparation crucial adhesive-a lawyer with a clear and
unabiding belief in all his words and
before trial, the jury does not see this.
What jurors do see and experience is one actions.
The form of acting that he is involved
interruption after another and long delays.
If this were a theatrical performance, their in is the Stanislavski method of acting
price of admission should rightly he re- where one throws oneself into the part he
funded. Far too often, just as the trial is playing. When you are portraying a tree,
catches the jury's attention, they are you are in fact a tree. The lawyer who
thrown into the hallway or the jury room employs this method will not mechanicalwhile lawyers haggle over matters about ly try cases the same way each time.
Before his death, "Uncle" Ead Stanley
which they canonly speculate. Don't think
they don't speculate! In fact, I have con- Gardner told me how distinctly different
cluded that, on many occasions, jurors were the "greats" to have such a samehave far more common sense than do the ness. That sameness is the "gluew-that
lawyers. We worry too much about this belief-that total devotion to a human becommon sense being influenced by inac- ing in a courtroom.
With this the criminal lawyer flows in
curacies portrayed in television trials.
Many criminal defense lawyers have the courtroom on a stream of imagination
fallen into the occupational habit of blam- and an understanding of human emotion.
ing the prosecutors and the courts for This artist does not paint by the numbers.
With his imagination, he may use a
attempting to destroy America's great
system of justice. Nonsense! Lawyers graphologist to analyze the prospective
represent onecitizen at a time, and whether jurors' handwriting on the jury cards, as
we like it or not, the criminal lawyer is in well as that of the prosecutor and the judge
show business. His work calls for the finest where possible. Some insight, some edge
form of acting. The few superb trial law- is what he is seeking. On one occasion, the
yers win because the audience believes the night before jury selection, my grapholoproof showed that the defendant was not gist in reviewing cards told me one on the
guilty. The true art of trial work is in panel was "gay ." In an indecent exposure
achieving this audience reaction. Mere case, that is significant! The next day when
rhetoric will not suffice; cases are not won the panel walked in-there was the little
by rhetoric alone. The trial expert is a fellow floating into the courtroom with his
master of nuances: the force of understate- delicate little hand waving in the air. Why
ment, the whisper to a jury held in rapt at- the prosecutor took him I don't know. He
tention, thedignity of apparent truth, and was, I'm sure, of great help in the favorthe appearance of an absolutely honest able verdict.
We may hire psychologist Cathy Bennett
defense, to name but a few.
Skill is assumed. While the civil trial of Houston to analyze the jurors for us.
lawyer may fumble through the rules of Yet, these are but tools that aid in the
evidence, the crimiual trial lawyer must lawyer's decision. Through his ability to
execute with the precision of an experi- continually observe humans and society as
enced pianist on the keyboard. More im- a whole, he learns for example that we live
portant than the expert's particular skills, in a frustrated society; a society that knows
however, is the lawyer's belief in the case it has little control of its destiny, its taxes,
and in the client. One might call this the its government. All above ignore our
"glue" without which acase will not hang voices. As government grows and probtogether. A lawyer need not have an ab- lems increase-so increases the frustration.

Thus, when the jurors hear the United
States Attorney say he represents the
United States, they may be merely reminded of the source of their frustration. Fortunately or unfortunately, we have the platform for at least a more impartial jury.
We scan the panel for possible forepersons. While we know the prosecutor is
looking for the cold-blooded authoritarian
as a foreperson, rarely does the jury make
such a selection. And when it does, there
is often a counter-reaction that leads to at
least a hung jury. We learn from our experiences in psychodrama developed by
the National College for Criminal Defense
that the likely foreperson is talkative, exceptionally warm, slightly above-average
in intelligence with good word usage, and
less than average in height. Likeability is
the strong factor.
We know that if the jury thinks a prosecutor is well-prepared, persuasive, and
likeable, the jurors will tend to convict.
Since the likeability of the prosecutor is
more significant than the likeability of the
defense lawyer, it is our task to cause the
prosecutor to appear not so well-prepared,
not so knowledgable, and, indeed, not so
likeable.
We know the more likeable the defendant the more the jury is influenced to acquit. Thus, we prepare him-we dress him
up. On the other hand, the more likeable
the complaining witness the more the tendency to convict. In an artful manner, we
must destroy or change this image.
We know in modern times reliance on
ethnic stereotypes and traits is far too
simplistic, risky, and generally wrong. We
have learned that generally women are not
at all that compassionate.
We have perceived that those whosejobs
demand precision, such as engineers,
machinists, programmers, bankers and accountants, may first lean to conviction, but
are highly subject to changing their minds
after hearing other evidence. Then they
seem to demand even more stringent levels
of proof by the prosecution.
Through experience our criminal lawyer
has learned that generally nurses, factory
workers, professors, clerks, social workers, and truckers do not lean either to guilt
or innocence, at least initially.
We know that if there is one common
thread of a good defense juror, it is the one
who has "seen it all," who reads hooks
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and watches T.V. very little, comes from
a large family, marries a liberal, and thus
has the breadth of experience to allow
tolerance of deviancy.
Most of all, however, we n~ustbe acutely aware that all the many variables within
the panel must be methodically and quickly
calculated for selection.
Having accomplished this, in large
measure, the criminal lawyer is playing the
game on his home field. He has his jury.
Now, with his jury, the lawyer's flow
of evidence through prior preparation will
excite the jury. There will be no uanecessary delays at least on his part.
Presentation of evidence will be planned
to peak at just the right moment in the
course of.the trial. He will not overexamine and he will not become enamored
with the sound of his own voice. He will
be honest and he will be natural. The jury
will expect suspense and h e will give them
suspense. While he cannot arrange for
someone in the audience to jump up and
confess, he will certainly pace the presentation of evidence so as to stimulate the
jury. Certainly if an actress can peddle a
maxipad, a lawyer should be able to sell
a human being. While the lawyer does not
have the booms, lights, sets and grips, he
or she does have charts, graphs and photographs, together with imagination, which
can provide much more. In giving the jury
what it wants, the lawyer will look at the
real world for tools to capture the jury's
attention. While the jury has to listen, their
minds can wander. And how do you capture this attention? You do it with neverending imagination. As you look around
in this world you always look with one
thought in mind-how can I use that before

make a ~ ~ ~ drequest
~ , for
. disclosure
t ~ ~
of evidence which reasonably tends to
negate the guilt of the accused of the offense chareed.reduce
thedereee of guilt of
- .
the accused of an offense charged, or re.
duce the punishment, Under Rule for
Court-Martial701(h), therightto"inspect"
includes the right to photograph and to
COPY.

-
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I should have done. From that point, however, your conclusions are really better
than that of the lawyer, because you are
not biased. I do not envy you your task,
a decision that affects a person's freedom
is I'm sure an awesome thing. Not only do
you face an arduous task, but on occasion
it might be in fact somewhat awkward. At
breaks in your deliberation, you may see
me, my client, his friends and loved ones,
and others in the hallway. This will be
unavoidable. W e are all friendly persons
and there is generally the urge to speaknot about the ease-but to simply pass the
time of day. Actually, there's nothing too
wrong about this-but the distant observer
who does not hear our voice and only sees
our lips move might well form a different
opinion as to what is actually said. So
while it may be awkward, if and when we
do see one another, we will understand.
Perhaps we might even nod our heads, but
don't move your lips." The purpose of this
message with slight humor was (1) to give
dignity to their opinion (I knew the prosecutor would demand a conclusion of guilt),
(2) to show that I understood the trouble
that they would face in the jury room
(which they did), and (3) to cement a
mutual understanding as to the hallway experience, which they did in fact, experience. I was amused, at one break, when
a juror looked at me, smiled slightly,
nodded and placed his hand over his lips.
I began speaking to you on the art of
criminal advocacy and in some respects I
have simply told you about a way of life.
In my practice this is one and the same.
You can appreciate that when we pause at
one time or another and reflect on why we
are here involved in a continuing, unique
American experience of man's ability to
cope with man. Few in this world are so
peculiarly blessed as we are with the most
1. l0U.S.C. § 846.
vital and challenging responsibility in a
2. Manual for Courts-Manial, United States piecemeal resolution of this grand experi(1984) (hereinafter MCW.
3.DefcnscCounselmayevcnnquestindependcnt ment. Our involven~entencompasses the
review of medical evidence, such as an autopsv, by full gambit of human emotion, permitting
~ the AmedForceslnslituleofPathology,~ash'ington, us to relate to the next person with a
D.C. 20306, (202) 576-3282.
greater maturity.
4, When seeking classified or
The sheer exhilarating thought each
miviteeed infonmtion. defense counsel should conh t th~~lassifred
~nfomlatian~rocedurrs
Act. in 18 morning as we arise that we as an individ~.~.~de~ppendix@b.~.96-456);theForcignln- ual, man or woman, stand between a cititelligenceSt1rveillanreAct,50U.S.C.
8 1801 e l s q zen and the awesome power of the Federal
and Rules for Cows-Mania1 505 and 506, MCM.
or State government is an award that is
5,468 U.S. 897 (1984).
achieved by few.
a jury? The possibilities are unlimited. Do
you plan to use an aerial photograph at
trial? Why have it shot from a piper cub
when you can readily order a satellite or
a U2 photograph at a reasonable cost? The
contradictory statement at a prior trial or
hearing transcript can be blown up to the
size of the wall with an official look of the
page and line number-all for the eye to
see and the ear to hear.
Racehorse Haynes once suggested that
lawyers might affect a "Huntly-Brinkley"
method in courtroom argument. Do you
remember the Huntly-Brinkley newscast?
Suppose after making a point in argument
a lawyer turns to his co-counsel and asks
"What do you think?" The co-counsel
could then stand up and make his or her
contribution. Do you assume that the trial
judge would not permit this? How do you
know until you try? Thejudge certainly has
the discretion. Presenting an argument in
this way could create a think-tank atmosphere, increasing the chance that you will
think of that brilliant argument before leaving the courtroom. As performing artists
we must appreciate a fundamental principle, and realize that all art, one way or the
other, speaks the truth.
In his bag of imagination, there is, of
course, humor. Humor in its finest form
reflects an understanding of human nature.
When relevant, nothing can be as effective
in communicating with your jury. In one
case, few of the jurors had prior jury service. I concluded my argument in this
manner: "You will note that I have not attempted to dictate your verdict. I have not
done so because I would be trespassing on
your intelligence. If I have helped you in
analyzing the evidence, fine-that is what
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'he Federal Corner
by E R. 'Buck" Files, Jr.
Becausecriminaldefenselawyers quite
often have a high profile in the communities in which they practice, people in
crisis situations often come to them for
matters which are not purely criminal in
nature. The parents of an individual accused of murder, mhbery or rape are often
sane and competent in comparison to the
parents of a child who has been "abused"
at school. If anyone wanders into your office and wants you to file a civil rights suit
againstteachers, administratorsand school
board members because their child was
paddled, run - do not walk - to the
nearest exit.
Since weget a surprising number of inquiries in thisarea and because the case had
originated in the EasternDistrict of Texas,
Tyler Division, before Chief Judge William Wayne Justice, I was intemted in an
October 26, 1988, 5th Circuit case styled
Cunninghamv. Beavers, -F.2d
, 1988
WL 103416 (5th Ci.;
October26,1988).
The fact situation in Cunningham is
somewhat lengthy; however,it is typical of
paddling cases:

-

On May 6,1987, Mary Sue Bruno, a
puhlickindergartenschoolprincipal,
saw Crystal Cunningham, five years
old, and Ashley Johnson, six years
old, snickering in the hall. Bruno
gaveeachchiid twoswats on the buttocks with a wooden paddle. When
the girls returned to the classroom,
their teacher, Rosa Cook, saw them
still snickering. Cook took them out
into the hallway and gave them
another three swats across their buttocks with a wooden paddle.

When Ashley Johnson's grandmother bathed her that night, she
noticed black and blue marks on
Ashley's buttocks. AfterAshley told
her grandmother what had happened, Dr. Anita D'Sa examined
Ashley and said that she had been
spanked too hard. Both Ashley and
Crystal were then taken by their
parents to the Jacksonville Police
Department where they made out a

Harry Beavers, was told what had
occurred, he made his own investigation. Hespoke with the children
but took no steps to discipline the
other defendants.
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report, and an officer took color
photographs of the bruises. The next
day the children were taken to the
Child Welfare Office where social
workers tookmore photographs and
stated that the situation clearly constituted child abuse. Ashley and
Crystal missed three days of school
that week, and three the following
week. They cried and said that they
did not want to return to school.
After the superintendent of schools,

In Cunningham,thePlaintiffsuedunder
theprovisionsofTitle42U.S.C. $1983 alleging that the defendants, while acting
under color of state law, deprived them of
their Federal constitutional rights and,
more particularly, their rights to due
process oflaw and equal protection of law.
TheDistrict Court dismissed the action for
failure to state a claim of deprivation for
which reliefcould begranted. The Court of
Appeals affmed, holding that thestudents
had failed to state a cause of action for
deprivation of due process and that Texas
law permitting corporal punishment in
schools did not violate equal protection.
In its opinion, the Court cited as
authority Ingmham v. Wright, 430 US.
6$1,97S.Ct. 1401,51L.Ed.2d711(1977),
affirming525 F.2d 908 (5th Cir., 1976) (en
banc); Woodard v. Los Fresnos Independent School Disfrict, 732 P.2d 1243, (5th
Cir., 1984); and Cokman v. Franklin
Parish School Board, 702 P.2d 74 (5th

.,".,

". 1YOJ).
Llr.,

Ingraham was concerned with two
questions concerning the use of corporal
punishment in the public schools: fmt,
whether paddling as a means of maintaining disoipline constituted cruel and uuuwal punishment in violation of the 8th
Amendment; and second, whether the due
process clause of the 14th Amendment requires prior noticeand an opportunity to be
heard before the paddling is administered.
The Court held that the cruel and unusual
punishments clause of the 8th Amendment
did not apply to the paddling of children
but was designed to protect those convicted of crime. The Court also held that
the due process clause did not require
notice and hearing prior to the imposition
of corporal punishment in the public
schools, as that practice is authorized and
limited by the commonlaw.
In Cunningham, the Court pointed out
thatcommon-lawremediesareavailableto
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the Plaintiff, citing Tex. Penal Code Ann.
8 9.62 (Vernon) and Tex. Educ. Code Ann.
$21.912 (VernonSupp. 1986). Theopinion
went on to say that "if the spankings given
Crystal and Ashley were unreasonable
andlor disproportionate to the offense of
'snickering,' the Plaintiffs would be entitled to relief under Texas common law."
The Plaintiffs had also sued on an equal
protection theory, arguing that the children
should beviewedas a "suspect class" YBecause history is 'fdled withexamples ofthe
mistreatment of children.' "1 and, in thealternative, that "children are an 'at risk'
group like women and aliens as a result of
their historic maltreatment." The Court
brushed aside these arguments and found
that the District Court had properly dismissed the Plaintiffs' action for failure to
state a claim of deprivation of substantive
issue, due process or equal protection for
which relief can be granted.
In Woodard, the Plaintiffs mother had
requested a suspension from school as a
proper punishment (which was provided

for by the school rules); the student hadrequested a spanking; and, a lawsuit was
filed after the spanking was administered.
The Court held that although the spanking
was a departure from the school rules in
that it had been requested by the student in
opposition to the mother's request, the
departure from the school rules was not a
denial of constitutional rights hut was at
most a tort for which the State courts could
afford relief.
In Colernan, the parents of a six-yearold brought suit for minorphysical injuries
sustained by a child when the child was
struck by a teacher. The Court held that because of Louisiana's statutory authorization permitting the limited use of c o p r a l
punishment in the public schools, a
teacher's failure to give notice and a hearing to a child prior to theimposition of corporal punishment was not a denial of due
process. (In Cole~mn,
however, there was
an equal protection question raised on the
basis ofrace. There, a black child had been
disciplined and a white child had not, and

the C o w reinstated the complaint eadier
dismissed by the District Court and
remanded thesame for considerationofthe
equal protection question.) Reading C w ninglra~nand hgraham and Woodard and
Colenra~~
together, one comes quickly to
the conclusion reached by Judge Rubin in
Woodard:
Every tort committed by a state official isnot aviolation of constitutional rights. Every deviation from a
stateagency regulationdoes not constitute a denial of due process. The
foulteenth amendment did not make
every trespass by a state government
adeprivation of federal constitutionalrights.Invocationof $1983 andthe
fourteenth amendment to obtain
redress for three strokes of a paddle
administered with the consent of the
person paddled denigrates the fundamental values they embody.

.
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DWI Practice Gems
by Gary Trichter

Technical Supervisor Cross-examination

Check List
1.Did youmislead ornusrepresent any fact
to thejury during your direct examination by the prosecutor?
2. You didnot bring theintoxilyzerherefor
us to see?
3. You did not bring the simulator here for
us to see?
?
4. You are paid by the
5. How many times have you testified in
court?
6. You have never testified on behalf of a
citizen accused of DWI?
7. In order to be a valid breath test, the test
must be done according to:
a) the DPS Breath Alcohol Testing
Program
b) theDPS Breath AlcoholTesting
Regulations
8, A test is invalid if it is not done by the
program and ~
~
~
~h~
~
l
~
~
~require~ that la technical
~
t
of the
supervisor testify in suppo,j
DPS Program and the Intoxilyzer.
9.Youdidnotpersoually supervisethis test
by officer
-?
10. You have not observed officerperfom any intoxilyzer tests on any
real DWI suspects?
11. Nowhere in the Regulations is it required that the police machine used
here be accurate or reliable for testing
humans?
12.
old is the intoxilyzer in this case?
13. The intoxilyzer has never been sent
back to the manufacturer, CMI, for recalibration since its purchase7
14. The intoxilyzer does break down~has
malfunctioned in the past?
15. When the simulator reference sample
isused to test the intoxilyzer's alcohol
analysis ability, you accept a margin
of error of plus or minus .01?
16. The intoxilyzer warranty from the
manufacturer is for 2 years?

'I
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J. Gary Trichter is a partner in the law
fir111of Trichter & Hirschhorn in Houstorl.
Texas.
~ He
t is ico-avthor
~
~of the~ text .entitled
Texas
i Drunk
~ Driving
~
~Law by Batterworth
Publishers. Mr. Trichter has also writterr
limnyjour~lalarficlesand has tarrgllt as an
adj'olcf professor of law at Solrth Texas
College aflmvandthe University ofHaustorr Lnw Center.
Driving while intoxicated crbainal
cases are ripe with ~arriierouslegal issues
forthe i n ~ l o l ~ a ~ i ~ ~ e ~ ~ a cAccordiwtitione,:
IY, the followillg is offered as food for
tltorcghti~~yourpractice.
61this regard, the
author also invites your inquires, srrggestions, articles, co~rtribrrtiortsand conrnel!ts.
17.The warranty states that the machine
is not warranted to perform any "particular purpose"?
18. The intoxilyzer supposedly measures
differences in frequencies of light?
19. The intoxilyzer supposedly measures
differences in the speed of light?
20. The intoxilyzer does these measurements in its sample chamber by

measuring the amount of light that
enters the chamber and measuring
again the amount of light that exits in
the chamber?
21. The light entering thechamber reflects
a series of mirrors before it leaves the
chamber?
22. The light source in the intoxilyzer is an
ordinarylight bulb whichemits visible
light?
23.Likeothervisihlelight bulbs, when this
bulb gets old, it will flicker from time
to time?
24. Sample chambers are of different sizes
in different intoxilyzersl
25. The intoxilyzer is supposed to measure
breath alcohol concentration from
deep lung air?
26. The intoxilyzer can measure mouth alcohol concentration even where no alcohol had been actually swallowed to
the stomach and thereafter absorbed
into the blood and passed on into the
longs?
27. The amount of alcohol actually tested
by the intoxilyzer would be too small
to see on the tip of a pin?
28. It is possible for onedmp of alcohol in
the mouth to register .10 or greater on
the intoxilyzer. This is true even if the
person has not lost the normal use of
his mental or physical faculties?
29, The intoxilyzer sample chamber is
where the measurement of breath alcoho1 concentration occurs?
30. There are also other gases, aside from
alcohol, that are in the sample chamber that are also absorbed by enforced
light?
31. The sample chamber is approximately
400 milliliters in volume?
32. 400 milliliters of volume is approxiulately 1 pint?
33. 400 milliliters of volume is not 210
liters?
34. Two pints is roughly equal to oneliter?
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35.2 10 liters is roughly equal to a 55-galIon dnrm or two 30-gallon garbage
bags?
36. It would take approximately 420 pints
to equal 210 liters?
37. Anerror inmeasurement of asubstance
in one pint would be increased 420
times if the analysis of the pint volume
was then computed on the basis of
2 10 liters?
38. How long would it take yon to inflate
a sealed container with 210 liters of
air?
39. It is true that temperature would play a
factorincondensing andlor expanding
the volume of air?
40. You do not know Mr.
's
normal physical faculties?
41. You do not know Mr.
's
normal mental faculties?
42. You do not know Mr.
's
hematocrit level? ,
43. In lay person terms, hematocrit level is
the ratio of solids to liquid within the
blood?
44. It is true the hematocrit level affects the
amount of fluid in the blood that actually reaches the lungs, i.e., the
amount of alcohol that gets to the
lungs?
45. You do not know Mr.
"s
blood breathratio today?
46. Youdonot know what itwas at thetime
of his arrest?
47. You do not know Mr.
's
normal temperature today?
48. Youdonotknowwhatit wasat thetime
of Ms arrest?
49. It is true that a person's temperature
varies normally within theperson, i.e.,
it is lower in the morning than it is in
the evening?
50. A higher than average body temperahuc by Mr.
at the time
of his breath test would cause a false
high result to some degree?
51. In lay person terms, absorption rate is
the time it takes for consumed alcoholic beverages to have the alcohol
absorbed through the stomach to the
blood and into the breath?
52. In lay person terms, elimination rate is
the time it takes for consumed alcoholic beverage, d e r absorption is
completed, to purge the blood and
breath of alcohol?
53. The intoxilyzer can only give an accuratereading of a breathif the person

being tested is in his elimination
stage?
54. You do not know if defendant at time
of driving was absorbing or eliminating?
55. You do not know Mr.
'S
normal absorption rate for alcohol
today?
'S
56. You do not know Mr.
normal absorptionat the timeof his arrest?
57. You do not know Mr.
'S
normal elimination rate for alcohol
today?
58. You do not know Mr.
'S
normal elimination rate at the time of
his arrest?
59. The mtoxilyzer designis also based on
the assumption that the person being
testedhas a21W1 bloodmreathratio?
60. I n lay person terms, 2100/1
bloodmrcath means that there are assumed to be 2100 parts of alcohol in a
person's blood for every 1 part of alcohol there is in his breath?
61. All persons do not have a 210W1
bloodmreath ratio?
62. The intoxilyzer will under report its
result for persons with a greater
blood/breathratio but will over report
its result for persons with a lesser
bloodmreath ratio?
63. The blwdmreath ratio for any given
person is not constant and continues to
change?
64. Scientific studies have shown that
some persons have had a bloodmreath
ratio as low as 1300/1?
65. When the intoxilyzer was manufactured by CMI, the builder made the
following assumptions?
a) the subject would have a bloodbreath ratio of 2100 to 1 or higher
b) the subject would have a
temperature of 98.6
c) the subject would be in his
elimination stage
d) there would be no R H
e) there would beno operator ermr
or manipulation
f) the subject would have an
average hematocrit level
g) there would not be any other
organic
interfering
- compounds
present?
66. Variance from aU these assumptions
would cause an erroneous test rasult
for alcohol concentration?
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67. Yon know it is the State who has the
burden of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt in a criminal prosecution?
68. Other organic substances,likeacetone,
have a similar absorption pattern as
ethanol alcohol?
69. Although the intoxilyzer works on the
theory of inkawl spectromety, it is
not a trueinfrared spectrometer in that
it does not pint a graph. A spectrometer's graph may be compared to
a book of k n o w spectro, i.e., graphs
for comparison to guarantee the substance checked on the graph is indeed
the substanceread by the instrument?
70. No acetonesimulatorsolutionwasused
's intoxilyzer
on Mr.
either immediately before or immediately after he was tested to determine if the acetone detector was
properly working?
71, Yon do not know what Mr. -'s
acetone level is today?
72. You do not know Mr.
Is
acetone level at the time of his arrest?
73. %ere is no RFI detector on the intoxilyzer401IASA?
74. Explain RFI and give examples?
75. Condensation on the sample chamber
mirrors would have the effect of cansing theintoxilyzerresulttoa falsehigh
result?
76. Old mirrors, which had lost part of the
reflectivity, would have the same effect too?
77. There is no condensation detector on
the intoxilyzefl
78. The intoxllyzer manufacturer, CMI,
has a new machine, the Intoxilyzer
5000, which has two new features:
a) Rm interferencedetector
b) condensation inference detector
79. The Intoxilyzer 5000 is an approved
devicewithintheDPS Breath Alcohol
Testing Program?
80. There are things an operator can do to
cause an erroneous test result, for example:
a) allowing a contaminant to
remain in thesubject's mouth, i.e.,
gum, mouthwash
b) blocking the exhaust tube which
has not been corrected- blocking
an exhaust tube which has been
corrected
c) leaning on the intoxilyzer to dis-

View From The Bench
By Craig T. Encch and Sharon Caldwell

BATSON, Fair v. "Right"
Batson v. Kentucky, -U. S. -, 106
S.Ct. 1712 (1986), left trial courts with a
myriad o f unanswered procedural questions. The genesis o f Batson was Strauder
v. West Virginia, 100 U S . 303 (ISSO),
which held invalid a West Virginia statute

Craig I: Enoch wus appointed Chief
Justice of the Fifrlz District Court ofAppeals of Texas at Dallas by Governor
William P. Clernents, Jr. on Februag,
27,1987. The Fifth Court ofAppeals is
the largest state corrrt ofappeals in the
nation.
Chief Justice Enoch began his judicial career by appointment to the IOlst
District Court by Governor Clements in
1981. He uns elected to afirll term on
that court in 1982 and re-elected
without opposition in 1986. While on
that corrrt, Judge Enoch developed a
docket management program which
produced the sharpest decline in backlogged cases of any civil district corrrt
in Dallas Colrrrty's history. This
program wzs adopted by the State Office of CourtAdr~~inistratiorl
as a model
for civil docket management in Texas.
Certified in Civil Trial Lnw by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization,

limitingjury service to whites. Inthatcase, 380 U S . 202 (196% the Supreme Court
the Supreme Court recognized the prin- addressed a black defendant's contention
ciple that purposeful racial discrimination that the state's use o f peremptory challeni n jury selection violates the equal protec- ges to exclude six black persons from the
jury in his trial violated his right to equal
tion clause o f the fourteenth amendment.
Eighty years later, inS~vairtv. Ahbanla, protectionof the laws. The Court acknowledged again in S w i n that the fourteenth
amendment prohibited deliberate exJudge Enoch has servedon thefaculties
clusion o f members o f the defendant's
of the Collegefor New Judges and the
race. Nevertheless, in an attempt to accomState Bar Institutefor Continuing Legal
modate the traditional role o f peremptory
Education. Litigation attorneys conchallenges in ensuring an impartial jury,
tinually rankhdge Enoch as one of the
the Court established a presumption that
highest ratedjudges in Dallas Coun@
the prosecutor's use o f his peremptory
Judge Enoch is active in the legal
challenges was not racially motivated.
comnnmity as a Fellow of the State Bar
'Iherefore, to establish a violation o f the
Foundation, a member of the State Bar
equal protection clause under Swain, the
of Texas, and a member of the board of
defendant was required to show a panem
directors of the Dallas BarAssociation.
in which the prosecutor challenged blacks
Judge Erroch chaired the Dallas
across a number o f cases. Id. at 224-28.
Bar's Courts and Court Facilities
In practice, few defendants were able to
Departnwnt during the critical study of
make the showingrequired by Snnin, leadDallas County's crirninal court
ing the Court to reexamine the issue inBatfacilities needs. The results of the
son v. Kentucky, 106 S.Ct. 1712,1720-21
departnmt'sefforts led to Propositions
(1986). In Batson, the Court held that a
4-A and 4-8 of the 1985 County Bond
defendant could "establish a prima facie
Election, providing for a new crintinal
case o f purposeful discrimination in seleccourts building at the Sterren site. His
tion o f the petit jury solely on evidence
conunitnier~tto the legal corn~nunityond
concerning the prosecutor's exercise o f
work in the area of effective courtplanperemptory challenges at the defendant's
ning brought recognition from the
trial." Id. at 1722-23. T o establish such a
members of the Dallas Association of
case, Batson requires the defendant to
Young Lawyers as the Outstanding
show that he is a menlber o f a cognizable
Yormg W e rfor 1985.
racial group and that the prosecutor used
111 addition to his judicial service,
peremptory strikes against members o f his
Judge Enoch continues to work within
race. The defendant must show that these
the cotnrnrmity. He has chaired the
facts, in combination with any other cirboard of directorsfor the Area 10 Specu&tances, raise an inferenceof purposecial Olyalpics Track & Field Events. He
fuldiscriminiltion. Inmnkingthisshowing,
serves with the Circle 10 Colincil of the
the defendant is entitled to relv on the fllct
Boy Scouts of America on the Committhat the peremptory challenge system is
tee for Handicapped Scouting. He is an
one which allows those who wish to do so
active member of the Kiwnis Club of
Dallas. He currently co-chairs the
"Meals on Wheels" task force of the
Community Council of Greater Dallos.
Gratejiil appreciation to Anna
He, with his farnily, is active in their
Lukemeyer, research attorney with the 5th
church, St. Micl~aelandAIIA~~gels.
District Court of Appeals, for her assistance and suggestions.
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to discriminate. Id. af 1723. If, after considering all relevant circumstances, the
trialjudgeconeludes thatthedefendanthas
made a prima facie showing, the burden
shifts to the prosecutor to articulate a
neutral explanation for his challenges that
is relevant to the case being tsied. Id. Although the Court explicitly stated that the
prosecutor's explanation "need not rise to
the leveljustifying exerciseof a challenge
for cause," the prosecutor may not simply
deny that he was acting on the basis of a
discriminatory motive. The Court also
statcd that the~prosecutor'sassumption or
intuition that blacks would be svm~athctic

.

tomembemoftheirownmceisinsnfficient
to rebut the defendant's case. Id. On this
basis, the trial court must decide whether
the prosecutor's use of peremptory strikes
was racially motivated. Id. at 1723-24.
Thus, in Bntson the Court set out the
basic framework for addressing a defendant's equal protection challenge to a
prosecutor's use of peremptory shikes.
However, the Court expressly declined to
mandate thespecificprocedures to beused
in implementing that framework. Id. at
17% n. 4. Therefore, questions remain.
Gradually,thesequestionsarebeingadb e d . The Texas legislature reacted to
Batson by enacting article 35.261 of the
Texas Code of Criminal Pracedure. Under
that article, the defendant may request a
new a m y of veniremen after the parties
have made their peremptory challenges
and delivered their lists to the clerk and
before the court has impanelled thejury. If
the court concludes that the prosecutor ex-

ercised his peremptory challenges oi~the
basis of race, it must call a new array. Article 35.261 also clarifies the placement of
the burden of proof under Batson. Although the burden shifts to the prosecutor
to present a neutral explanation if the
defendant establishes a prima facie case,
the "burdenof persuasionremainswith the
defendant to establish purposeful discrimination." TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC.
art. 35.261 (VemonPamph. Supp. 1988).
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
has also addressed issues that have arisen
from the trial courts' attempts to implement thesupreme CourtSmandateinBatson. InTo~itpkinsv. State, No.68,870 (Tex.
trim. App, October 7, 1987) (not yet
reported), cert granted, 108 S. Ct. 1727
(1988), the Court of Criminal Appeals
elaborated ontheBatsonframeworkasfollows:
A prima facie case represents the
minimum quantum of evidence
necessary to support a rational inference that the allegation of fact is
m e . The party with the burden of
proof must produce at least this
much evidence to avoid a finding
that the allegation is not true as a
matter of law. Once produced,
however, the allegation must be
found true unless it is contradicted,
impeached, or rebutted by other
evidence. In the present context,
such other evidence must include a
racially neutral explanation by the
prosecuting attorneys, and must be
legally adequate to support a judg-

National Conference on SentencingAdvocacy
The Sentencing Project and the Practicing Law Institutewill be sponsoring a National Conference on Sentencing Advocacy on January 27-28,
1989 in Washington, D.C. The conference will feature sessions on techniques of sentencing advocacy, policy reform strategies,and demonstrations
of courtroomsentencina oractices. Kevnote soeaker for the conferencewill
be Mayor Kurt ~chmokzof Baltimore,hho has recently called for a national debate on the legalization of drugs. Theconference is designedfor public
end private defense attorneys, sentencing advocates, and interested
judges, probation officers, and other criminal justice officials.
The conference is being held in cooperation with the ABA Criminal Justice Section, and is being co-sponsored by the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association, the National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers, and the National Bar Association. For further information and
registration,contactThe Sentencing Project, 1156 15th Street, N.W., Suite
520, Washington, D.C. 20005; (202) 463-8348.
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ment in favor of the State. If it is, an
issue of fact isjoined which can only
be resolved by an assessment of
evidentiaryweightand credibility. It
is the burden of the accused to persuade the trial judge by a preponderance of the evidence that thp
allegations of purposeful discrimination are true in fact.
In Keeton v. State, 749 S.W.2d 861,
865-69 (Tex. Crim. App. 19881, the Court
of Criminal Appeals discussed factors that
the trial judge might consider in determining whether the defendant has established
his prima facie case and wkther the
prosecution has successfully rebutted it.
The Court emphasized that the tial judge
should avoid simply accepting the prosecutor's explanations at face value. Id. at
868. As to the role of the appellate courts,
the Court has stated that the trial judge's
findings will not be disturbed if the
evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to those findings, supportsthem.Id. at
870.
Despite these decisions, other proce
dwal questiomremainunanswered.Texas
courts are currently facing a significant
dilemma regarding the extent of defense
counsel's participation during the BatJon
hearing.
The Fifth District Coint of Appeals
stated in 1987 that defense counsel may
not cross-examine the prosecutor as to his
motivation for exercising his peremptory
challenges as apart of defendant's prima
facie showing. Dewberry v. State, 743
S.W.2d 260, 266 e x . App. - Dallas
1987,pet.granted). Presently,this Courtis
wrestlinp.with the issue of whether. once
the defe&nt has made his prima facie
case, defensecounsel should be allowed to
cross-examine the prosecutor in an effort
torebut thestate'sracially neutralexplanation for its use of its peremptory shikes.
W U m s v. State, No. 05-87W0632-CR
(Tex. App. -Dallas, filed June 1, 1987).
Many oftheTexas trialcows apparently have dealt with this issue by allowing
defense counsel to cmssexamine the prw
secntor during theBatson hearing without
differentiating between the prima facie
showing by the defendant and the rebuttal
explanation by the prosecution. Three a p
pellate courts have handeddown cases in
which the defense counsel took an active
role inquestioningthe prosecutor. None of
thesecases, however, havespecifically en-

dorsed this procedure, norhave they called
attention to when in theBatsor1process the
questioning occurred. Agbogun v. State
756S.W.2d 1,s (Tex.App.-Houston[Ist
Dist.] 1988, pet. pending) ("Appellant's
defenseattorney questioned theprosecutor
concerning the two complained of peremptory strikes by the State."); Slcm v.
State, No 12-87-00027-CR (Tex. App. Tyler, January29,1988, pet. pending) (not
yet reported) ("Sloan then called the prosecutor, District Attorney Richard Handorf, as a witness in support of his
objection."); Jones v. State, No. C14-8700510-CR, slip op. at 6 (Tex. App. Houston u4th Dist. ] July 21, 1988, pet.
pending) (not yet reported) ("[Defense
counsel] vigorously cross-examined the
prosecutor as to his reasons for striking
these jurors and not striking others.")
Without regard to the dichotomous nature
of the Batso~lhearing, statements in Court
of CriminalAppeals' opinions suggest that
somemembers ofthat courtseemeritinallowing an adversarial presentation during
the Batson hearing. Keeton v. State, 749
S.W.2d 861, 871, n.1 (Tex. Crim. App.
1988) (Teague, J. Concurring); Tonrpkins
v. State, No. 68, 870, slip op. at 9 n.6A
(Tex. Crim. App. October7,1987) (not yet
reported) cert. gmnted, 108 S.Ct. 1727
(1988) (defendant's comparison of challenged and unchallenged potential jurors
cast considerable doubt upon the state's
neutral explanations and might have
materially affected the trial judge's findings had it been presented at the Batson
hearing.)
Theapplication ofBatson in theFederal
system has resulted in a split of authority
as to thedefendant's participation in aBatson hearing. The Sixth Circuit, while
declining to establish a per se mle, upheld
a district court's decision allowing the
prosecutor to present his racially neutral
explanation in camera. United States v.
Davis, 809F.2d l194,1202(6thCir.),cert.
denied, - U S . --, 107 S.Ct. 3234
(1987). InterpretingBatson to accord considerable deference to the trial judge's
determination as to the defendant's role in
the hearing, the coua rejected the defendant's contention that his exclusion violated his sixth amendment right to he
present at trial. Id. Following Davis, the
Seventh Circuit also rejected the defendant's constitutional challenges to a
procedure in which the trial judge allowed

the prosecution to state its reasons ill
camera and refused to disclose those
reasons to the defendant. United States v.
Tucker, 836F.2d 334,340 (7th Cir. 1988)
Like the court in Davis, theseventhcircuil
corn emphasized the discretion that Batson afforded the trial judgeindetermining
the procedure most appropriate to an individual case. Thus, the court concluded
thatBatsonneitherrequirednor prohibited
an adversarial heanng. Despite its conclusion, however, the court stated that, in
most cases, adversarial hearings were the
appropriate method. Id.
The ninth circuit, on the other hand,
decided that the defense counsel had a
right to attend and to present argument
whenthegovernmentpresenteditsreasons
forexcludinghlackj~~~rs.
UnitedStatesv.
Il~ornpson,827 F.2d 1254, 1261 (9th Cu.
1987). While the court espoused a dislike
for the ex parte process in favor of the adversarial process, the coua also stated that
the trial judge might, at least initially, hear
the prosecutor's reasons in camera where
the prosecutor claimed that his reasons related to case strategy. Id. at 1259.
Why is there such debate about the
"right" of defense counsel to cross-examine the prosecutor under Batson circumstances? S i n ~ p l y ,the right of
cross-examination is derived from the
Sixth Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article I, Section 10 of
the Texas Constitution. Cross-examimtion is a tool used in the confrontation of
witnesses that testify against the accrrsed.
The holding in Batson, however, was
based on the fourteenth amendment rather
than the sixth amendment. Thus, the inquiry as to Batsan is one related to equal
protection and a fair trial. The guilt of the
accusedis irrelevant.Instead theinquiry is
limited to the fundamental fairness of the
procedures attendant to the hial on the
merits.
Courts have convincingly articulated
the merits of an adversarial proceeding
during the rebuttal portion of the Batson
hearing, during which the defensechallenges the state's proffered reasons for its use
of peremptory strikes. See United States v.
Tltornpson, 827 F.2d 1254, 1257-61 (9th
Cir. 1987); Keeton IL State, 749 S.W.2d
861, 870-80 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988)
(Teague, J. concurring). However, it is
widely recognized that the trial judge's
decision in a Batson challenge depends

heavily on his evaluation of credibility.
The Supreme Court stated in Batson that
reviewing courts should give "great
deference" to the trial judge's findings.
Batson, 106 S. Ct. at 1724 11.21. The courts
in the sixth and seventh circuits suggest
that deference should also be extended to
the manner in which the hearing is conducted. The key issue in evaluating a Batson challenge should b e fairness.
Therefore, the"correctness" ofthespecific
procedural mechanism that the trial court
employs is a functionof whether the specific procedural mechanism employed was
fair.
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tort mirror reflection and therefore
causing less light to reach the
measuring part of the intoxilyzer
d) reinserting the breath in-let tube
during the test where the in-let
tube still has alcohol concentration
residue within it
e) using a simulatorto blow instead
of having Mr.
blow
into the device at the appropriate
time
f ) using an RFI generating device
which is on the proper frequency
and power todistort theintoxilyzer
81. Alcohol concentration testing can he
done by means of using a gas chromatograph?
82. Generally speaking, a gas chromatograph is a very reliable and accurate
device for making quantitative measurements?
83. Almost all experts in the field of breath
testing agree that for quantitative and
qualitative analysis, the gas chromatograph is more accurate and reliable
than the intoxilyzer?
84. Preserved or saved breath specimens,
e.g., those saved by a toxtrap, can be
retested for accuracy in a gas chromatograph?
85. Had there been a preserved sample of
Mr.
-'s breath it
could have been tested and retested
and we would not now be having to
guess about the intoxilyzer's accuracy?
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From the Inside Out
by Wm.T. Habern

What is a P. P.T. and How Can I Get One?
When a client has been offered a plea
deal that is an "attention getter," it is
reasonable to predict that one of the next
few questions that client will ask is, "Well,
if I agtee to plead to the deal, how fast can
I get out of T.D.C."? While I have long
preached that there is no individual answer
to such a question, other than in a general
or average sense, one way for the offender
to obtain at least some relief from the
physical custody of T.D.C., is the F'reParole Transfer. The "P.P.T.," as it has become known, does not mean that the
offenderis released fromthejurisdictionof
the T.D.C., but he or she is transferred
away from the unit of custody run by
T.D.C. to a halfway house or similar type
of institution. For example, being transferred from the actual custody of a T.D.C.
unit to one of the institutions or facilities
approved for P.P.T. means that any violation of the terms of agreement of thetransfer can result inan immediate transfer back
to a T.D.C. unit where one will be the subject of a Wolff v. McDot~uIdhcaring (sec
418 US. 559) and a oossiblc oarole set off
rather than release to parole on the previously expected date that was the basis of
the granting of the P.P.T. in thefmt place.
It is possible to qualify for a P.P.T. as
early as six months prior to one's parole
r e b s e date. The limitations exempting an
offider from participation in the P.P.T.
programinclude those inmates whoseconvictions have adeadly weapons finding, or
who areconvicted of one of those listed offenses denying good time credit toward
parole eligibility (known as 3tg)offenders
[see at.42.18 Sec. 3(g)]. The other two
groups of inmates generally denied P.P.T.
consideration are those inmates with medical problems, and those with a current
detainer fded. The reason for not considering theinmateneeding medical attention is
that during the time that inmate is on
P.P.T., he or she is the ward of the state,
and it is cheaper to treat those offenders at
T.D.C. thanit would be if the state had to
pay for that treatment outside the medical
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Bill Habern is a graduate ofMidwestem
University (B.A.)and Texas Tech University School of law. He joined the T.D.C.
Staff Counsel for Inmates in 1973 and in
1975 began his owl private practice which
is generally limited to matters involving
criminal sentencing, prison problems,
parole andrelatedpost conviction maners.
He has oflees in the Houston and Huntsville, Texas areas.
Mr. Habem is a director of TCDLA, and
chairman of fhe Corrections and Rehabiliratiort Committee. He has been the
co-author of the Parole Sectiar~for the
Advanced Criminal l a w Course sponsored
by the State Bar of Texas and has authored
several articles on State and Federal
seutenciug, prison, parole and related
post conviction matters. He is a frequent
lecturer at Continuing Legal Education
seminars for TCDLA, the State Bar of
Texas, and Houston area law schools.
services of the prison.
Now, what happens oncethe offender is
approved for the program? First he or she
is transferred to a halfway house or maybe
a private institution such as the Corrections
Corporation of America facility near Cnn-
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roe. Texas fietween Houston and Huntsvilie). upon arrival at the new placement
facility, theoffender is generally limited to
the grounds until the processing procedure
is complete. During this time, the inmate is
interviewedandhas the opportunity tosign
up for considerationin the Pamle Board's
ElectronicMonitoring Program. The Electronic Monitoring program is currently
available to less than one hundred fifty individuals onP.P.T., andonly in thefollowing "trial mas": 1) Dallas 2) Houston
3) Ft. Worth 4) San Antonio 5) Austin
6) El Paso.
Generally,if approved by theBoard, the
offender must stay in the original placement for a thirty-day period, and then before heor sheis approvedfortheElectronic
Monitoring Program (E.M.P.), it must be
shown that the offender has not been the
subject of a parole revocation; the proposed location is that where the person is
tolocateonceparole is obtained. Thehome
or location, as well as the residents living
there must approve of the offender living
there, and the Board must approve the
residence. The offender is still limited in
his or her daily activities. One may go to
and from work, and havefreedomup toone
hundred fifty feet fromthe phone, hut may
be thesubject ofanoccasional checkat any
time of the day or night. If the inmate
leaves the home or halfway honsehe or she
must sign in and out. Anytime the offender
leaves the area requires the approvalby the
supervisor.
Currently there are only about seven
hundred offenders on theP. P. T. program.
It is reported that the program so far has
beenasuccess withvery minimal problems
involving those approved for the program.
Since technically theoffender isstill the
subject of the jurisdiction of the T.D.C., it
isactually theT.D.C. thatultimately makes
the final choice as to which inmates get approved. The initial reeoqmendation may
come from the Board as the result of a

Legislative Update Column
by E.G. (Gerry) Morris

Sentencing Reform
School has agreed to assist the Legislative
Committee in legal analysis of proposed
legislation. In past sessions we have been
at a disadvantage because of limited research resources. We hope to be able to
identify bills which are of questionable
constitutionality and provide legislators
and their staff with authority supporting
our position.
Professor Dawson will assist us both
personally and with the aid of law student
volunteeTS.
We solicit your comments and suggestions. Write:

In this installment of the Legislative
Report, we had intended to analyze the
pmposed sentencing reform under study
by the House Select Committee on Sentencing and Recidivism. However, the
Committee has not yet recommended legislation or approved the Outlineof Revised
Texas Sentencing System prepared by
Committeestaff. It is unlikely that any further action wiU be taken by the Committee
until after the November general election.
Discussion of the Select Committee's
work on the issue would at this time be
premature.

Affirmative Legislation

I -I

In the oast. for the most oat. TCDLA I
has taken a'defensivewshue'in iileeislative effort, opposing objectionable-bills
ratherthanpmposingfavorablelegislation.
We have on occasion endorsed bills introduced and on many occasions participated
in the drafting of compmmise language.
Rarely though, have weoriginated legislation.
This session, we will endeavor to have
introduced and passed, legislation pmposed by our Legislative Committee. Because a more focused effort is required to
draft, secure sponsorship, and enlist support for new legislation, we have assigned
one committee member to work solely on
each proposed bill. At present, David
Botsford is working on a bill to amend the
Code of Criminal Procedure to authorize
trial judges to include in the jury charge a
definition of "reasonable doubt." Roy
Greenwood isdraftinglegislationdesigned
to place reasonable limits on what may
constitute a "deadly weapon" for the purposes of Art. 42.12, Sec. 3g, Tex. Code
Oh.Proc. We ace presently considering
other legislation and soliciting member
input.

TCDLA Legislative Committee
600West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

rn

ResearchAssistance
Professor Bob Dawson of the U.T. Law
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List of Granted Petitions for Discretionary Review
by John Jasuta

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review Which Have Been Granted by the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals and Which Are Presently Pending Decision
Since July 17, 1985 the adntinistrative
staffattorneys of the Court of CiiminalAppeals have compiled, in the normal course
of business, a list of cases and legal issues
on which the Coun has granted petitions
for review. Although originally prepared
for internal use only, the Court has
authorized release of the list for prtblication and for use by the bench and bar of
Texas. The issues listed are summaries as
worded by the stafl and do not necessarily reflect either the reasoning or the
phraseology used by the parties or by the
Court.
The following are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Cri~ninalAppeals
gra~ltedreviewbut which the Coun hasnot
yet delivered a written opinion:

PDR1050-87I0/I9/88, Dallas Co. (S's
PDR), Jackie Vestal Gardner, U.U.M. V.:
( 1 ) Whether the state must prove that appellant knew he did not have the owner's
permission to drive an automobile before
obtaining a conviction for unauthorized
use o f a motor vehicle.
PDR 1209-87 10/19/88, Nueces Co.
(A's PDR), James Scoggan, Sexual Assault
of a Child: ( 1 ) Whether complaining witness over 14 years o f age but younger than
17 requires corroboration or outcry under
Art. 38.07 for sexual offense.
PDR 0478-88 & 0479-88 IW19/88,
Gregg Co. (S's PDR), Robert Glen Phillips, Agg. AssartN (2): ( 1 ) Do convictions
for two agg. assaults (2 victims) conflict
with ex parte Rathmell, 717/!3?
PDR0727-88 IM9/88, Bexar Co. (S's
PDR), Patrick Joseph Lapasnick, Pretrial
Habeas Carpus: (1) Whether ex post facto
considerations aUow def. to keep relief
under speedy trial act granted before
Meshell.
PDR 1060-87 1W12B8, McLennar~Co.
(A's PDR), f i y Charles Johnson, Burg. of
a bldg. (Enh.): ( 1 ) Whether the evidence
was sufficient 111 establish 3 prior convictior, whcr~thepcn pckct indicated thccmc

had been appealed. (2)Whether appellant retrial o f both counts where appellant had
was entitled to notice that the state sought moved torequirestate to elect whichcount
an affirmative finding o f use o f a deadly to proceed on.
weapon.
PDR 1004-88, 1005-88, 1006-88
PDR 1149-87 10/12B8, Hidalgo Co. Ia/o5/88, Smith Co. (S's PDRs), Tho~nas
(A's PDR#I j, EmeterioMartinez, Murder: E. Ladner, Billy Ray Horton, James M.
( 1 ) Whether the evidence was sufficient Hyden, Murder: ( 1 ) Whether acquittal o f
when appellant was found guilty as a party offense o f violating civil iights o f a
and thechargedidnot authorizeconviction prisoner bars subsequent trial for murder
arising out o f same facts, under double
as a party.
PDR0749-8710/05/88,Dallas Co. (S's jeopardy and collateral estoppelprinciples.
PDR), Robert Charles Wells, Agg. RobPDR 0963-87 09/2Z/88, Brazoria Co.
bery: ( 1 )Whether the Court o f Appeals im- (A's PDR), Jefferson Lykins, Aggravated
properly held that the trial court erred by Assarrlt (Habihral): ( 1 ) Can unwarned
admitting an extraneous offense.
statements taken for the purposes o f TDC
PDR1089-87 1W05/88, Harris Co. (S's d i s c i p h r y bearings he introduced into
PDR #I & A's PDR #2), Terence James evidence at a criminal trial stemming born
Cole~nan,Agg. Robbery (2 counts): (1) ' the same transaction7
(S's PDR) Is a motion to compel the state
PDR 0769-88 09/21/88, Gray Co.
to abandon one count o f an indictment the (PDR #I DA) (PDR #2 SPA), Troy Lee
functional equivalent o f a motion for Grimes, Agg. Sex. Assault (Enh.): ( 1 )
severanceofthecounts? (1) (A'sPDR)Did D.A.'s PDR: The court o f appeals erred in
the court o f appeals err in a f f d n g on holding that application o f Art. 44.29@),
count 1 in light of the fact that the n, crt. V.A.C.C.P., was retroactiveand improper.
denied a mandatory right to a severance? (2) S.P.A.'s PDR: The court o f appeals
(2) (in five grounds for review) Can the erred in remanding the case for a full trial.
parole law charge he raised for the fmt (3) The court o f appeals erred in holding
time on appeal and was there error suffi- that Art. 44.29@) as applied to appellant
cient to cause reversal?
was an unconstitutional retroactive ex post
PDR 1147-87 1WO5/88, Montgonlefy facto law.
Co. (A's PDR), Calvin Lee Johnson, Att.
Capital Murder: ((1 Whether error is
shown by conviction and sentence for each
count o f a two count indictment charging From the Inside Out
non-property offenses. Fortr~neand HolcontirmedJronp g e 36
combe control.
PDR 0685-88 10/05/88, Montgolner)' recommendationat a parole interview, hut
Co. (S's PDR), lkon~asSfnit11Mathes, 111, that is only a recommendation.
Pretrial Habeas Corpus: ( 1 ) Whether
It is not unreasonable to anticipate that
returnof "no" answer to cap. murd. special i fthe programcontinues to get goodgrades
issue in previous trial, still on appeal, bars from those in charge o f this state's Correcsubmission o f same special issue in sub- tions interests, it will be a gmwing prosequent trial with diff. victim out o f same gram.Foradditional infomiationaboutthis
transaction.
program, one may contact the Board o f
PDR 0864-88 10/0/88, Montgomery Pardons and Paroles in Austin, or the OfCo. (S's PDR), Verdis Deuoyne Hlhbard, ficer in charge o f the P.P.T. program
Pretrial Habeas Corpcs: ( 1 ) Whether dis- at the AdministrationBuilding 0fT.D.C. in
missal over ohj. after jury was swom bars Huntsville.
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Trial Notebook
by Waltef M. Reaves

Update on State and Federal Concurrent Sentencing
In 1985, Thomas Berg published an extremely useful memorandum concerning
State and Federal Concurrent Sentencing.
Since that article was published however,
the law concerning State and Federal
Concurrent Sentencing has drastically
changed.
At the time thearticle was published, it
had been consistently held that a federal
tout had no authority to order a federal
sentence to nm concurrently with a state
sentence. See United States v. Allen 588
F.2d 183 (5th Cir. 1979); United States v.
Segal549 F.2d 1293 (9th Cir. 1977). It had
also been held a federal court could not
order afederal sentencebe served consecutive to a state sentence. United States v.
Willia~ns785 F2d 727 (9th Cir. 1986).
wowever, see Sally v. United States 786
EZd 546 (2nd Cir. 1986)l. Those holdings
were based on an interpretation of 18
U.S.C. Section 3568,' which has now been
repealed pursuant to the Crime Control Act
of 1984, effective November 1, 1987.
As part of the Crime Control Act of
1984, congress enacted 18 U.S.C. Section
3584, which provides in pertinent part:
a) Imposition of concurrent or
consecutive terms. -Multiple tern=
of imprisom~entare imposed on a
defendant at the same time, or if a
tern1 of imprisonment is imposw!on
a defendant who is already subject ro
an undischarged term of imprisonment, the terms may run concurrently or consecutively, except that the
terms may not run consecutively for
an attempt and for another offense
that was the sole objective of the attempt. Multiple terms of imprisonment imposed at the same time run
concnrrently unless the court orders,
or the statute mandates that the terms
are to run consecutively. Multiple
terms of imprisonment imposed at
different times runconsecutively unless the court orders that the terms
are to run'concurrently.

concurrently with a federal sentence. See
1984 US. Code Cong. & Ad. News 3182,
3309-3312. See Also United States \r Terrovona 785 F.2d 767 (9th Cir. 1986). The
question now remains how best to handle
those situations involving both state and
federal sentences.

State Sentence Imposed First.
If a defendant is sentenced fmt on a
state case, and the federal judgment is
silent as to whether the sentence is to
run concurrently or consecutively, the sentence will run consecutively pursuant to
the provisions of Section 3584. Thus, it is
incumbent upon the attorney to ensure the
court enters a judgment which states the
sentences are to run concurrently. Unfortunately, resistance will generally be encountered when an attempt is made to
Walter Reaves, Jr. is a solo practitioner obtain a plea agreement under Rule
in West, Texas. He obmined his BBA Il(e)(l)(C) to provide the federal sentence
degree (with honors) fionr the University run concurrently with the State sentence.
of Texas at Austin in 1976 and his JD Absent such an agreement, imposition of
degree from Bates College of Lmv, the the sentence is left to the discretion of the
court. In exercisine this discretion. Section
University of Houston .in 1980.
He is admitted to practice before the 3584(b) directs th;: Court to coniider the
State Courts of Texas, the United States general factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. SecDistrict Cora7for the Western and Eastern tion 3553(a). Presumably, trial courts will
District of Texas, and the Fifrh Circuit have little incentive to impose concurrent
Corrrt of Appeals,
and is a member of sentences on any defendant sentenced
..
under the sentencing guidelines. ThereTCDLA:
He is board cert$ed in criminal law by fore, as recommended by Thomas Berg in
the Texas Board o f Lena1 S~ecialization, his article, it is generally still the wiser
and is a mernber oithe ?o/le~eof the state course to be sentenced on the federal offense prior to being sentenced on the state
Bar of Texas.
charges. There are still problems with this
procedure, however. The trial court, if
aware
of the pending state charges, may
18 U.S.C. Section 3584 sets forth the
elect
to
order the federal sentence run congeneral rules for determiningwhether sensecutively
to thestatesentence. See, Snlly,
tences are to be considered concurrent or
supra. Such a result would not appear to be
consecutive. Unless the court orders otherbarred by Section 3584, and a defendant
wise, sentences imposed at the same time
are to be considered concurrent, while sen- could not alter the result by entering into
tences imposed at different times are con- an agreement in State Court that the sentence run concurrently to the federal sensidered to be consecutive.
tence.
If this is a concern, the lawyer may
In enactingsection 3584, Congress speattempt
to obtain an agreement that the
cifically intended to allow a federal judge
federal
sentence
will be consecutive to any
the authority to make a state sentence run
cember 1988 1 VOICE for the Defense 39

state sentence that is later imposed.
Even if you can obtain a recommendation that the federal sentence run concurrently with the State sentence, you should
be aware of Eiiiot v. Warden, Seagoville,
Texas 838 F2d 194 (6th Cir. 1988). In EIliot, the defendant received sentences in
two different states on different offenses.
After those sentences were obtained, he
was transferred to federal custody and
entered a plea of guilty to federal charges
and was sentenced. The federal sentence
provided it was to nm concurrently with
the State sentences. When the Marshall's
Officeattempted to return the defendant to

Friends of TCDLA
MembershipApplication
$25,W Annual

Enclosed: 5
Thankywfwyoormemberrh-'paodsuppM.

How did you find out about this organization:

Type of Membership: Active Financially supportive:
Ann Meyer
4008 Purdue
Dallas, TX 75225
(214) 368-6755
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state custody, both states refused to take
custody of him, returned him to federal
custody, and placed a detaineron him. The
end result was that he was subjected to a
total sentence far inexcess of that originally contemplated. Nevertheless, the court
held the defendant was not entitled to
relief, since the Federal Court could not
force thestate to take custody ofthedefendant.' This case clearly points out the
necessity of coordinating the state and
federalnegotiations,toensure thestate will
not attempt toundo what thedefendant has
accomplished in federal court.
It must be noted that the mechanism
which has been used to obtain concurrent
stateandfederalsentences, was for the trial
court to recommend the place where the
sentence was to be served, pursuant to 18
U.S.C. 4082. Under this provision, the
Court could recommend to the Attorney
General that the defendant serve his sentence in the Texas Department of Corrections. The practical effect of such a
recommendation, if honored by the Bureau
of Prisons, was the sentences would run
concurrently. Section 4082 has been
repealed by the Crime Control Act of 1984,
and there is now no statute whereby the
trial court can designate the place of coufinement. The legislative history to 18
U.S.C. 3585 notes the Bureau of Prisons
should be able to exercise its authority to
contract with state facilities in order to
allow a defendant to continue to reside in
state custody, while serving part of his
federal sentence.

sentencedonthestatecharges, with theunderstanding that the sentence will run concurrently with the federal sentence.
A lawyer entering into this area must
proceed with great caution. A State court
order requiring the sentences run concurrent is ceflainly not binding on federal
authorities. Thus, if the defendant is sentenced first on thestatecharges, the federal
court is still free to order the federal sentence be served consecutively. The possibility also exists that the federal
authorities may withdraw their detainer
from thelocal authorities where the defendant is serving his sentence, andlater place
a detainer with the Texas ~ e ~ a r t m eof
nt
Corrections. See Ex Parte Perkins 706
SW2d 320 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986).Thequestion then arises whether the defendant's
plea was entered knowingly and intelligently, where he believed his state sentence would run concurrently with his
federal sentence. Numerous cases have
held that in this situationthe plea cannot be
voluntary. See such e.g., Er Parle Young
684 SW2d 704 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985); Ex
Parte Chandler 684 SW2d 700 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1985). However, if a defendant is
made aware at the time of sentencing that
the state court has no authority over the
federal sentence, the plea will be voluntary, see Ex Parte Perkins, supra. The
result is the defendant is stuck with consecutive sentences, when he justifiably
believed they would be run concurrently.
As can be readily seen, the area of
statdfederal concurrent sentencing is
fraught with pitfalls. The careful lawyer
should not proceed without being aware of
all the applicable statutes, and the consequences of his actions. If caution is not
taken, the results actually obtainedmay not
be those intended.

Federal SentenceImposed First.
Article 42,08, Tex. Code Crim. Proc.,
provides the authority for aTexas Judge to
impose a sentence concurrent with an existing federal sentence. Thus, where a
defendant is sentenced fmt on a federal
1. Section 3568 provided as follows: "The sencharge, and later is sentenced on the state
of imprisonment of any penonconvicted of an
charge, the trial court can order the state tence
offenseshallcommencetorunfmmthedateonwhich
sentence run concurrently with the federal such penon is m i v e d at the penitentiary, reforsentence. The same result is reached if the matory, or jail for service of such sentence."Section
state sentence is silent on whether it is to 3568, has been replaced by 18 U.S.C., Section 3585.
did not intend farSection3585to
run consecutive or concurrent to the prior AlthoughCongrts
change the time when a sentence begins, they did infederal sentence. See, Ex Parte Huerm 692 tend for the stamte to permit concurrent State and
SW2d 681, 684 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985). It is federal sentencing. See 1984 US. Code Cong. and
suggested it will normally be far easier to Ad.News3182,3311-3312.
2. Apparently, thedefendant didnotchallengethe
obtain a recommendation from a state valuntariness
of his plea. There is a question as to
prosecutor for concurrent sentencing. whether the Vial court has a duty to inform thedefenThus, if the option is available, it is often dantunderRule I I whetherhissentencewillmnmnbest to allow the defendant to be sentenced secutive or concurrent wilh any prior sentence. See,
first on the federal charges, and then be U.S.v. llay 828FU399(7thCir. 1987).
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston

CLE: Death Penalty Defense.
NLADA~TCDLA will co-sponsor
death penalty defense training in February
for defenders from within and without
Texas. The National Legal Aid and Defender Associationhas assembled a national faculty of death penalty defense experts
for LIFE IN THE BALANCE: Defending
Death Penalty Cases, to be presented in
Austin on Friday and Saturday, 24 and 25
February 1989 at the Wyndham Hotel
Southpark, 4140 Governor's Row in Austin, telephone (512) 448-2222. The faculty
includes: G e r r y Goldstein, Cathy Bennett, nationally known jury selection expert;MillardFarmer and JosephNursey,
Team Defense Project, Inc.; Stephen
Bright and Bryan Stevenson, Southern
Prisoners Defense Committee; Robert
McGlasson and Scott Howe, Capital
Punishment Project, University of Texas
School of Law; J. Vincent Aprile 11,
General Counsel, Kentucky Department of
Public Advocacy; KevinMcNally, former
Kentucky D P A capital litigation chief;
Andrea L y o n , deputy chief, Cook County
(Chicago) Murder Task Force; David
Bruck, public defender in Columbia,
South Carolina; Dennis Balske, formerly
with S o u t h e r n Poverty Law Center;
George Kendall, NAACP LegaI Defense
and Education Fund, Inc. Death Penalty
Task Force; Scharlette Holdman, Florida
death penalty consultant; and Deana Do?man Logan, death penalty consulting attorney a n d psychologist. The program will
include sessions on why and how capital
cases a r e different, dispute resolution in
capital cases, picking a jury that will vote
forlife, caselaw, investigation, mitigation,
and preserving the record. Also included
will be demonstrations of closing argument and j u ~ yselection techniques. Preregistration is $160 for TCDLAMLADA
members, $200 for nonmembers; door
registration is $185 and $225, respectively. Make h o t e l reservations diuectlv with
t h e w y n d h a m ~ o t e($52singleordbuble)
l
(512) 448-2222. For additional course in-

LO at page 6, reports that several bills have
been introduced in the Senate designed to
encourage states to pass tougher dmnk
driving laws-i.e., laws requiringon-thes w t licenserevocationfordrivers who fail,
or refuse to take a breathalyzerhntoxilizer
test. The legislation would encourage state
cooperation with large financial incentives
for states who agree to adopt the legislation. On-the-spot license revocation?
Soundsliketoo muchdue process, why not
a new edition of the Spanish Inquisition
and be done with it? The Senate hills,
current session, are S.2367 and S.2549.
NACDL has referred these bills for shldy
to a panel of DWI experts chaired by Gary
Trichter, who has a regular column in the
Voice related to DWI defense. Trichter has
formation,contact Mary Broderick, (202) also volunteered be a member Chair452.0620. TCDLA will sponsor a recep. man Gerry Morris's TCDLA Legislative
tion on Friday, 25 February following the Committee. We need to he watching for
"bad stuff" like this when theTexas Legissession.
lature meets next year. (Gary Trichter
would like all to note that he has a new adCase of First Impression?
dress and telephone number: 3500 Travis,
Past TCDLA resident and currently Houston 77002, (713) 524 lolo).
Travis County ~ k t r i c Judge,
t
Bob Jones
Membership
manted Austin lawyer and TCDLA member an ~ a n n a m a k e r ' suncontested moSame song, twenty-fifth verse tion to disqualify the Travis County
TCDLA
Board members Jeff Kearney
District Attorney's office on grounds of
and
Chuck
Lanehart are co-chairmen of
conflict of interest in a case Wannamaker
the
membership
conunittee for 1988-89,
is defending in Jones's court. A recently
but
they
cannot
do
all the work of recruithired assistant district attorney, Ruben
ingnew
members.
Every
practicinglawyer
Young, had represented the defendant in a
reading
this
magazine
should
be a member
parole revocation hearing related to the
and
recruit
a
new
member
from the
charges of attenlpted sexual assault. Jones
criminal
defense
bar
in
their
communities.
appointed formerTravis County district atThe state and federal judges, who, intorney, Robert 0. Smith, special prosecidentally,
receive complimentary copies
cutor in the case. According to Jones, there
Voice
each month, have authority
of
the
are no Texas cases directly on point, alunder
TCDLA's
Governor's grant to
though Wannamaker did furnish a Florida
reconunend defense lawyers who practice
case which was similar.
in their courts for scholarships to attend
CDLP CLE programs. These Scholarship
Might Stuff:
recipients are offered the opportunity to
The National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers Washington Digest, NO.

I
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Letters to the Editor
October 20,1988

Mr. John Boston
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association
600 W. 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
RE: "Probation of Driver's License
Suspensions for Breath Test Refusals,"
Voice for the Defense (March 1988), at
page 6
Dear John:
Please alert the troops to the latest Attomey General's opinion (JM-959, issued
on September29,1988) on theauthority of
ajusticeof the peace toprobate thesuspension of a driver's license when the defendant has refused to take a breath test.
May I particularly call your attention to
the fact that this AG's opinion cites David
W. Coody's excellent article in the March
1988 issue of the Voice, shown in the caption above.
My suggestionis that the members will
want to obtain a copy of JM-959 (one copy
free of charge from: Texas Attorney
General's Office, Central Records &
Research Division, P.O. Box 12548, Austin, Texas 7871 1-2548) and use it in conjunction with David Coody's article.
Sincerely,
David L. Shapiro
Opinion No. JM-959
Honorable John L. Barnhill
County Attorney
Crosby County
Crosbyton, Texas 79322

You ask whether a justice of the peace
has the authority to probate thesuspension
of a driver's license when the defendant
has refused to take a breathalyzer test.
Article 67011-5, V.T.C.S., governs the
administration of breath tests and the
suspension of licenses for refusal to take
the same. Section 2(b) requires that an arresting officer advise a person arrested for
driving while intoxicated that refusal to
submit to the test may result in the driver's
license being automatically suspended for
90 days. Section 2(d) requires the arresting
officer toimmediately makeareport to the
Department of Public Safety if the person
refuses to submit to a breath test.
Section 2(f) provides that upon receipt
ofthereport, thedirectorofthedepartment
of public safety shall suspend the person's
license for 90 days and notify thedriver of
the suspension.
Within a specified time, the driver may
request an administrative hearing. The
hearing shallbeset "in the samemanner as
a hearing under section 22(a)" of article
6687b, V.T.C.S. If upon hearing the court
finds that probable cause existed that the
person was driving while intoxicated, that
the driver was offered an opportunity to'
give a specimen, and that there was a
refusal togiveaspecimenupontherequest
of the officer, the director of the departrnent of public safety shall suspend the
person's license for a period of 90 days. If
the court finds in thenegative on any of the
issues, the director shall return the license.
V.T.C.S.art.67011-5, $2(f).
Section 22(a) vests jurisdiction of the
administrativehearing in "themayor of the
city, or judge of the police court, or a Justice of the Peace in the county where the
operator or licenseeresides." Section 22(a)
further provides in pertinent piut:

Re: Authority of a justice of the peace to
probate suspension of a driver's license
when an individual refuses to take a
breathalyzer test (RQ-1419)
Dear Mr. Barnhill:
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Such hearing shall be had not less
than ten (10) days after notification
to thelicenseeor operatorunder any
of the provisions of this section, and
upon charges in writing, a copy of
which shall be given to said operator
or licenseenot less than ten (10) days
before said hearing, except as other-

wise provided by this subsection . . .
It shallbe the duty of thecourt to set
the matter for hearing upon ten (10)
days' written notice to the Department . . . Notice by registered mail
to the address shown on the license
of the licensee shall constitute service for the purpose of this section.
6687b, V.T.C.S. 5 22(a).
In Texas Department of Public Safety v.
Preston, 727 S.W.2d 325 (Tex.App. Houston [Ist Dist.] 1987, writ ref d n.r.e.),
the court held that the county civil court
hadauthority to probate the90-day suspension of a driver's license for refusal to give
a breath specimen. The court rejected the
conclusion reached in Attorney General
Opinion JM-250 (1984) that sectionZ(0 of
article 67011-5 incorporates section 22(a)
of article 6687b only for determining the
manner in which breath test refusal cases
are set. In rejecting Attorney General
Opinion JM-250, the court stated that the
opinion disregarded section 4 of article
67011-5 which incorporates other
provisions of article 6687b. The court concluded that section 22(c) of article 6687b
governs every appeal of a driver's license
suspension,whether under section22(a) or
under section 3 1.
In holding that the court could grant
probation of the suspension for refusal to
take the test, the court found it significant
that "had appelleebeenconvictedoftheoffense of driving while intoxicated, the
criminal court would clearly have had the
authority to probate the suspension of his
license" under article 42.12 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. Preston, 727 S.W.2d
325; 327.
Section22(e) of 6687b as amended, effective October 20, 1987, provides:
(e) The judge or officer holding a
hearing under Subsection (a), (b) or
(d) of this section, or the court trying
an appeal under Section 31 of this
Act, on determiningthat the License
shaU be suspended or revoked, may,
when it appears to the satisfaction of

the court that theends of justice and
thebest interestsofthe public as well
as the defendant will be subsmed
thereby, recommend that therevocation or suspension be probated on
terms and conditions deemed by the
officer or judge to be necessary or
Proper. 'I'herepoa to the department
of the results of the hearing must include the terms and conditions of
such probation. When probation is
r-endedby
thejudge or off~cer
presiding at a hearing, the department shall probate the suspension or
revocation. This subsection does not
WP~Yto an appeal under Section 31
of this Act for suspension of a
driver's license or de~rialof operating privileges under Section 2,
Chapter 434, Acts of the 6lst Legislatitre. Regular Session 1969 (Article 67011-5, Vernon's Texas Civil
Sfatutes). (Emphasis reflects portion
added by amendment.)

ch. 1127,s 6, at 3861. Section 31 does not
apply to the administrative hearing in the
justice of the peace court. See Coody,
"Probation of Driver's License Suspensions for Breath Test Refusals," Voice for
the Defense (March 1988), at 6.

Summary
The justice of the peace has the
authority to probate the suspension of a
driver's license in an administrative
proceediig where the defendant has been
found to haverefusedto takeabmthalyzer
test.

very truly yours,
Jim Mattox
Attorney General of Texas

The Tarlton Law Library of the University of Texas School of Law is preparing a comprehensive exhibit of books
authored by graduates of the Law
School. If you are an alumnus or alumna who has written a book, or if you
know of books which should be included in the exhibit, please contact:
Roy M. Mersky
Hyder Centennial Professor of Law
& Director of Research
Tarlton Law Library
University of Texas School of Law
727 E. 26th St.
Austin, TX 78705
512-471-7735

September 23, 1988

Mr. Keny P. FitzGerald, Edit01
Voicefor the Defense
Acts 1987,70thLeg., 2d C.S., ch. 41,s 2, I509 Main Street, Suite 709
at 130.
Dallas, Texas 75201
Section 3 1 of article 6687b as amended, Dear Kerry:
effective September 1, 1987, provides in
pertinent part:
Thevoicefor the Defense is a much better publication because of the articles of
Any person whose driver's license
TCDLAPresidentEdMallett. His analysis
has been suspended or revoked after
of the "war on crime" as set forth in the
an administrativehearingunder SecSeptember 1988 issue is very fine indeed.
tion 22(a) of this Act, any person
Heencouragespracticing criminal defense
whose license suspension has been
lawyers to linkthe problems weexperience
in the criminal justice sysfemon aday-toprobated under Section22(e) of this
Act, and any persondenied a license
day basis to larger, more systemic proor whose driver's license has been
blems which have plagued this country for
CmAled by the Department, except
several decades now. I amenlightened and
where such cancellation, suspenencouraged by Ed's approach.
sion, o r revocation is automatic
under theprovisions of this Act, shall
Sincerely,
have the right to file apetitionwithin
Bradford E. Yock
thirty (30) days after the date the
order of thekpartment was entered
for a hearing in the matter in the
Dear Mr. FitzGerald:
County Court at Law in the county
In its over one hundred years of history,
wherein such person shall reside, or
the School of Law of the University of
if there be no County court at ~ a w Texas at Austin has produced many distherein, then im the county court of
tinguished practitioners, scholars, judges,
said county. mmphasis added.)
and governmental officials. Not the least
among the accomplishments of the Law
The legislature by the 1987amendment School alumni has been the authorship of
added the sentenor: that prohibits the graut- many books, running the gamut from
h g of probation under akection 3 1 appeal learned treatises, to practice guides, to perto the county court. ~ c t 1987,7&h
s
Leg., sonal reflections, and even 6 cartoon aft.

..

To commemorate and celebrate this
written legacy, Tarlton Law Library is
preparing a comprehensive exhibit, collection, and bibliography of books authored
by graduates of the Law School. I would
appreciate it if you could disseminate this
information to the alumni by placing the
following announcement in Voice for the
Defense:

The Law School has an alumni list of
over 15,000, and the task of notifying each
graduate of this project is truly monumental. If you are able to assist us by placing
the announcement, it will be of enormous
help.
Sincerely,
Marlyn Robinson
Reference Librarian

In and Around Texas
confinaedfromprge 41

join TCDLA, and this in turn increases the
numberofdefenselawyers torender effective assistance of counsel to their clients,
both indigent and paying.
Speaking of increasing membership,
this writer's daughterand son-in-law, Jodi
and Guy announced the birth of a Wellborn baby girl, Olivia Boston Wellborn
on 20 October 1988. Guy is Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs at the University of Texas School of Law and Jodi, a
1983 graduate of U.T. Law School, is on
indefinite leave of absence as an inshuctor
at the Law School.
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. . .in this state already belong to t h b T e x a s Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe w e have now t h e b e s t Crimh a 1 Defense Bar in t h e United States. We maintain t h a t level
o f excellence b y continuously seeking out n e w minds, n e w
energies. Therefore w e want YOU. .if y o u r legal a n d personal
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To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
TO resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail suchrights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
s To improve the judicial system and to urge the selectionandappoiutment to the bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the administration o f criminal
justice.
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
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The monthly Voiceforthe Defme magazine.
The "Significant Decisions Report" of impanant cases deaded by the Texas Court of
Crlminal Appeals and thc Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Crnninal Defense Lawyers in
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